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Vindication of a  
Rigorous Cognive Science 
Ricardo Sanz and Jaime Gómez 
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid 

Abstract 
The study of mind seems to be in an impasse due to its elusive nature and the inherent 
difficulties emerging from the sheer complexity of its main realization: the brain. Ad-
vance will be possible, however, if we are able to apply the simple method of science: 
get data, formulate a theoretical hypothesis, and test the hypothesis. In the current 
state of affairs there is a lack of systematicity in the formulation of the hypotheses and 
we feel one of the reasons is the lack of an adequate vehicle.  In this introductory article 
we expose the reasons for creating yet another periodic publication in the domain of 
cognitive science: The Journal of Mind Theory.  

 
1 Motivation 
 
The multidisciplinary nature of the cognitive science endeavour makes it dif-
ficult to consolidate theoretical approaches into widely understandable, test-
able and eventually universaly accepted theories that can serve as corner-
sonets of a solid science and technology of mind. 
 
In this context we are launching a new forum for theoretical discussion in the 
form of a journal on mind theory. We all realize that the number of publica-
tions in the field of cognitive science is continuously growing. So, what is the 
rationale for a new one? 
 
The inflactionary academic publication world makes the task of acquiring a 
coherent state-of-the-art representation of the field an almost impossible task. 
This is extremely counterproductive when trying to incrementally build a real 
science. The staircase toward a rigorous, widely accepted, testable, theory of 
mind is obscure, arduous, tiresome and sometimes exasperating. This mostly 
happens because there are thousands of pretend-to steps and the real ones are 
scattered through so many places. 
 
We feel there is a strong need for simplification and focusing of mind-
theoretical works. We believe that the pursuit of the ultimate understanding 
of mind shall be easier if we are able to get rid of the enjoyable but otherwise 
decorative literature that is used to describe most of the theories. While this 
kind of text usually embellishes the many insights on the nature of mind and 
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somehow helps grasping their theoretical underpinnings, a narrower focus on 
the very core issues is absolutely necessary. Succinctness becomes a major 
target in this quest for a theory of mind.  
 
Hence, in the old way of the hard sciences, we strive for terse formalizations 
that will minimize the need for ink and paper and will hopefully convey pre-
cise, non-interpretable expressions of theories or hypotheses on mind nature. 
With this goal in mind we are launching this yet-another-journal, hence con-
tributing to the growing plethora of periodic publications but with the sole 
and noble aim of capturing, in a single place, a more rigorous science of mind.  
 
It is clear that formality and abstraction have been attempted in the past in the 
study of the mind; but instead of focusing on a concrete formalism and/or a 
concrete limited target for formalization, we aim to open the domain to the 
mind at large without committing to one particular language. The commit-
ment is only with the objective: an unified formal theory of mind.  
 
If we are successful in this attempt, we hope to see a single journal in the read-
ing pile. 
 
2 Journal focus  
 
The Journal of Mind Theory aims to stress a rigorous and even formalist ap-
proach to the investigation and theorization about the mind. It is driven by the 
developing scientific view that all mental issues –intentions, thoughts, feel-
ings– are just natural phenomena and therefore can and must be explored 
within a strict scientific framework encompassing both theoretical and empiri-
cal concerns. This emerging view is coming from the consilience of multiple 
strands of analysis that are breaking the disciplinary boundaries. 
 
Under this programme the Journal of Mind Theory:  
 

• Seeks theoretical rigor in theories of mind; 
 

• Seeks contributions that transcend the traditional disciplinary 
boundaries in cognitive science, encouraging articles from researchers 
interested in a formal approach to the analysis of cognition;  
 

• Emphasizes the synthesis of ideas, constructs, theories, and tech-
niques in the analysis of biological cognition and in the design of cog-
nitive autonomous systems, offering a platform for addressing the 
problem of formalization of cognition from a systemic and natural-
ized perspective; 

 
• Addresses the classic topics of theory of mind but with a formal tint: 

perception and phenomenology, theory of knowledge, reasoning and 
causation, the role of mathematics and logic in cognitive systems and 
philosophical foundations of cognition; 
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• Accepts experimental work insofar it addresses specific theories.  
 
JMT looks for fresh thinking, vigorous debate, and careful analysis!  
 
3 Content of the Journal 
 
JMT is a conventional scientific journal, and hence its main content is a set of 
research articles. In each number there will be a special “feature” article ad-
dressing in detail a concrete, complete theoretical approach.  
 
There will be other several smaller articles on specific topics and, finally, there 
will be special sections of related content (reviews, interviews, position pa-
pers, cultural notes, etc).  
 
4 The question of “formality”  
 
There may be some concerns concerning the meaning of the word ”formal” in 
the context of JMT, but this is a journal for simple people:  
 

• Scientists aiming for a scientific theory of mind, and  
• Engineers who are trying to understand enough about minds in order 

to be able to replicate some of its capabilities- with economically re-
quired engineering certainty.  

 
In this sense, we do not constrain the meaning of ”formal” in JMT to logics, 
quantum mechanics or post canonical systems (or whatever formal frame-
work any reader may think about) but to the class of languages used to de-
scribe systems that minimize the possibilities of hermeneutical differences (i.e. 
to be able to write descriptions that do not suffer the vagaries of interpreta-
tions).  
 
The point to be retained is that the formalizations are methodological tools 
and not just ontological simplifications. We want JMT to be a channel of pre-
cise mind-theoretical communication and not a demonstration of the powers 
of specific formalisms. 
 
In this search for a precise theorization about mind, we would say that in JMT 
there are two intertwined threads:  
 

• What is the mind? (described in a ”formal” language) 
• What is the language? (suitable for describing ”mind”) 

 
This last may be FOL, PCS, Java, Dynamical Systems Theory or whatever is 
suitable for capturing the theory and is more precise than old, good, plain 
English, German or Latin.  
 
The hope and the core rationale behind JMT is that both threads –the theory 
and the language for expressing it– will eventually converge into a single 
”formal language” or ”mind theory” conundrum.  
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Extrapolating beyond what may be reasonable, the language of convergence 
may indeed be the ultimate LoT; transcending the original idea of LoT that is 
linguistically biased, obviating other languages of more mathematical nature; 
an extremely efficient source of new concepts and tools to understand reality 
(mental processes included). 
 
5 The question of “reductionism”  
 
It may seem that the endeavor that sublimes JMT is a total reduction of mind 
to mathematical physics. For some of us it may be the case, but for others it 
may be not; in any case, it is necessary to be precise in the expression of the 
way of the reduction or the way of non-reduction, e.g. by emergence. If we are 
expecting to resolve the issue, both theoretical models shall be commensurate. 
 
Reductionism is a term with considerable bad press within certain cultural 
milieu that considers the reductionism as the credo (just another -ism) carried 
out by the reductionists, who are those that approach the understanding of 
complex phenomena by over simplifying them.  
 
Admittedly, reductionist statements ornamented with some obscure technical 
terminology made by a few, has served to brutalize social reality and mini-
mize environmental influences for the most self-serving reasons. 
 
However, to tell the whole truth, reductionism and mathematization are dan-
gers only when used to serve private interests and limited knowledge of the 
mathematical structures introduced in the explanations. In JMT we aim to 
transcend the pathological fear of reductionism and mathematization within 
the cognitive sciences, from academics in the humanities, neurosciences and 
postmodern robotics.  
 
6 About JMT Volume 0 
  
Volume 0 is the first volume of JMT and its sole objective is to start the En-
deavour setting a basis for further development and focusing in the long-term 
objectives of the Journal of Mind Theory. JMT Volume 0 has been edited in 
two numbers of roughly similar size and variety of content: 
 

• JMT Volume 0 Number 1 
 

• Feature: Toward a Computational Theory of Mind 
• The Mind as an Evolving Anticipative Capability 
• The Challenges for Implementable Theories of Mind 
• Special section: Questions for a Journal of Mind Theory  

 
• JMT Volume 0 Number 2 

 
• Feature: MENS, a mathematical model for cognitive systems 
• The Unbearable Heaviness of Being in Phenomenologist AI 
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• Pragmatics and Its Implications for Multiagent Systems 
• Mimetic Minds as Semiotic Minds How Hybrid Humans Make Up Dis-

tributed Cognitive Systems 
• Special Section: Neuroeconomics and Neuromarketing; Practical Appli-

cations and Ethical Concerns 
 
Our very first article, Toward a Computational Theory of Mind by Albus, is a tour-
de-force, in which, James Albus summarizes his life-long research work dedi-
cated to the analysis and synthesis of mind using an architectural approach.  
The resulting system, RCS, is an architectural reference model able to both 
serve as explanatory framework for natural cognition and as blueprint for 
artificial mind construction. 
 
In The Mind as an Evolving Anticipative Capability, Cottam, Ranson and 
Vounckx make a concrete proposal on the nature of mind and give a rationale 
for it: Mind is just an evolving anticipative capability. This theoretical model is 
set in a landscape of ecological multiscalar evolution leading to an architec-
ture of mind that exploits internal multiresolutional model structures that 
serve to guide the behavior of the evolving agent population in multiscalar 
environments. The article analyzes the implications of their theoretical model 
for the transposition of genotypic to phenotypic aspects that drive agent op-
eration. 
 
Haikonen contributes The Challenges for Implementable Theories of Mind, where 
he departs from the excessively metaphorical nature of many of the theories of 
mind that are too loose to serve as blueprints for mind engineering. He clari-
fies the necessary profile of an implementable theory of mind, identifying 
some of the core issues that shall be addressed by such a theory: mind-body 
relation, meaning and understanding, emotion, qualia, etc. 
 
Questions for a Journal of Mind Theory is a special section of JMT: Interview. In 
this case this is a questionaire proposed by one of the editors of JMT (Gómez) 
and answered by a philosopher (Talmont-Kaminski) and an engineer (Sanz, 
the other JMT editor). In this questionaire some of the basic questions tradi-
tionally addressed by the philosophy of mind are re-considered under the 
panorama for rigor proposed by JMT. 
 
MENS, a Mathematical Model for Cognitive Systems proposes a mathematical 
theory to answer the fundamental question of how higher mental processes 
arise from the functioning of the brain? Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch have 
spent 20 years working on an entirely new model for studying living organ-
isms. MENS provides a formal unified model for the investigation of the 
mind, translating ideas of neuroscientists into a mathematical language based 
on Category Theory.  
 
The Unbearable Heaviness of Being in Phenomenologist AI points out the misuse of 
Heidegger’s philosophical insights within the discipline of artificial intelli-
gence (AI) and robotics. Jaime Gómez and Ricardo Sanz, as engineers, make a 
passionate and sensible incursion within the philosophical discourse. The 
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article argues that Husserl’s phenomenology (“putting the world between 
brackets”) and other post-phenomenologist doctrines from Heidegger to Mer-
leau-Ponty, has led to a positioning in embodied AI that deeply neglects fun-
damental representational aspects that are necessary for building an unified 
theory of cognition. 
 
Samad, in Pragmatics and Its Implications for Multiagent Systems, illustrates how 
incorporating pragmatics can play an important part in multiagent system 
performance. The author puts the linguistic discipline of pragmatics in a 
purely engineering context. As a consequence of this, multiagent communica-
tion improves key features like security, robustness or efficiency. Addition-
ally, he offers some examples and preliminary remarks towards formalizing 
this. 
 
Mimetic Minds as Semiotic Minds How Hybrid Humans Make Up Distributed Cog-
nitive Systems by Magnani, claims that the externalization/disembodiment of 
mind is a significant cognitive perspective able to unveil some basic features 
of abduction and creative/hypothetical thinking. Magnani coins the term 
semiotic brains which are able to make up a series of signs and that are en-
gaged in making, manifesting or reacting to a series of signs. Through this 
semiotic activity the semiotic brains are at the same time engaged in “being 
minds” and thus in thinking intelligently. 
 
Neuroeconomics and Neuromarketing; Practical Applications and Ethical Concerns 
by Belden, inaugurates the JMT special section Science is Culture. This section 
is dedicated to giving a voice to those from other disciplines regarding perti-
nent or controversial scientific and technical issues covered in the journal. 
Sarah Belden, a Berlin based curator, explores the ethical issues posed by new 
technologies within the realm of Neuroeconomics and Neuromarketing. This 
article is an invitation for critical thinking about the goals of science and its 
financial support, and our increasing power to see and change the basic struc-
ture of human consciousness, thinking and identity, which raises a number of 
important social, political, cultural and ethical issues.  
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Toward a 
Computational Theory of Mind 
James Albus 
Krasnow Institute for Advanced Studies 

 
Abstract 
Scientific knowledge of the brain and technology of intelligent systems has developed 
to a point where a computational theory of mind is feasible. This paper briefly de-
scribes the RCS (Real-time Control System) reference model architecture that has been 
used successfully over the past 30 years for designing intelligent systems for a wide 
variety of applications. It then suggests how RCS can be mapped onto the neuronal 
structure of the brain, and vice versa. Both RCS and the brain are goal-directed and 
sensory-interactive intelligent control systems. Both are hierarchical in structure and 
partitioned into behavior generating and sensory processing hierarchies. Both rely 
heavily on an internal model of the external world for perception and behavior. The 
world model is used in perception for focusing attention, segmentation, grouping, 
prediction, and classification. It is used in behavior for decision-making, planning, and 
control. Both RCS and the brain have value judgment processes that assign worth to 
perceived objects, events, situations, and scenarios; and estimate the cost, risk, and 
benefit of plans for future behavior. The formal structure of RCS provides a framework 
for a computational theory of mind that is both quantitative and experimentally test-
able.  

 
Keywords 
Artificial intelligence, brain, cognitive science, mind, neuroscience, robotics. 

 
 
1 Introduction 
 

The task of neural science is to provide explanations of behavior in 
terms of activities of the brain. 

-- Eric Kandel [26]  
 
We are at a historical tipping point. The fundamental neuroscience and the 
technology of intelligent systems have matured to a level where it is possible 
to hypothesize quantitative theories of mind. The computational power and 
software engineering tools now exist to build experimental models of the 
brain that test theoretical predictions against observed performance in real 
world environments. There are good reasons to believe that a scientific expla-
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nation of mind in terms of neuronal activities in the brain is feasible within the 
foreseeable future.  
 
Much is known in the neuroscience and brain modeling communities regard-
ing how the brain functions [26], [19], [18], [24], [27], [13], [14], [23]. Much is 
known in the computer science and intelligent systems engineering 
1community about how to embed knowledge in computer systems [38], [46], 
[30], [8]. Researchers in robotics, automation, and control systems have 
learned how to build intelligent systems capable of performing complex op-
erations in real-world, uncertain, and sometimes hostile, environments [20], 
[28], [31]. Computer hardware is approaching the estimated speed and mem-
ory capacity of the human brain and is increasing by an order of magnitude 
every five years [37], [29]. Reference model architectures and software devel-
opment methodologies have evolved over the past three decades that provide 
a systematic approach to engineering intelligent systems [2]. 
 
This paper is an attempt to integrate knowledge from all of these disciplines 
into a framework for a computational theory of mind.  
 
2 A Computational Theory of Mind 
 
A computational theory of mind can be defined as a theory that models the 
mind as a set of processes, each of which has a computational equivalent [43]. 
There are many phenomena that are commonly attributed to the mind. These 
include imagination, thought, reason, emotion, perception, cognition, knowl-
edge, communication, planning, wisdom, intention, motives, memory, feel-
ings, behavior, creativity, consciousness, intelligence, intuition, and self. The 
fundamental hypothesis of a computational theory of mind is that each of 
these phenomena is a manifestation of an underlying process that has a com-
putational equivalent.  
 
One version of this hypothesis [2] suggests that imagination is a process of 
modeling, simulation, and visualization, i.e., generating and visualizing sce-
narios from assumptions about state, attributes, and relationships of objects, 
events, situations, and classes. Thinking is a process of imagining what might 
occur under various circumstances and analyzing the results. Reasoning is a 
process by which rules of logic are applied to representations of knowledge 
during the process of thinking. Emotions are mental states or feelings that re-
sult from a value judgment process evaluating what is good or bad, attractive 
or repulsive, important or trivial, loved or hated, hoped for or feared. Feelings 
are patterns of activity on particular sets of neurons that are perceived as pain, 
pleasure, joy, grief, hope, fear, love, hate, anxiety, or contentment. Perception is 
a process by which patterns of neural activity are interpreted as knowledge 
about the world, including self knowledge. Knowledge is information that is 
structured so as to be useful for thinking and reasoning. Cognition is a collec-
tion of processes by which knowledge is acquired and evaluated, awareness is 
achieved, reasoning is carried out, and judgment is exercised. Meaning is the 
set of semantic relationships that exist between the internal knowledge data-
base and the external world. Meaning establishes what is intended or meant 
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by behavioral actions, and defines what entities, events, and situations in the 
knowledge database refer to in the world.  
 
Understanding is what occurs when the system’s internal representation of 
external reality is adequate for generating intelligent behavior. Planning is a 
process whereby a system imagines potential futures and selects the best 
course of action to achieve a goal state. Wisdom is the ability to make decisions 
that are most likely to achieve high-level long-range goals. Introspection is a 
process by which a system examines its own internal state and capabilities 
and reasons about its own strengths and weaknesses. Reflection is a process by 
which a system rehearses, analyzes, or thinks about the meaning of situations 
and events. Reflexion is a process whereby a system considers what others 
think about what it is thinking. Attention is a process by which an intelligent 
system directs sensors and focuses computational resources on what is impor-
tant to its current goals – and ignores what is unimportant. Awareness is a 
condition wherein a system has knowledge of the structure, dynamics, and 
meaning of the environment in which it exists. Consciousness is a state or con-
dition in which an intelligent system is aware of itself, its surroundings, its 
situation, its intentions, and its feelings [2]. 
 
According to this hypothesis, the duality of mind and brain can be explained 
in terms of the duality between a computing machine and the computational 
processes that occur in it. A machine is material, has mass, and occupies 
space. A computational process is immaterial, has no mass, and occupies no 
space. Yet, the immaterial process determines the behavior of the material 
machine, and the material machine is required for the process to exist. There is 
no need to appeal to spiritual essences that are beyond scientific investigation 
or to quantum effects that are inherently indeterminate.  
 
The above hypothesis suggests that many of the phenomena of mind, once 
fully understood in terms of computational processes, will turn out to be less 
mysterious and inscrutable than many philosophers insist. By this hypothesis, 
the great mystery of dualism is reduced to simply the distinction between a 
machine and a process. This, of course, is controversial. Many in the philoso-
phical arena would disagree. On the other hand, many in the computational 
sciences and neurosciences would feel it is self-evident. A full review of the 
multitude of viewpoints regarding the nature of the mind is far beyond the 
scope of this paper. A good sampling of support for the computational hy-
pothesis can be found in [12], [13], [27], and [48]. 
 
The reader should understand that what is presented in this paper is by no 
means a fully formed computational theory of mind, but rather a conceptual 
framework that might lead eventually to such a theory. This framework is 
based on a set of assumptions that are stated here explicitly. They are: 
 

1. The mind is a process, or more precisely a set of processes, and the 
brain is a machine in which the processes of mind occur. In short, the 
mind is what the brain does. 
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2. The phenomenon of mind results from activity within and between 
four elemental processes (behavior generation, sensory processing, 
world modeling, and value judgment) at many hierarchical levels. 

3. These elemental processes of mind are supported by:  
a. knowledge represented in data structures that encode iconic, 

symbolic, declarative, procedural, and episodic knowledge; 
including what is perceived, known, or believed about the ex-
ternal environment, what is measured of the internal state of 
the mind and body, and what is considered to be good or bad, 
important or trivial. 

b. communication mechanisms that transport knowledge between 
functional modules within the brain. 

4. All functional processes in the brain have computational equivalents.  
 

These assumptions are essentially axioms that are accepted as true without 
proof. The purpose of axioms is to provide a starting point for a theoretical 
framework. The purpose of the above explicit assumptions is to provide the 
reader with a starting point for the particular framework described here. 
  
The approach will be to: 
 
1. Briefly describe a reference model architecture that has been successfully 

used for designing intelligent systems for a wide variety of applications. 
2. Suggest how that reference architecture can be mapped onto the architec-

ture of the brain, and vice versa. 
3. Suggest how this mapping provides a framework for formulating a com-

putational theory of mind. 
 
3 A Reference Model Architecture 
 
An architecture consists of functional modules, interfaces, communications, 
and data structures. A reference model architecture defines how the func-
tional modules and data structures are integrated into subsystems and sys-
tems. It specifies functionality, modularity, connectivity, latency, bandwidth, 
reliability, semantics, and system performance. A reference model architecture 
is important because it enables a systematic methodology for engineering 
complex systems from a multiplicity of heterogeneous functional modules. 
 
There are a number of architectures that have been developed for building 
intelligent systems. Some of these such as SOAR [30], ACT-R [8], Pilot’s Asso-
ciate [42], and various Black-Board and Expert Systems architectures [25] are 
designed to model high-level cognitive elements of human reasoning. How-
ever, they do not address the low-level details of perception and real-time 
behavior in the natural environment. Others such as Subsumption [10] and its 
many derivatives [11] have been designed to model low-level reactive behav-
iors. However, these do not address the high-level elements of cognition, 
knowledge representation, reasoning, and planning. Still others such as AuRA 
[9], CLARAty [45], and RCS [7] are hybrid architectures designed to combine 
high-level planning with low-level behaviors.  
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The cognitive architecture chosen for this paper is RCS (Real-time Control 
System). There are several reasons for this choice. One is that RCS addresses 
the full range of complexity inherent in embodied cognitive systems, from 
sensing through perception to cognition, decision-making, planning, and con-
trol of intelligent behavior in real-world environments.  
 
A second reason is that RCS embodies a computational infrastructure that is 
plausible from a neuroscience viewpoint. RCS was originally inspired by the 
Marr-Albus model of the cerebellum [33], [6] and the CMAC (Cerebellar 
Model Articulation Controller) neural network. ([4], [5], [36]) RCS consists of a 
network of computational modules that accept inputs and produce outputs in 
a manner designed to emulate neural computation in the brain. It mimics the 
hierarchical structure that is observed throughout the brain. A Neutral Mes-
saging Language (NML) that provides communications between computa-
tional modules mimics the neural pathways in the brain [39]. 
 
A third reason for selecting RCS is that it provides a mature engineering 
methodology that has been used by many teams of engineers over the past 30 
years for building real-time controllers for a wide variety of robots and intelli-
gent systems focused on real applications in real world environments. These 
include controllers for laboratory robots, machine tools, inspection machines, 
intelligent manufacturing systems, industrial robots, automated general mail 
facilities, automated stamp distribution systems, automated mining equip-
ment, unmanned underwater vehicles, autonomous operations for nuclear 
submarines, and unmanned ground vehicles [2], [1], [32] RCS also provides 
software development tools and a simulation environment that are well 
documented and publicly available over the internet [39], [21]. 
 
3.1 Structure of the RCS Model 
 
The basic form of the RCS reference model is shown in Figure 1. An internal 
model of the external world lies at the center. The World Model includes both 
a knowledge database and a set of World Modeling processes that provide 
three basic functions:  
 

1. To build and maintain the knowledge database,  
2. To service requests for information from Sensory Processing and Be-

havior Generation,  
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Figure 1: The fundamental structure of the RCS reference model architecture. 
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3. To generate predictions based on knowledge stored in the knowledge 
database.  

 
The World Modeling processes generate short-term predictions for Sensory 
Processing to support focus of attention, segmentation, and recursive estima-
tion. The World Modeling processes also generate long-term predictions for 
behavior to support decision-making, planning, and control. 
 
 
Sensors and Sensory Processing processes extract information from the sen-
sory data stream to keep the World Model current and accurate. Working 
together, Sensory Processing and World Modeling processes establish and 
maintain correspondence between the internal World Model and the external 
world environment.  
 
Behavior Generation uses current knowledge in the World Model to generate 
actions that produce results in the external world. Behavior Generation uses 
the predictive capabilities of the World Model for decision making and plan-
ning to achieve or maintain goals.  
 
The flow of information between the World Model and Sensory Processing is 
bi-directional. While Sensory Processing keeps the World Model updated, the 
World Model provides context and predictions to assist Sensory Processing in 
the interpretation of sensory data. The World Model provides Sensory Proc-
essing with knowledge of what is important. This is used for focusing atten-
tion. The World Model provides Sensory Processing with predictions of what 
kinds of objects and events to expect, where and when to expect them to oc-
cur, and what attributes and behaviors to expect them to exhibit. This infor-
mation is used by Sensory Processing for segmentation, grouping, tracking, 
and classification of targets; and for processing of temporal sequences. 
 
The flow of information between the World Model and behavior is also two-
way. While the World Model provides Behavior Generation with information 
regarding the state of the external world, Behavior Generation provides the 
World Wodel with information about the state of the task. This enables the 
World Model to know what task is in progress, and what commands are cur-
rently being sent to actuators. This information enables the World Modeling 
processes to better predict what will happen in the future. Behavior Genera-
tion informs the World Model about plans for possible future actions. The 
World Modeling processes can then simulate the probable results of these 
possible future actions, and return an estimate of cost, benefit, and risk. This 
enables Behavior Generation to choose among alternative future courses of 
action. This two-way conversation between Behavior Generation and World 
Model is a planning loop. 
 
3.2 First Level of Detail 
 
A first level of detail in the RCS reference model is shown in Figure 2. Behav-
ior is generated by Behavior Generation (BG) processes (Planners and Execu-
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tors) supported by Task Knowledge. Task knowledge is procedural knowl-
edge, i.e., skills, abilities, and knowledge of how to act to achieve task goals 
under various conditions. Task knowledge includes requirements for tools 
and resources, and lists of objects that are important to task performance. Task 
knowledge can be represented in the form of task frames, recipes, schema, 
state graphs, procedures, programs, rules, or flow charts. Task knowledge is 
used by Planners and Executors to make decisions, generate plans, and con-
trol behavior [1], [2]. Some task knowledge is acquired by learning how to do 
things, either from a teacher or from experience [47]. Some task knowledge is 
embedded in BG software in the form of algorithms and data structures con-
taining a priori information about the world and the intelligent system. 
 
Perception is enabled by Sensory Processing (SP) processes that operate on 
sensory input to window (i.e., focus attention), segment and group entities 
and events, compute attributes, do recursive estimation, and perform classifi-
cation operations. The World Model is composed of a Knowledge Database 
(KD), a set of World Modeling (WM) processes, and a set of Value Judgment 
(VJ) processes. 
 

The Knowledge Database (KD) contains declarative and episodic knowledge. 
Knowledge in the KD is learned, either from a teacher or from experience. 
Declarative and episodic knowledge are represented in both iconic and sym-

 

 

Figure 2: A first level of detail in the basic structure of intelligent systems. Processes are 

represented by boxes with square corners. Data structures are represented by boxes with 

rounded corners. Data flow between processes and pointers within KD are represented by 

arrows. 
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bolic forms. Iconic forms include images and maps. These are two-
dimensional projections of the three-dimensional structure of the external 
world. Images are in the coordinate frame of the sensors. Maps are in a coor-
dinate frame that is ideal for planning behavior, such as an overhead view of 
the ground. Maps may be of different scales, and are often overlaid with icons 
and features such as terrain contour lines, roads, bridges, and streams. In the 
RCS model, images and maps are represented by two-dimensional arrays of 
pixels (i.e., picture elements consisting of scalars or vectors, each element of 
which represents a signal or attribute value.) In the brain, images exist in the 
retina, the visual cortex, and the somatosensory cortex. Maps exist in the pos-
terior parietal cortex, the hippocampus, and possibly other regions.  
 
Symbolic forms include entities, events, and relationships. Entities represent 
segmented regions of space. Events represent segmented intervals of time. 
Relationships are linkages that exist between and among entities and/or 
events. In RCS, entities and events can be represented by abstract data struc-
tures such as LISP frames, C structs, or C++ objects and classes. Relationships 
are represented by pointers. Entities and events in the KD can be linked by 
pointers to represent places, situations, and episodes. For example, parent-
child relationships and class membership relationships can be represented by 
“belongs-to” or “has-part” pointers. Situations and places can be represented 
by graph structures and semantic nets. Episodes are strings of situations that 
occur over extended periods of time. Episodes can be described by linguistic 
structures such as words, phrases, sentences, and stories. Spatial, temporal, 
mathematical, social, and causal relationships can be represented by abstract 
data structures and pointers that link them together in networks that provide 
context and meaning.  
 
Direct contact with the external world is provided by patterns of light on the 
retina, patterns of tactile stimulation on the skin, patterns of pressure varia-
tions in the cochlea, patterns of acceleration in the vestibular system, patterns 
of excitation of the organs of taste and smell, and patterns of input from inter-
nal and proprioceptive sensors in the body. Signals from sensors enter the 
sensory processing system in iconic form.  
 
Patterns of signals are transformed into symbolic form through the operations 
of segmentation and grouping. Pixels in images are segmented and grouped 
into patterns, or entities, e.g., edges, surfaces, objects, groups, situations, and 
places. Strings of acoustic signals are segmented and grouped into events, e.g., 
sounds, phonemes, words, sentences, stories, and episodes. Patterns of smell 
and taste are grouped into classes. Patterns of proprioception and vestibular 
signals are grouped into body posture and gait.  
 
These grouping and segmentation operations generate pointers that link 
iconic to symbolic representations, and vice versa. Pointers link pixels in im-
ages and maps to symbolic frames representing entities, events, and classes. 
Forward pointers linking iconic to symbolic representations provide the basis 
for symbolic reasoning. This enables an intelligent system to perceive the 
world not as a collection of pixels and signals, but as a montage of objects, 
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events, situations, and episodes. Meaning occurs when signals from sensors 
are grouped into entities and events with behavioral significance. Back-
pointers link symbolic frames back to images and maps, which can be pro-
jected back onto the sensory data stream. Back-pointers provide the basis for 
symbol grounding. This enables the intelligent system to project context and 
meaning onto sensory experiences, and hence onto the external environment. 
Two-way links between iconic and symbolic forms provide the basis for scene 
and speech understanding, abductive inferencing, and symbol grounding.  
 
The KD includes knowledge stored in long-term memory, short-term mem-
ory, and immediate experience. The RCS model assumes that long-term mem-
ory is symbolic and stored in non-volatile media. Short-term memory is sym-
bolic and stored in volatile media such as finite state automata or recirculating 
delay lines. Immediate experience is iconic and stored in dynamic registers in 
active processes such as recursive estimation, adaptive resonance circuits, and 
control loops.  
 
3.3 World Model (WM) and Value Judgment (VJ) Processes 
 
A block diagram of WM and VJ processes is shown in Figure 3. The WM proc-
esses provide the database management and learning functions required to 
keep the KD current, and relevant to what BG processes require for achieving 
task goals. WM processes service queries for BG executors, and provide simu-
lations for BG planners. WM processes provide model-based predictions and 
visualizations in support of recursive estimation, focus of attention, and seg-
mentation processes in SP.  
 
The VJ processes provide a variety of evaluation functions required for in-

  

 

Figure 3: A block diagram of WM and VJ processes (From [2]) 
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telligent decision-making, planning, focus of attention, and control. Evalua-
tions from VJ processes provide criteria for decision-making by BG in the se-
lection of goals and assignment of priorities to tasks. VJ processes provide the 
criteria for selecting modes of behavior such as aggressive vs. cautious, or 
fight vs. flee. VJ processes evaluate the cost, benefit, and risk of expected re-
sults of hypothesized plans.  
 
VJ processes compute levels of confidence for perceptual hypotheses and as-
sign worth to entities, events, situations, and episodes entered in the KD by 
WM. VJ processes evaluate the behavioral significance of objects, events, and 
situations, and provide the basis for deciding whether something is worth 
storing in long-term memory. VJ processes provide the basis for assessment of 
what is good or bad, attractive or repulsive, beautiful or ugly. For intelligent 
systems, VJ processes determine what is to be feared or hoped for, loved or 
hated. In highly intelligent systems, VJ processes may generate feelings and 
beliefs that provide a sense of duty, justice, and morality. 
 
3.4 The RCS Hierarchy 
 
A fundamental feature of the RCS reference model architecture is its hierar-
chical structure. The BG hierarchy consists of echelons of nodes containing 
intelligent agents. An example of a RCS organizational hierarchy is shown in 
Figure 4. This is the version of RCS (4D/RCS) that was developed for the 
Army Research Laboratory Experimental Unmanned Vehicle (XUV) program, 
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Figure 4: The 4D/RCS reference model architecture developed for the Army Research Laboratory Demo III 

experimental unmanned ground vehicle program. This example is for an autonomous vehicle in a scout platoon 

(from [1]). 
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[41] and since adopted for the Autonomous Navigation System being devel-
oped for the U.S. Army Future combat system [1], [32], [34]. 
 
At each echelon, BG processes in RCS nodes decompose task commands from 
a higher echelon node into subtasks for one or more subordinate nodes in a 
lower echelon. At each level, SP processes focus attention, segment and group 
patterns of sensory data from lower levels, and compute attributes and classi-
fications of those patterns for higher echelons. At each level and each echelon, 
WM processes use SP results to maintain KD data with range and resolution 
needed to support BG planning and control functions in each node. VJ proc-
esses provide evaluations to support decision-making, planning, control, 
memory, and focus of attention in BG, WM, and SP processes in each node.  
 
Each 4D/RCS node has a well-defined role, set of responsibilities, span of 
control, range of interest, and resolution of detail in space and time. These 
nodes can be configured to model any management style, and can be recon-
figured at any time in response to changing task priorities and resource avail-
abilities. 
 
The example in Figure 4 is a reference model for a controller for a single scout 
vehicle in a section of a platoon attached to a battalion. A similar reference 
model might be developed for a single human being embedded in a social 
structure consisting of an immediate family, an extended family, and a tribe. 
Processing nodes are organized such that the BG processes form a chain of 
command. There are horizontal communication pathways within nodes, and 
information in the knowledge database is shared between WM processes in 
nodes above, below, and at the same level within the same subtree. On the 
right in Figure 4, are examples of the functional characteristics of the BG proc-
esses at each echelon. On the left, are examples of the scale of maps generated 
by SP-WM processes and populated by the WM in the KD at each level. VJ 
processes are hidden behind WM processes in the diagram. A control loop 
may be closed at every node. An operator interface provides input to, and 
obtains output from, processes in every node. Numerical values in the figure 
are representative examples only. Actual numbers depend on parameters of 
specific vehicle dynamics. It should be noted that there are not necessarily the 
same number of SP levels as BG echelons. This is discussed later in more de-
tail. 
 
The BG process in each node has a well-defined and limited set of task skills. 
Each echelon in the BG hierarchy relies on the echelon above to define goals 
and priorities, and provide long-range plans. Each node relies on the echelon 
below to carry out the details of assigned tasks. Within each node, the KD 
provides a model of the external world at a range and resolution that is ap-
propriate for the behavioral decision-making and planning activities that are 
the responsibility of that node. This hierarchical distribution of roles and re-
sponsibilities provides a way to manage computational complexity as systems 
scale up to real-world tasks and environments.  
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The BG hierarchy is not fixed. It can be reconfigured at any time so that sub-
systems within vehicles can be replaced, or vehicles can be reassigned to dif-
ferent chains of command whenever required. 
 
Note that in Figure 4 there are surrogate nodes for the Section, Platoon, and 
Battalion echelons. These enable any individual vehicle to assume the role of a 
section, platoon, or battalion commander. Surrogate nodes also provide each 
vehicle with higher echelon plans, models, goals, rules of engagement, and 
priorities during those periods of time when the vehicle is not in direct com-
munications with its supervisor. Surrogate nodes in every individual vehicle 
enable it to cooperate effectively with others, and act appropriately in teams, 
even when contact with supervisor nodes is interrupted.  
 
Similarly most, if not all, human brains contain the potential to assume the 
role of head of an immediate family, an extended family, or tribe. And every 
mature adult has the ability to cooperate effectively and act appropriately, 
even when not under the immediate supervision of an authority figure. It can 
be conjectured that higher echelon nodes in the brain are dedicated to plan-
ning and controlling behavior of the individual relative to (i.e., in collabora-
tion with or in competition with others) family, friends, and larger organiza-
tions. 

 
3.5 Perception 
 
The role of perception is to build and maintain an internal model of the exter-
nal world with range and resolution that is appropriate for behavior generat-
ing processes at every echelon of the BG hierarchy. Perception is accom-
plished by interactions between SP and WM processes that provide attention 
(i.e., windowing), segmentation and grouping, computation of attributes, 
filtering and confirmation of grouping (i.e., recursive estimation), and classifi-
cation. At each level in the SP hierarchy, patterns in the sensory input are 
grouped into entities and events. For each entity or event, pointers are estab-
lished that define relationships to other entities and events, and to the regions 
in space or time that comprise them. 
 
The diagram in Figure 5 shows how bottom-up SP processes that operate on 
sensory input are influenced by top-down information from a priori KD 
knowledge, and BG representations of tasks and goals. These interactions 
occur at almost every level in the SP hierarchy. At the bottom left of Figure 5, 
subentity images enter a SP level to be processed. At the lowest level, a suben-
tity image is simply an array of pixels from a camera or a retina. At higher 
levels, a subentity image is the output from a lower level SP process. The SP 
process of windowing operates to mask out regions of the image that are 
without behavioral significance, and focus SP-WM resources on regions that 
are important to achieving behavioral goals. The SP process of segmentation 
separates subentities that belong to entities of interest from the background. 
Grouping clusters subentities into entities based on some gestalt hypothesis 
(e.g., proximity, similarity, good continuation, symmetry, etc.) Grouping la-
bels the segmented subentities with the name of the entity to which they be-
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long. At various levels in the SP-WM hierarchy, grouping yields entity images 
of edges, boundaries, surfaces, objects, or groups of objects. The result of each 
grouping operation is a hypothesized entity image wherein each pixel in the 
entity image is labeled with the name of the group to which it belongs. Each 
grouping operation generates pointers from subentities to entities, and vice 
versa. This establishes links between labeled regions in the iconic representa-
tion, and named entity or event frames in the symbolic representation.  
 
Once segmentation and grouping have been achieved, SP and WM computa-
tion processes can then compute the value of entity attributes (e.g., size, shape, 
color, and texture) and state (e.g., position, orientation, and motion) for each 
segmented region of interest in the entity image. Next, SP-WM recursive esti-
mation processes generate predicted entity attributes to be compared with 
observed entity attributes. When predicted attributes match observed attrib-
utes, confidence in the gestalt grouping hypothesis is increased. When the 
confidence rises above threshold, the grouping hypothesis is confirmed.  

 
During the recursive estimation process, small differences between predic-
tions and observations are used to update the model. Large differences may 
cause the level of confidence in the grouping hypothesis to fall below thresh-
old. When this happens, the hypothesis is rejected, and another gestalt hy-
pothesis must be generated. If a suitable hypothesis cannot be found, then the 
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Figure 5: A data flow diagram of interactions between SP and WM processes in a typical SP-

WM level. Functional operations are shown in boxes with square corners. Data structures are 
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observed region in the image is declared novel, and worthy of inclusion on 
the list of entities of attention as a region of interest.  
 
Once the grouping hypothesis is confirmed, the list of attributes in the con-
firmed entity frame can be compared with the attributes of stored entity class 
prototypes in the KD. When a match is detected, the entity is assigned to the 
matching class. This establishes a class pointer from the entity frame to the 
name (or address) of the class prototype frame. Each pixel in the entity image 
can then inherit additional class attributes through its link with the entity 
frame. Finally, a VJ process determines whether or not the classified entity is 
of sufficient importance to be stored in long-term memory. If so, then a WM 
process will enter the classified entity frame into long-term memory in the 
KD. 
 
Top-down information from BG processes about task goals and priorities en-
ter Figure 5 at the top-right. This top-down information enables a WM process 
to select a set of entity classes that are important to the task from a library of 
prototype entity class frames that resides in long-term memory. This set of 
important entities is prioritized and combined with bottom-up information 
about novel regions of interest. The result is a list of entities and regions of 
attention. This list is used by WM processes at the bottom right of Figure 5 to 
generate expectations and predictions regarding where these entities and re-
gions of attention should be expected to appear in the image, and what they 
should be expected to look like.  
 
What entities are expected to look like is defined by the attributes in the proto-
type entity class frames. What information provides guidance to the heuristic 
selection of gestalt hypotheses that will be used to control the grouping of 
subentities into entities. Where entities can be expected to appear in the image 
can be computed from the state-variables in the entity class frames. Where 
information provides guidance to the heuristic processes that define windows 
of attention to be used to control sensory pointing, tracking, and segmentation 
operations. 
 
More detail about the RCS reference model architecture is available in [2] and 
[1]. 
 
4 Mapping the Model onto the Brain 
 
We turn now to the task of mapping the RCS model onto the brain, and vice 
versa. It is assumed that the brain is first and foremost a control system, con-
sisting of an integrated society of computational modules that has evolved 
through natural selection to enable the self-organism to survive and propagate 
in a complex, uncertain, and often hostile world. It is assumed that the ma-
chinery of the brain is organized so as to sense and perceive the external 
world, to build and maintain an internal model of the world, and generate 
and control behavior in pursuit of goals. Goals are defined as desired states to 
be achieved or maintained. Some goals are generated internally in response to 
perceived needs, drives, motives, and beliefs. Other goals are generated exter-
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nally by requests from peers or subordinates, or by commands from family, 
tribal, religious, political, or military authorities.  
 
The anatomy of the brain is as stereotypical as the anatomy of the body. The 
brain is organized front-to-back such that sensory processing (SP) and the 
world model (WM) processes that support SP are located in the back. Behav-
ior generation (BG) and those portions of the WM that support the kinematics 
and dynamics of planning behavior are located in the front. The brain is orga-
nized top-to-bottom as a hierarchy of BG echelons and SP levels. At each level 
of SP and each echelon of BG, there are connections with the limbic system. 
These correspond to value judgment (VJ) processes.  
 
VJ processes mimic the function of emotions. Patricia Churchland defines 
emotions as “the brain’s way of making us do and pay attention to certain 
things. They are assignments of value that direct us one way or another.” [12]. 
The emotions are the outputs of the parts of the brain that assign value, esti-
mate cost, risk, and benefit, and define what is important. At the most funda-
mental level, the emotions are feelings and urges that motivate self-
preservation and gene propagation. The portions of the brain that perform 
these functions belong to the limbic system. The limbic system is a collection 
of regions near the center of the brain that surround the thalamus. The most 
primitive parts of the limbic system are located in the region that processes 
smell and taste. The VJ processes include the hypothalamus where the drives 
of thirst, hunger, and sexual arousal are computed. They include the 
amygdala where feelings of fear and rage are generated, and the emotional 
importance of objects and events is computed. They include the system of 
sensors and processing modules that generate feelings of pain, both physical 
and emotional. The VJ processes also include the reticular activating system, 
the pain-pleasure centers, and the elements of the autonomic nervous system 
that report on bodily health and physical fitness. 
 
4.1 Back-to-front 
 
Back to front, the brain is organized such that, for the most part, sensory proc-
essing (SP) is in the back (i.e., posterior regions), and behavior generation (BG) 
is in the front (i.e., anterior regions.) In the spinal cord, sensory information 
enters through the dorsal roots, and motor neurons exit through the ventral 
roots. In the cerebral cortex, the primary sensory processing areas for vision, 
hearing, and somatosensory data are located behind the central sulcus, and 
behavior generating areas are located forward of this central dividing line.  
 
World modeling (WM) and knowledge data-structures (KD) are split between 
the back and front. Those parts of WM and KD that support sensory process-
ing are located in the back. Those parts of WM and KD that support the BG 
processes of kinematic and dynamic planning are located in the front.  
 
Two-way communication pathways connect SP, WM, and BG processes 
throughout the human nervous system. Information flowing from SP through 
WM to BG closes feedback control loops at every BG echelon. Information 
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flowing from BG through WM to SP provides behavioral context and top-
down expectations for perception at almost every level in the SP hierarchy. 
Sensory input is compared against model-based predictions at many levels of 
abstraction. At higher SP levels, iconic images and maps are linked to sym-
bolic representations, and vice versa. Both iconic and symbolic representations 
are used to facilitate interpretation of sensory data. Both iconic and symbolic 
representations are also used for planning and visualization of alternative 
courses of action.  
 
At each echelon in the BG hierarchy, WM information maintained by SP proc-
esses in the posterior brain supports BG planning and control functions in the 
frontal regions. At each level in the SP-WM hierarchy, input from BG echelons 
influence sensory processing. In short, each level of SP affects motor behavior, 
and each echelon of BG influences sensory processing.  
 
Communications between the frontal cortex and the parietal and occipital 
cortices are accomplished by fibers in the superior longitudinal fasciculus, the 
arcuate fasciculus, the inferior occipito-frontal fasciculus, and the cingulum. 
Communications between the frontal cortex and temporal cortex are accom-
plished by fibers in the unicate fasciculus. Long fibers in the cingulated and 
arcuate fasciculi connect high levels in the multi-modal sensory processing 
hierarchy with the prefrontal cortex. Medium length fibers connect mid levels 
of the uni-modal sensory hierarchy with premotor cortex. Some of these me-
dium length fibers in the unicate fasciculus connect Wernike’s speech com-
prehension area and Broca’s speech generation area. Shorter fibers provide 
tight coupling between the primary sensory cortex and corresponding regions 
in the primary motor cortex. There are few connections between the highest 
level behavior generating regions in the prefrontal cortex and the primary 
sensory cortex.  
 
Value judgment (VJ) processes required for focusing attention and situation 
evaluation at all SP levels, and decision-making and planning at all BG eche-
lons, reside in the limbic system and related structures. The limbic system 
includes the cingulate gyrus of the cortex that runs from front to back in the 
midline fissure between the two sides of the brain, plus the subcortical struc-
tures of the amygdaloid complex, the septal nuclei, the hippocampus, and the 
hypothalamus. The anterior cingulate provides high level estimates of cost 
and benefit of long-range plans that are formulated in the prefrontal cortex. 
The amygdaloid complex computes appropriate levels of fear and rage. The 
hippocampus computes degrees of importance for remembering objects, 
events, and situations. The reticular activating system is a midbrain level VJ 
function that detects novelty and generates alerting signals. VJ processes in 
the spinal cord are provided by pain sensors. 
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VJ processes in the posterior brain evaluate and assign value to entities, 
events, situations, and episodes; and assign confidence to grouping hypothe-
ses and classifications in support of SP-WM processes. VJ processes in the 
frontal brain evaluate success or failure of behavior; and estimate the cost, 
risk, and benefit of simulated results of hypothesized plans in support of BG-
WM processes. 
 
4.2 Top-to-bottom 
 
Top-to-bottom, the brain is organized hierarchically. Fuster describes two 
cortical hierarchies: one for sensory processing in the posterior cortex, and the 
other for motor control in frontal cortex. This is shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
4.2.1 The Motor Hierarchy in the Brain 
 
At the top of the motor (BG) hierarchy in the brain, high-level decision-
making and long-range planning occur in the prefrontal cortex. Mid-level 

 

Figure 6: Two hierarchies in the cortex: one for perception in the posterior cortex, and one 

for behavior in frontal cortex. Two-way communication pathways between posterior and 

frontal cortices link the two together. (from [18] by permission.) 
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decision-making and mid-range planning functions are computed in the pre-
motor regions. Simple behaviors are selected and sequenced in the primary 
motor cortex. Computations of coordinated dynamic forces and motions nec-
essary to maintain stability and generate coordinated dynamic movements are 
performed in the basal ganglion, cerebellum, and midbrain motor centers. 
Servo control of muscles for moving eyes, head, arms, hands, fingers, torso, 
legs, and feet are performed in midbrain and spinal motor centers. At each 
echelon, BG processes are supported by WM processes that simulate plans, 
and VJ processes that evaluate predicted results.  
 
The motor hierarchy is defined by the decomposition of tasks and goals into 
subtasks and subgoals. At each echelon in the motor hierarchy, higher echelon 
goals and priorities are decomposed into lower echelon plans and patterns of 
action.  
 
It is widely recognized that the lateral prefrontal cortex sits at the top of the 
behavior generating hierarchy where it plays an overarching role in decision 
making and planning of behavior. The prefrontal cortex is occupied with 
high-level goals, priorities, and plans – not with details of action. The prefron-
tal cortex plays a prominent role in the formation of novel, complex, and tem-
porally extended behaviors. Some have called it the “organ of creativity.” [19]. 
Others have identified it as the center of consciousness [27]. 
 
The premotor cortex sits just beneath the prefrontal cortex in the behavior 
generation hierarchy. Anticipatory discharge of premotor neurons generally 
begins after that of prefrontal neurons and as much as a few seconds before 
that of primary motor neurons. Single unit studies show that, in general, mo-
tor representation in the premotor cortex is not defined in terms of particular 
muscles, or muscle groups, but in terms of global movement, trajectory, or 
target. Premotor neurons are activated in anticipation of a purposive move-
ment to attain a particular goal, not in anticipation of a particular motion of 
the body.  
 
The primary motor cortex (M1) resides below the premotor cortex in the BG 
hierarchy. Neurons in M1 fire immediately preceding the movement of par-
ticular muscle groups, and are selectively tuned to dynamic loading. Motor 
representation is more somatotopically organized and more related to dy-
namic and kinematic aspects of movement. 
 
The basal ganglia lie beneath the cortex and include the putamen, caudate, 
globus pallidus, substantia nigra, and the subthalamic nuclei. In lower verte-
brates, the basal ganglia represent the highest level in the behavior generation 
hierarchy. In humans, the function of the basal ganglia in human brains is 
dramatically influenced by reentrant loops from the frontal cortex and thala-
mus. This suggests that the basal ganglia in humans have been co-opted by 
BG processes in the frontal cortex to provide WM simulation of body dynam-
ics in support of the planning of behavior.  
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The midbrain motor centers include the cerebellum, the vestibular nuclei, and 
the red nucleus among others. The vestibular nuclei provide WM information 
about linear and rotary accelerations of the head and body, and provide a 
sense of which direction is up. The red nucleus receives WM information from 
the globus pallidus, the substantia nigra, the cerebellum, and BG commands 
from the primary motor cortex. It projects to the spinal motor centers and to 
the inferior olive, which is involved in cerebellar motor learning.  
 
At the lowest level in the BG hierarchy are the final motor neurons that are 
located in the spinal cord and midbrain. These activate muscles to produce 
observable behavior.  
 
4.2.2 Sensory (SP) Hierarchies in the Brain 
 
At the bottom of the SP hierarchies in the brain are sensory neurons that re-
spond to stimuli from the external world and from internal states within the 
body. Signals from these sensors are processed in a sensory processing hierar-
chy that interprets the sensory data stream. At each level in the SP hierarchy, 
lower level entities and events are segmented and grouped into higher-level 
patterns that can be named. For each named pattern, attributes and state can 
be computed, worth can be ascribed, class can be assigned, and characteristic 
behaviors can be anticipated. Named patterns can be linked to form relation-
ships, semantic nets, and grammars. The segmentation of pixels and signals 
into entities, events, episodes, and situations takes place in small steps 
through a hierarchy of SP levels, each of which has a limited field of regard in 
space and time.  
 
Segmentation and grouping are what define levels in the SP hierarchy. Seg-
mentation is a gestalt process that partitions an image or map into figure and 
background. Segmentation separates pixels (or subentities) that lie on (or be-
long to) an entity, from pixels that do not. Grouping is the process of labeling 
each pixel with the name of the entity to which it belongs.  
 
Grouping enables the computation of entity attributes and state. For example, 
it enables the computation of size, shape, texture, orientation, range, position, 
velocity, average color, and average temperature of an entity labeled x. At-
tributes of entity-x can be stored in the data structure named x that is located 
in memory at the address x. Entity-x attributes and pointers can then be re-
called into working memory by sending the name x to an address decoder.  

 
There are five major modes of sensory input: (somatosensory, vision, hearing, 
smell, and taste), and many hierarchical levels of SP-WM processing for each 
mode. 
 
The Somatosensory Hierarchy 
 
Somatosensory and proprioception information flows through two levels of 
sensory processing in the spinal cord and midbrain before entering the ventral 
posterior lateral (VPL) nucleus of the thalamus on the way to the anterior 
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parietal cortex in Brodmann’s area 3 (a.k.a. S1.) Here it forms a map of the 
body surface. Area 3b contains somatosensory information from touch sensors 
in the skin, while 3a contains proprioceptive information from muscles and 
joints about the position and orientation of the body surface. Output from 
areas 3a and 3b are combined in Brodmann’s area 1 (a.k.a. S2) where tactile 
features such as edges and texture are perceived. Output from S2 proceeds to 
S3 where the size, shape, and position of objects relative to the body are per-
ceived. Output from S3 proceeds to the posterior parietal cortex where it is 
combined with spatial knowledge derived from vision [26]. 
 
The Visual Hierarchy 
 
At the bottom of the vision SP hierarchy, there are photosensitive rods and 
cones in the retina. There are two main types of sensory neurons in the retina, 
large (or magna) cells that give rise to the so-called where pathway which is 
most sensitive to position and motion, and small (or parva) cells that give rise 
to the so-called what pathway which is most sensitive to color and shape. Two 
levels of image processing take place in the retina. These extract spatial and 
temporal gradients before visual information is transmitted via the optic nerve 
to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus, and to the pretectum, 
and superior colliculus.  
 
The visual pathway through the pretectum closes a reflex arc on the pupillary 
reflex to control image brightness. The visual pathway through the superior 
colliculus closes a visual feedback control loop that enables the eyes to 
smoothly track moving targets, and to saccade rapidly from one fixation point 
to the next. The majority of visual information goes to the LGN of the thala-
mus on its way to the primary visual cortex (V1). SP processes in LGN and 
WM processes in V1 work together to group pixels into simple entities such as 
edges, lines, and blobs, and compute entity attributes such as magnitude, ori-
entation, and color.  
 
It is estimated that at least 32 different WM representations of the egosphere 
reside in the visual cortex [17]. These 32 WM representations are arrayed in 
hierarchical levels, starting with V1 and proceeding through V2, V3, V4, and 
V5 [26], [15]. For each of these 32 WM representations, there is a correspond-
ing SP process with looping interconnections to the underlying pulvinar nu-
cleus of the thalamus. As visual information ascends this hierarchy, more 
complex patterns are segmented, classified, and linked in spatial-temporal 
relationships that represent situations and episodes. Along the way, visual 
information splits into two channels: one, a where channel that ends up in the 
posterior parietal cortex, and the other, a what channel that ends up in the 
inferior temporal cortex.  
 
Hearing 
 
At the bottom of the auditory SP hierarchy, there are acoustic sensors consist-
ing of hair cells that detect vibrations in the cochlea. Signals from sensory 
neurons in the ear are processed in the cochlear nucleus, the superior olive, 
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and nucleus of the lateral lemniscus. These are low-level motor SP-WM mod-
ules that enable reflexive BG response to sounds. The auditory signals then 
proceed upward to the inferior colliculus where information is represented in 
a form roughly comparable to a sonogram (a map of frequency vs. time) and 
the direction of origin of sounds are represented on the head egosphere.  
 
Connections between the inferior and superior colliculi enable spatial registra-
tion of sound with the visual coordinate frame in the superior colliculus. This 
closes a tight loop between hearing and vision for detecting the location of 
objects in space, and it enables the eyes to saccade to points in space from 
which sounds are detected.  
 
From the inferior colliculus, the auditory signals enter the medial geniculate 
nucleus of the thalamus, and then to the primary auditory cortex in Brod-
mann’s area 41 in the posterior temporal lobe. From the primary auditory 
cortex, the auditory information ascends through a number of layers of proc-
essing in the superior temporal cortex where it is processed into the funda-
mental elements of spoken language, i.e., phonemes, words, and phrases, and 
merged with visual objects, events, and relationships. 
 
Smell and Taste 
 
Sensors for smell and taste are located in the nose and tongue. Processing for 
smell and taste are somewhat different from the other senses. Somatosensory, 
visual, and auditory senses provide information about the geometry and dy-
namics of the external world. Smell and taste provide information about the 
chemical properties of things in the vicinity of the nose and mouth. The senses 
of smell and taste enter the limbic system and provide input for the most 
primitive form of decision making – whether to eat something, or not. It can 
be conjectured that these decision-making capabilities have evolved into much 
more sophisticated value judgment functions. 
 
4.2.3  Communication between SP-WM levels 
 
Two-way communication occurs both up and down between levels in the SP-
WM hierarchies. A summary of the forward and retrograde pathways in the 
visual processing hierarchy is described in [40]. In general, the forward path-
way up the SP-WM hierarchy conveys specific information, whereas the ret-
rograde pathway down the SP-WM hierarchy conveys diffuse information. 
This suggests that the forward pathway carries specific sensory information 
(i.e., pixel or signal attributes in iconic form, or entity or event attributes in 
symbolic form), whereas the retrograde pathway carries addresses or pointers 
for selecting data structures or processing algorithms. In other words, proc-
essed images move up the visual processing hierarchy, while context informa-
tion from higher-level SP-WM processes and from BG echelons moves down 
the hierarchy. This enables top-down knowledge to select models from the 
library of class prototypes, to generate expectations that can be compared with 
observations, or to select algorithms for focusing attention, segmentation, or 
grouping.  
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Address information is diffuse because many address lines must synapse on 
all of the neurons where information might be stored. See for example, the 
addressing mechanisms in the cerebellum described in [6]. Address lines elicit 
specific contents only when they convey a specific pattern corresponding to 
the location where information is stored. Contents of memory are evoked only 
when the proper pattern appears on the address fibers.  
 
4.2.4 Merging of visual, auditory, and somatosensory information 
 
Output from the unimodal processing hierarchies for visual, auditory, and 
somatosensory information merge – first in bimodal association cortex, and 
then in multimodal association cortex [35]. Output from the what channel of 
the visual processing hierarchy merges with the auditory processing hierarchy 
in the temporal cortex where named visual objects are associated with sounds 
and words. Output from the where channel of the visual processing hierarchy 
merges with the somatosensory processing hierarchy in the posterior parietal 
cortex where somatosensory knowledge of the body is integrated with visual 
knowledge about the location and motion of objects in the world.  
 
Finally, all three space-time sensory modalities converge in the junction of the 
temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes, in a multimodal association region that 
includes Wernicke’s area and lateral temporal cortex. This is where proprio-
ception, vision, and audition come together to form a unified model the exter-
nal world relative to the self [35]. Ties to the limbic system overlay this 
knowledge with emotional values.  
 
The integration of these three sensory hierarchies in the multimodal associa-
tion regions generates a world model that is much more than simply a repro-
duction of the sensory input. The world model in the posterior cortex is repre-
sented in exquisite detail, focused on the point of attention, and referenced to 
the inertial egosphere [3]. Entities and events are segmented from the back-
ground, overlaid with attributes, sorted into classes, assigned worth, and 
linked in spatial and temporal relationships. Situations, places, and episodes 
are endowed with emotional significance. Thus, what is presented to the fron-
tal cortex is an integrated montage of named objects and events that are re-
lated to each other in patterns, situations, and episodes with form and mean-
ing.  
 
All of these perceptual processes occur subconsciously, in real-time, without 
apparent effort, and hence, without any conscious appreciation of the com-
plexity of the computations that enable these phenomena.  
 
4.3 Cortical columns 
 
The fundamental computational unit in the cortex is the cortical column. The 
neocortex consists of a large two-dimensional array of several million cortical 
columns that are strikingly similar in form, and presumably in function as 
well. This huge array of cortical columns provides the massive parallelism 
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that underlies much of the computational power of the brain. The two-
dimensional structure of this array suggests that much of the computation in 
the neocortex is performed in the iconic domain, or at least is closely linked to 
the iconic domain. Evidence for this can be seen in agnosia caused by lesions 
in the posterior parietal cortex. These are manifest as a deficit in body image 
and in the perception of spatial relationships expressed in body egosphere 
coordinates. Unilateral lesions in specific regions of posterior parietal cortex 
result in patients that not only ignore specific regions of their body, but spe-
cific regions of the outside world, both in the observed world and in the world 
visualized in the imagination [26].  
 
There are two types of cortical columns: micro-columns that contain about 100 
neurons each, and hypercolumns that are compact collections of about 100 
microcolumns [18]. Microcolumns consist of neurons that detect the presence 
or absence of a particular attribute, such as the orientation of a line or edge 
within the region on the egosphere covered by the parent hypercolumn. A 
hypercolumn consists of a set of microcolumns that provide information 
about a particular pixel or region of space or time.  
 
4.4 Thalamocortical loops 
 
Each cortical column is tightly coupled with an underlying thalamic nucleus 
in a thalamocortical loop. However, the thalamocortical loops in the frontal 
cortex are significantly different from those in the posterior cortex. This is 
illustrated in Figure 7. Loops in the posterior cortex implement windowing, 
segmentation, grouping, recursive estimation, and classification. Those in the 
frontal cortex implement planning and control of behavior. 
 
4.4.1 Posterior Thalamocortical Loops 
 
In the posterior cortex, all sensory input reaching the cortex flows through the 
posterior thalamus first. Visual information from the eyes flows through the 
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus before entering the primary 
visual cortex. Auditory information from the ears flows through the medial 
geniculate nucleus (MGN) before entering the primary auditory cortex. Soma-
tosensory information from the skin, joints, tendons, and vestibular system 
flows through the ventral posterior lateral nucleus (VPL) on its way to the 
primary somatosensory cortex. After reaching the cortex, sensory information 
loops back to the thalamus. V1 loops back to the LGN. The somatosensory 
cortex loops back to the VPL. The auditory cortex loops back to the MGN.  
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However, it is not just the primary sensory cortex that loops back to the 
thalamus. At all levels throughout the occipital, parietal, and temporal corti-
ces, in both bimodal and multimodal association cortices, there are massive 
looping connections between the thalamus and the cortex. In the higher levels 
of the SP-WM hierarchy, thalamocortical loops involve the pulvinar, the VPL, 
the dorsal medial, the lateral dorsal, and lateral posterior nuclei of the thala-
mus [22], [26], [24]. 
 
This looping circuitry enables windowing, segmentation, grouping, recursive 
estimation, and classification at all levels in the SP-WM hierarchy. Observed 
signals, images, entities, and events are compared with predicted signals, 
images, entities, and events, so that estimated models in the posterior cortex 
can be updated every thalamocortical loop cycle. 
 
Thalamocortical loops involve four fundamentally different types of connec-
tions between the thalamus and cortex. The first derives from “core” cells in 
the thalamus. These receive data input from the sensory periphery (or lower 
levels in the SP-WM hierarchy) and send specific topographic projections to 
the cortex. These specific projections activate neurons largely in layer IV and 
the lower part of layer III in the cortical columns. This activation radiates from 
the middle layers (IV) to the superficial layers (II and III) and then to the deep 

 

 

Figure 7: Thalamocortical loops. (redrawn from [22] and [26]). 
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layers (V and VI) [24]. It is hypothesized that these core thalamic neurons 
provide data in the form of images, attributes, and state variables.  
 
A second set of connections from thalamus to cortex derives from “matrix” 
neurons in the thalamus. These matrix neurons are driven largely by feedback 
from deep layers (V and VI) in the cortex [16]. Matrix neurons project dif-
fusely to layer I of the cortex where they terminate on the apical dendrites of 
neurons in layers II, III, and V. The nature of these connections strongly sug-
gests mechanisms by which the thalamus can address data structures in the 
cortex to select models for recursive estimation and classification. It is hy-
pothesized that the matrix neurons provide addresses in the form of pointers 
to locations where models and algorithms are stored in the cortex.  
 
The third type of connections between thalamus and cortex returns specific 
topographic projections from the cortex back to the same core cells from 
which the specific inputs originated. This feedback path enables comparison 
of model-based predictions with sensory observations. It is hypothesized that 
this feedback contains predicted attributes and state variables to be compared 
with observed attributes and state variables. Specific feedback from cortex to 
thalamus could also be used to define windows of attention.  
 
A fourth type of connections returns diffuse projections from the cortex to the 
thalamus. It is hypothesized that this feedback provides addressing informa-
tion whereby the cortex can select processing procedures and algorithms for 
comparing predictions with observations, and for segmentation and grouping. 
Granger [22] suggests a process by which the thalamocortical loops can per-
form both grouping into general categories, and segmentation into subcatego-
ries. 
 
In short, it is hypothesized that the SP processes that perform windowing and 
grouping are located in the thalamus, along with SP processes that compare 
WM predictions with sensory observations; and that the KD knowledge struc-
tures that store attributes, state, worth, class, relationship pointers, and ex-
pected behavior of entities and events are located in the posterior cortex along 
with the WM processes that generate model-based predictions. It is further 
hypothesized that model-based predictions generated in the cortex are re-
turned to the thalamus to be compared with observed data from sensory in-
put. Variance between predictions and observations is forwarded to the cortex 
via specific inputs to update the model in the cortex. Small differences are 
returned to the cortex as specific inputs to update the model. Large differences 
reduce the confidence level to the point where the cortex rejects the model and 
searches for an alternative model. The degree of similarity between predic-
tions and observations can be used to assign levels of confidence in the related 
VJ processes. Comparison between stored class prototypes and estimated 
entity attributes enables classification.  
 
At all levels in the SP-WM hierarchy, interactions between the cortex and the 
thalamus play a similar role. Predictions generated by WM processes in the 
cortex are compared in the thalamus with input from lower level SP-WM 
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processes. Thus, what is known about posterior thalamocortical loops maps 
well onto the RCS model of recursive estimation described above in section 
3.4.  
 
4.4.2 Anterior Thalamocortical Loops 
 
A different type of looping connection exists between the thalamus and the 
frontal cortex. In the primary motor and premotor cortical regions, thalamo-
cortical loops travel from the cortex to the basal ganglia (caudate, putamen, 
globus pallidus, and subthalamic nuclei), the substantia nigra, and the cerebel-
lum, before returning through the thalamus (ventrolateral, anteroventral, or 
center median nuclei) to the cortical regions from which they originated. [19], 
[26]. 
 
These loops appear to be involved in decision-making and planning. It is hy-
pothesized that goals (i.e., desired states of the world) and hypothesized plans 
to achieve them are generated in the frontal BG cortex based on knowledge of 
the world provided by connections with the posterior WM cortex, and knowl-
edge of internal drives and states generated by the hypothalamus and the 
autonomic nervous system. BG goals and plans are then sent to the basal gan-
glia, substantia nigra, and cerebellum for dynamic and kinematic modeling of 
the body. The predicted results are then transmitted to the thalamus where 
they are compared with the desired results provided by direct input from the 
cortex. Predicted results are also sent to the limbic system for evaluation of 
cost, risk, and benefit. Differences between the desired results and predicted 
results are computed in the thalamus and returned to the cortex for improving 
or modifying the plan. If the differences between desired goals and predicted 
results are small, and the VJ evaluation is positive, the plan is accepted and 
sent to the next lower echelon in the BG hierarchy. If the differences are large, 
or the VJ evaluation is negative, the BG cortex may generate an alternative 
plan to achieve the goal, or select a different goal because the predicted result 
is not worth the cost or risk of achieving the goal. This maps well onto the 
RCS planning processes described in section 3.3. 
 
There are similarities as well as differences in the relationships that exist be-
tween the cortex and the thalamus in the posterior and anterior regions of the 
brain. Similarities are that both posterior and anterior cortices generate mod-
els of the world. In the anterior cortex, the models generated are desired states 
of the world. In the posterior cortex, the models are estimated states of the 
world. In both regions, the thalamus compares models with situations, either 
observed or predicted. The variances between models and situations are re-
turned to the cortex where the models may be revised.  
 
Differences between thalamocortical loops in posterior and frontal cortices are 
related to the source of the lower level input to the thalamus, and in the mean-
ing of the measured variance. In the posterior regions of the brain, the lower 
level input to the thalamus consists of data flowing up the sensory processing 
hierarchy, and the variance is used to update the world model. In the frontal 
regions of the brain, the lower level input to the thalamus consists of pre-
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dicted results of planned actions simulated in the basal ganglia, and cerebel-
lum. Here, the variance is used to search the space of possible futures for a 
good plan. 
 
In both posterior and anterior regions, VJ processes in the related limbic sys-
tem evaluate the goodness or badness of the model, and the level of confi-
dence that should be assigned to it. In the frontal brain, VJ processes evaluate 
the costs and benefits of planned behavior, and the variance between what is 
desired and what is predicted. In the posterior brain, VJ processes evaluate the 
worth of the estimated state of the world, and the variance between what is 
observed and predicted.  
 
Within the cortex itself, addresses from higher level cortical regions provide 
top-down information needed for coordination and control. In the frontal 
cortex, top-down addresses can take the form of commands that select proce-
dures and parameters for task decomposition and planning. In the posterior 
cortex, top-down addresses provide context needed to select algorithms for 
focus of attention, segmentation, grouping, and classification. In both cases, 
variance between top-down and bottom-up data can be used to update the 
model.  
 
5 Modifications Required in the RCS Reference Model 
 
Although many features of the RCS reference model map directly onto the 
architecture of the human brain, there are at least three important ways in 
which the drawing in Figure 4 needs to be modified to map well onto the 
brain. 
 

First, the relative size of the nodes near the top of the hierarchy in Figure 4 
gives the impression that the sensory-motor hierarchy is a classical pyra-
mid that converges to a small localized command center at the top. Quite 
the opposite. To the extent that the SP-WM-VJ-BG hierarchy in the brain is 
a pyramid, it is inverted, with the largest number of neurons at the top 
[19]. The prefrontal cortex, which resides at the top of the BG hierarchy, is 
one of the largest and most complex structures in the human brain. The 
prefrontal cortex is much larger than the premotor cortex, and the premo-
tor cortex is larger than the primary motor cortex. The midbrain BG cen-
ters are smaller still, and the BG processes in the spinal cord contain by far 
the smallest number of neurons.  
 
Similarly in the SP-WM hierarchies, the number of sensory neurons for 
touch, proprioception, vision, and hearing is less than the number of neu-
rons in the primary sensory cortex. The primary cortical sensory areas are 
small compared to the unimodal association areas, and the unimodal as-
sociation areas are small compared to the multimodal association areas. 
The primary sensory areas for taste and smell are small compared to the 
subcortical limbic centers, and these are small compared to the limbic cor-
tex. Thus, the relative size of the RCS nodes at the uppers levels should be 
enlarged to properly represent the architecture of the brain. 
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Second, the RCS diagram in Figure 4 needs to show the WM as physically 
separated into two parts above the first two or three levels: one part sup-
ports SP in the posterior cortex and models the external world, while the 
other part supports BG in the frontal cortex and models the internal dy-
namics of the body. Figure 4 suggests that SP-WM-VJ-BG processes are 
physically adjacent at all levels and echelons. This is a useful theoretical 
concept, but in the brain, it is physically true only at the lowest levels in 
the spinal cord, and to a lesser degree in the midbrain and primary sen-
sory-motor cortex. Above the primary sensory-motor cortex, the sensory 
processing and behavior generating processes migrate further and further 
apart, and the WM processes that support them do so as well. The top of 
the BG-WM hierarchy lies all the way in the front in the prefrontal cortex, 
while the top of the SP-WM hierarchy resides near the back around the 
junction of the parietal, temporal, and occipital cortices. Thus, the SP-WM-
VJ-BG nodes at the higher levels and echelons in the brain are not com-
pact, but are distributed over anatomically distant parts of the brain. To 
map well onto the back-to-front architecture of the brain, the upper level 
RCS nodes need to be split into frontal BG-WM and posterior SP-WM 
components.  
 
Communications between BG-WM and SP-WM are maintained at all lev-
els through massive front-to-back axonal communication pathways of the 
longitudinal fasiculus, the arcuate fasciculus, the occipito-frontal fascicu-
lus, and the cingulum. Thus, the close functional relationship between SP-
WM-VJ-BG processes implied in the RCS nodes is conceptually valid, but 
the neural structures in which these processes occur are not physically lo-
cated close together except in the spinal cord, midbrain, and primary so-
matosensory cortex. 

 
Third, Figure 4 needs to be modified so as not to imply a one-to-one corre-
spondence between SP-WM levels and BG-WM echelons. The number of 
SP levels is not necessarily the same as the number of BG echelons (nei-
ther in RCS nor in the brain.) In the brain, as in RCS, the one-to-one corre-
spondence between SP levels and BG echelons holds only at the lowest 
two or three levels in the hierarchy. In fact, the SP-WM hierarchy is in 
some sense orthogonal to the BG-WM hierarchy. BG-WM is a hierarchy of 
task decomposition, while SP-WM is a hierarchy of spatial-temporal 
grouping. The number of SP-WM levels is not equal to the number of BG-
WM echelons, and the number of SP-WM levels is not the same for all 
sensory modalities.  

 
To address these issues, Figure 4 has been redrawn in a form that more closely 
maps onto the human brain. The result is shown in Figure 8.  
 
In the posterior cortex, the relationships between SP and WM processes are 
drawn as cylinders, to indicate the tight thalamocortical looping interaction 
between them. It is hypothesized that the posterior WM processes reside in 
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the cortex and the SP processes in the underlying thalamic nuclei. Thus, the 
posterior SP-WM cylinders are shown with WM on the top. 
 
In the frontal cortex, the relationships between BG and WM are also drawn as 
cylinders, with BG on the top to indicate that the BG processes reside in the 
cortex. Three levels of BG-WM are shown in the prefrontal cortex to indicate 
that there may be multiple levels of abstract thought that take place in this 
large and poorly understood region. In the prefrontal cortex, WM support for 
long-range planning may reside in the prefrontal association areas and in the 

posterior cortex. High-level decisions and plans generated in the prefrontal 
cortex are transmitted to the premotor cortex where they are decomposed into 
mid-level commands to the primary motor cortex. Both premotor and primary 
motor cortices use the basal ganglia and cerebellum for kinematic and dy-
namic planning. All areas of the cortex are supported by the underlying tha-
lamic nuclei.  
 

 

 

Figure 8: RCS redrawn to map onto the anatomy of the central nervous system. 
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Task decomposition continues in the midbrain and spinal cord until low-level 
commands are issued to the muscles. Subcortical SP-WM-BG processes are 
represented in a more conventional RCS format at the bottom of Figure 8.  
 
The massive front-to-back axonal communication pathways that connect the 
external world model in the posterior cortex to the decision-making and plan-
ning processes in the frontal cortex are shown in Figure 8 as dotted lines. At 
all levels, in both frontal and posterior cortex, VJ processes provide evalua-
tions. In the posterior brain, VJ processes evaluate situations and episodes. In 
the frontal brain, VJ processes evaluate plans and behaviors.  
 
Sensory input enters Figure 8 from the bottom. Smell, taste, and input from 
the autonomic nervous system are shown entering the limbic system at the 
bottom center of Figure 8. Vision, hearing, and somatosensory data streams 
undergo two or three levels of SP-WM before reaching the thalamus, and sev-
eral more levels of SP-WM in the unimodal association cortex before entering 
the multimodal association areas. Somatosensory and visual data streams 
merge in the posterior parietal cortex where representations of space are gen-
erated. This is the where channel. Visual and auditory processing streams 
merge in the anterior temporal cortex where pointers are established that link 
visual entities to auditory events, and vice versa. This is the what channel. 
Finally, visual, auditory, and spatial representations are merged in the junc-
tion of the parietal, temporal, and occipital cortices where a fully annotated 
model of the world is represented. Output from all of these multimodal asso-
ciation areas is forwarded to the frontal cortex and basal ganglia.  
 
In both posterior and frontal cortical regions, the cortex stores and uses mod-
els of the world. In the frontal regions, the models are used to select goals, 
make decisions, construct plans, and control behavior. In the posterior re-
gions, the models are used to focus attention, segment entities and events, 
estimate state-variables and attributes, define relationships, and sort things 
into classes. In both front and back, the basic function performed by the cortex 
is the same – namely to build, maintain, store, and compute with models of 
the world. In the posterior brain, the underlying thalamic nuclei compare 
sensory input with world model predictions, and forward the differences to 
update the model. In the frontal brain, the underlying thalamic nuclei com-
pare desired results (goals) with predicted results of hypothesized plans, and 
send the variance to VJ for plan evaluation. In both front and back, the thala-
mus may provide the timing required to synchronize addressing mechanisms 
in both cortex and thalamus. 
 
At each level, the somatosensory, visual, and hearing systems build an inter-
nal model that is both iconic and symbolic. The model is iconic in that objects 
occupy regions on the egosphere. The model is symbolic in that entities on the 
egosphere are segmented from the background and given names and assigned 
attributes such as shape, size, position, orientation, velocity, color, and tex-
ture. Named entities can then be sorted into classes, assigned worth, associ-
ated with behavior, and linked into syntactic and semantic networks. The 
resulting world model can be used to predict how the environment will 
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evolve and how named objects will behave, both in the short term for recur-
sive estimation and in the longer term for decision-making, and planning.  
 
6 Summary 
 
In this paper, the RCS reference model architecture for intelligent systems has 
been described and mapped onto the physical structure of the brain. Both the 
RCS architecture and the brain are hierarchical, with layers of interconnected 
computational modules that generate functionality of sensory processing, 
world modeling, value judgment, and behavior generation. At the lower lay-
ers, these processes generate goal-seeking reactive behavior. At higher layers, 
they enable perception, cognition, reasoning, imagination, and long-term 
planning. Within each hierarchical layer, the range and resolution in time and 
space is limited. At low layers, range is short and resolution is high, whereas 
at high layers, range is long and resolution is low. This enables high precision 
and quick response to be achieved at low layers over short intervals of time 
and space, while long-range plans and abstract concepts can be formulated at 
high layers over broad regions of space and time.  
 
The RCS reference model consists of a set of computational processes that are 
well understood and well defined. These can be implemented by a variety of 
methods, including differential equations, finite state automata, production 
systems, Bayesian logic, predicate calculus, semantic nets, linguistic gram-
mars, computer algorithms, matrix operations, and arithmetic formulae. They 
store information in data structures that can be modeled by addressable 
memory locations that contain state-variables that can be organized into vec-
tors, strings, arrays, lists, frames, objects, classes, agents, commands, schema, 
and plans; and these can be linked by pointers to represent relationships, 
situations, and episodes. Each of these computational processes and data 
structures can, in principle, be implemented by neural networks. 
 
The mind consists of a set of computational processes that are less well under-
stood and less well defined. The brain computes using neurons, dendrites, 
synapses, and active membranes as computational components. It employs 
axons, action potentials, transmitter chemicals, and hormones for communica-
tion. These computational mechanisms are organized through genetic design, 
maturation, and learning experiences into a hierarchical web of modules, each 
of which contains networks, recurrent loops, arrays of cortical columns, and 
subcortical nuclei, each of which contains hundreds or thousands of neurons. 
The brain consists of a hierarchy of massively parallel computational modules 
and data structures interconnected by information pathways that enable 
analysis of the past, estimation of the present, and prediction of the future. 
 
The mapping of RCS onto the brain provides many insights into computa-
tional mechanisms in the brain. It suggests a number of testable hypotheses 
regarding where the computational mechanisms of sensory processing, world 
modeling, behavior generation, and value judgment reside in the brain. It 
suggests how various forms of knowledge could be represented in the neural 
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architecture, and hints at what types of messages might be conveyed over the 
various neural pathways. 
 
For example, it is hypothesized that thalamocortical loops in the posterior 
cortex provide focus of attention, segmentation, grouping, recursive estima-
tion, and classification of entities and events. Exactly how this is achieved by 
the known axonal pathways and synaptic connections remains a topic for 
research. Communications with the limbic system provide for assessment of 
worth, attractiveness, and emotional value. Exactly how these state variables 
are encoded in the neuropile is as yet unknown. In the frontal cortex, 
thalamocortical loops provide computational mechanisms for decision-
making, planning, and control of behavior. Connections with the limbic sys-
tem provide for evaluation of cost, risk, and benefit of current and future ac-
tions. Diffuse fiber pathways convey addresses. Specific fiber pathways con-
vey data. The mapping of RCS reference model onto the brain suggests how 
these computational processes might be integrated into an intelligent system 
that is aware of itself and its situation in the world. But this is only a hypothe-
sis, which hopefully can be tested in the near future. 
 
RCS theory predicts that what is perceived is far richer and more complex 
than what is sensed, i.e., that most of what is perceived is a hypothetical 
model of the world constructed by cognitive processes to explain and predict 
the sensory input. RCS theory predicts that those areas of the lateral prefrontal 
cortex that are thought to give rise to consciousness perceive the world model 
in the posterior cortex as a hi-fidelity real-time diorama that is focused at a 
point of attention, referenced to inertial space, and filled with dynamic pat-
terns that are segmented into named entities and events. These entities and 
events are associated with attributes, state, and worth; and they are sorted 
into classes with prototypical properties and behaviors. These are linked by a 
network of pointers that denote spatial, temporal, and causal relationships 
that comprise places, situations, and episodes. RCS theory predicts that this 
entire representation is projected back onto the visual and tactile images, so 
that entities and events in the world appear to have identity and meaning.  
 
The RCS reference model architecture provides a theoretical framework and 
an engineering methodology for building and testing computational models 
of mental processes. Some of these models are testable with current technol-
ogy. All should be testable in the foreseeable future given the rate of techno-
logical progress in electronics, computer science, and neuroscience. No claim 
is made that RCS is the only architecture, or the only methodology, or even 
the best. Simply, that it is has been used by a number of engineers and re-
searchers for building complex intelligent systems.  
 
7 Conclusions 
 
One might ask, “If this computational model is capable of explaining the phe-
nomena of mind, why does it not act like a human being? Why is it not as 
good as a two year old child in face recognition? Why can’t it tie a shoe? Why 
can’t it carry on a conversation in natural language?” 
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The answer is two fold: First of all, a computational model of mind does not 
yet exist –except as a goal. This paper does not offer a computational model 
capable of explaining the mind. It only asserts that such a model is possible, 
and suggests a research direction, which if followed might someday lead to 
that goal. Secondly, even after a computational theory does exist, an enor-
mous engineering effort will be required to achieve anything close to human 
levels of performance in complex tasks of perception, dexterous manipulation, 
and conversational language.  
 
Human hand-eye coordination is one of the marvels of nature. Each hand has 
about 26 degrees of freedom controlled by thousands of muscles. It contains 
thousands of sensors that measure position, velocity, and tension in muscles 
and tendons. The hand is covered with skin that contains tens of thousands of 
sensors that measure touch, pressure, vibration, temperature, and pain. The 
hand is attached to a wrist, an arm, a shoulder, a neck, and a head that con-
tains two eyes. To tie a shoe, the visual cortex must have image processing 
mechanisms that enable the brain to interpret a particular subset of the mil-
lions of neural impulses flowing in the optic nerve as an object that is a mem-
ber of a class labeled “shoelace_visual.” The visual world model must contain 
data structures that represent relationships between the shoelace, the shoe, 
and the fingers. In the somatosensory cortex, there must be mechanisms that 
interpret a particular subset of the millions of neural impulses flowing in the 
spinal cord as an object that is a member of a class “shoelace_tactile.” Then 
there must be computational mechanisms in the posterior parietal cortex that 
fuse the tactile world model with the visual world model. Finally, there must 
be behavior generating mechanisms in the frontal regions of the brain that 
access libraries of motor skills related to shoelace tying, combine these with 
situational parameters from the integrated tactile/visual world model, and 
generate strings of commands to the muscles in two arms, two hands, and ten 
fingers to manipulate the shoelace while tracking what is actually happening 
with the eyes.  
 
Even after a scientific theory is formulated and tested, it typically requires an 
enormous investment of funding and engineering talent to implement what is 
theoretically possible. Recall that the fundamental theory of celestial mechan-
ics was developed by Issac Newton in the 1600s, and the theory of rocket pro-
pulsion was developed in the 1920s and 30s by Robert Goddard. But it took an 
investment of $20 billion dollars (in 1960 currency) and a national effort over a 
decade to place a man on the moon. It may take a comparable effort to create a 
human-equivalent robot here on earth. 
 
We are at least a decade from a widely accepted computational theory of 
mind. Some argue it will take many decades, perhaps even centuries. Others 
claim that the mind will forever elude scientific explanation. And even after a 
widely accepted theory of mind is achieved, it will require many years and 
huge investments in engineering development to achieve intelligent machines 
that rival human capabilities in dexterous manipulation.  
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In only three technology areas –video cameras, computers, and vehicles– have 
the requisite investments been made. In one application area –unmanned ve-
hicles– a few hundreds of millions of dollars have been invested, mostly by 
the military. It is here that some promising results have begun to emerge. Air, 
ground, and undersea vehicles require the control of only a few degrees of 
freedom, and the theory required to do this is mature. With the advent of 
LADAR cameras, the image processing technology required for ground vehi-
cles to perceive the road and to detect and track other vehicles and pedestri-
ans on and near the roadway is within reach. As a result, automatic cruise 
control and collision avoidance systems are on the drawing boards, and 
probably will appear on military, commercial, and private vehicles within a 
few years.  
 
However, building a computational model of the mind is a much more ambi-
tious goal. The mind is a phenomenon that is observed only in the brain. The 
human brain is a massively parallel, hierarchical structure with multiple 
loops, made up of more than 100 billion tiny computers, each of which per-
forms a complex non-linear computational operation on thousands of synaptic 
inputs a few hundred times per second. Each neuron produces an output that 
is conveyed to many hundreds of other neurons at a rate of several hundred 
bytes per second. The brain receives input from millions of sensors, and com-
putes output for hundreds of thousands of muscles. There are more than a 
million photosensors in each eye. There are hundreds of thousands of sensors 
in the ears and vestibular system. There are many tens of thousand sensors in 
the skin, muscles, and tendons. There are thousands of sensors in the smell 
and taste organs. There are many thousands of motor neurons that enervate 
thousands of muscle groups.  
 
I doubt that machines can achieve human level cognitive capabilities in per-
ception, cognition, and dexterous manipulation until they can emulate the 
level of complexity, sophistication, and massive parallelism that exists in the 
human brain. I believe we must at least understand the computational proc-
esses that take place in the human brain – at scale and in real-time – before we 
can hope to understand the mechanisms of mind. 
 
Within a decade or two, computational power of small, moderately priced 
computers will enter the realm of hundreds of teraflops. Knowledge of the 
structure and function of the brain will increase significantly. Understanding 
of cognitive architectures will improve, and sensor technology will enable 
construction of real-time spatial-temporal models of entities, events, relation-
ships, situations, and episodes in the world. If adequate funds are directed 
toward research and development, we may see computational systems in 
which the outlines of what can only be called “mind” will emerge.  
 
In the mean time, we can predict that research on intelligent systems will yield 
important insights into the phenomena of attention, gestalt grouping, filtering, 
classification, visualization, reasoning, communication, intention, motivation, 
and subjective experience. We currently know how to build systems that pur-
sue goals, simulate the future, make decisions, formulate plans, and react to 
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what they see, feel, and hear, smell, and taste. It is not unreasonable to expect 
that at some point, when engineered systems begin to approach the sophisti-
cation and complexity of the human brain in sensing, perception, cognition, 
reasoning, planning, and control of behavior, at least some elements of mind 
will emerge. At that point, machines may begin to behave as if they are sen-
tient, knowing, individuals motivated by hope, fear, pain, pleasure, aggres-
sion, curiosity, and operational priorities.  
 
Certainly there is much about the mind that will remain a mystery for dec-
ades, perhaps even centuries. Aspects of mind such as a sense of justice, 
honor, duty, reverence, beauty, wonder, and religious experience may remain 
the purview of philosophy for a very long time. But there is much that is 
yielding to the computational approach. This is a frontier that is open to scien-
tific inquiry, and if this frontier is aggressively pursued, it seems likely that 
progress will be made along the road toward a computational theory of mind. 
And surely, practical applications of importance to military, commercial, and 
personal, users will fall out along the way. 
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Abstract 
René Descartes is habitually associated with the fundamentality of a categorical distinc-
tion between mind and matter [1]. Contrarily, Terrence Deacon has described our self-
experience, not as a (static) category but as a process: as “what we should expect an evolu-
tionary process to feel like” [2]. ‘Modernistic’ Darwinism would maintain that the pri-
mary character of evolution is genetic-mutational randomness. But where, then, does 
the mind’s apparently directed causality of free will come from? Is evolution indeed 
random? In the light of early 21st century genetics we will question the attribution of 
environmentally-isolated randomness to evolutionary mutation. We submit that evolu-
tion has itself evolved from ‘Darwinian’ atemporal randomness towards anticipative 
awareness, auto-catalyzed by Anticipative Capability, which both drives the evolution 
and bounds it. We consequently argue that the evolutions of survivability, anticipa-
tion, consciousness, intelligence, wisdom, evolution itself, and indeed the mind are 
broadly equivalent. We reject the anthropomorphically convenient categorical separa-
tion of entities into ‘living’ and ‘non-living’, and note that the manifestation of ‘life’ 
indicates a continuity of evolvability and Anticipative Capability between blind inani-
mate dependence on Newton’s Laws and human technological control. We derive 
definitions of intelligence, sapience and wisdom from the multiscalar properties of bira-
tional hierarchical information-processing, and point out the relevance of mirror neu-
rons and empathy to anticipation. Overt anticipatory behavior depends on just those 
hyperscalar properties of neuronal networks which are responsible for the evolution of 
the mind through self-observation. We explain how Anticipative Capability in the ab-
sence of self-observation is unlikely; that self-observation in the absence of scalar de-
velopment is impossible; that emergence of scale corresponds to the emergence of a 
‘theory of self’ in infants; and that the attainment of ‘wisdom’ in humans is associated 
with the development of cervical hyperscalarity. We conclude that both the historical 
development of the mind and its ongoing evolutionary nature can be best characterized 
by ‘survival of the adequately anticipative’. 

 
1 Introduction 
 
In this paper we will adopt the radically simplifying supposition that it is 
possible to refer to the multitude of individual animals similar to ourselves as 
a species, a group, or a society to which we can attribute common mental states, 
points of view or thoughts. While this is not particularly controversial with 
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respect to the word species, it becomes far more so for the words group or soci-
ety. We1 are writing this paper from within a specific room, university de-
partment, society, country and continent, and at each level of this quasi-
localization, as for other categorizations, it could be argued that generalization 
automatically leads to misunderstanding and falsehood. However, generaliza-
tion is central to our daily lives and our survival, and its absence renders 
communication impossible. Its use and influence provides much of the moti-
vation for the objective matter we will describe here, but it will also be more 
or less evident that it automatically permeates our subjective descriptions. 
Communication involves not only the transmitter, but also the receiver. Given 
a choice between saying nothing, thus avoiding imprecision, and commenting 
nevertheless under the supposition of vigilant appraisal, we select the latter. 
 
A minor difficulty with the argument we wish to present is that it interweaves 
a multiplicity of very different strands, from theoretical biology to neurosci-
ence and philosophy via crystallography and system theory… Our fervent 
hope is that the reader will not be inadvertently sidetracked into a compre-
hensional cul-de-sac by any lack of clarity of our description or by the direction 
we will take at logical bifurcations along the route. 
 
1.1 Anticipation and Anticipative Capability 
 
The capacity to predict the future is a major constituent of the mental platform 
from which humans observe and judge their surroundings, both as individu-
als and as groups. Predictably, with this statement, we are now unintention-
ally embroiled in prophesy and soothsaying! As usual, further characteriza-
tion can resolve the problem we have created: some things can be predicted, 
some can not. When driving along a motorway, and observing that the car-
riageway in the opposite direction is completely blocked by an accident, it is 
reasonably easy to predict to some extent the short-term future of drivers 
traveling in the opposite direction on their own side of the motorway (assum-
ing that there is no intervening motorway exit; that the time it takes them to 
reach the blockage is greater than the time it takes to clear it; et cetera; et cet-
era; et cetera; …). Any generalization that ‘the future is unpredictable’ has, 
itself, a contextual dependence: it just depends what is being talked about! 
Consequently, the capability to anticipate future2 situations or events is not a 
purely technological ‘set it and forget it’3 ability, it is at the very least both a 
contributor to and consequence of the relationship with the environment 
which is usually referred to as intelligence. We will argue in this paper that 

                                                             
1 … at which point, if not before, we, the authors, are of course immediately immersed 
in the problem itself ! 

2 We beg the reader to excuse this tautology, which has been inserted in an attempt to 
reinforce clarity! 

3 A phrase lifted from the computer program ‘Diskeeper’ [3]. 
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Anticipative Capability (AC) is central to the evolution which has led to our 
species’ mental development, and that the evolutions of survivability, antici-
pation, consciousness, intelligence, wisdom, evolution itself, and indeed the 
mind are broadly equivalent. 
 
1.2 Anticipation and life 
 
A large part of the differentiation we attribute to distinct parts of our envi-
ronment relates to the presence or absence of anticipation in an entity’s behav-
ior. Entities which exhibit anticipation are alive: the rest are not. Is it necessary 
to distinguish between ‘are alive’ and ‘seem alive’? Well, it just depends – but 
is this important? In supposing that our prime aim is to survive, it does not 
make much difference. Killed by a tiger and killed by an automobile are much 
the same (assuming equality of our reactions to the two!). It is not ontology 
which is of concern, but where ‘a difference makes a difference’4 to the way 
things are viewed and to state of mind. If a computer passes the Turing Test [5], 
it may as well be treated as a person (or rather, in Turing’s own construction, 
as a woman). Further consideration is, like philosophy, for people whose bel-
lies are already full! 
 
Within the localization of specific room, university department, society, coun-
try and continent we noted above, our bellies are usually suitably convex, and 
we find it necessary to disagree with the usual self-referential differentiation 
between ‘what is alive and what is not’. In experience, ‘the alive’ do indeed 
exhibit anticipation, but is it really absent from everything else’s ‘behavior’? 
Billiard balls are clearly not alive according to the usual differentiation, and 
we would not expect to be attacked by them (always supposing that their 
‘normal’ state is one of rest relative to ourselves, and not of rest relative to our 
galaxy…). But why do they bounce off each other? In doing so they maintain 
their identity – they never merge, and their constituents remain distinct. Are 
the grounds for this Newtonian reactivity categorically different from anticipa-
tion, or are they the exposition of a minimal yet relevant degree of regard for 
the future – of mental activity? ‘Rubbish’ we hear – yet is the position which 
generates this reaction a scientific one, or simply the outpouring of a concern 
to maintain our position in this world as ‘something special’5? 
 
1.3 The argument 
 
In this paper we will begin by supposing that there is no categorical difference 
between ‘what is alive‘ and ‘what is not’, and that the observable distinction 
we make between the two emerges from their contextually-created properties, 
and not from our own prejudices. In doing so, we will clearly be accepting 

                                                             
4 Lifted from Gregory Bateson’s [4] description of information. 

5 The authors nominally apologize for mistakenly using here the word ‘something’ in 
place of ‘someone’. 
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that there is no fundamental difference, even though it may be useful for us to 
build the distinction into our psyches at a very low level. 
 
Our task is now to account for the evolution of Anticipative Capability (AC), as 
a route towards shedding light on the mind’s emergence. We will first address 
more carefully our self-centered conceptual distortion of Nature, then follow 
this with a consideration of the traditional compartmentalization of evolution 
and question its key assumption of ‘purely’ random mutation. It is difficult 
from outside an organism to distinguish between anticipation and its simulation 
– as it is between mind and mechanism – but we can clearly establish the reality 
of AC in ourselves. We propose that AC has most likely evolved towards its 
high-level implementation through the intermediacy of its simulation, and 
that this is consistent with the paper’s initial rejection of a categorical distinc-
tion between alive and not alive. We note the inevitability of scale in organisms, 
and place it in a universal ecosystemic context, which then leads us to draw 
conclusions about the nature of intelligence, sapience and wisdom, and their role 
in the mind’s evolution. Anticipation requires extensive environmental and 
inter-organism information to operate effectively, and in this context we will 
address the importance of recently discovered mirror neurons. 
 
Armed with these tools we will conclude by addressing both the central char-
acter of AC and its peripheral effects, and suggest that biological information-
processing systems operate primarily through self-observation, supported by 
the partial isolation of their structural scales. We will indicate a manner in 
which awareness may evolve, and propose that this self-observation is the 
central characteristic of the mind’s neural architecture. In all of this, AC raises 
its head as an evolutionary facilitator, not only in directing evolution, but in 
supporting the currency of awareness, consciousness and identity. As the 
paper’s title suggests, we not only describe the evolution of AC, and its func-
tion as an evolutionary process, but will depict the mind’s emergence as a con-
sequence of evolving Anticipative Capability itself. 
 
2 Anthropomorphism 
 
The traditional Homo-sapient view of Nature maintains that objects and organ-
isms are essentially different. The history of this viewpoint’s development is 
very complex, and given the historical complexity it is often easier to accept 
that ‘things are as they are usually described’ rather than to poke around in 
descriptions which are part of the understanding of our own nature. This ‘ac-
ceptant option’, however, is inadmissible in our current exercise! The ancient 
Greek philosophers bore witness to attempts to de-mystify our surroundings, 
most obviously in Aristotle’s [6] replacement of Plato’s [7] deistic explanations 
by human experience and definition. By the nineteenth century, man – as a 
generic term including, of course, woman – had come to see himself as some-
thing of God’s equal, in his newly found engineering capabilities and unfet-
tered horizons, but he was not yet sufficiently self-confident to dethrone his 
deistic sibling and fully embrace atheism. Not so in the twentieth century, 
most particularly as a result of the abrupt rise in technology engendered by 
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the global conflicts between 1930 and 1945: science now began to take its 
‘rightful place’ in the scheme of things, thus demonstrating that man was self-
sufficient, no longer needing to rely on divine influence to control his fate. 
 
One important aspect of man’s rise to dominance – at least, as seen by himself – 
was the historical establishment of a view of Nature which presupposed a 
preliminary separation of ‘distinguishable entities’ into ‘the living and the 
inanimate’ (not, of course, forgetting the ‘inplantate’6), followed by the inter-
esting (!) construction of a hierarchy of ‘the living’ which included an abrupt 
differentiation between man at the summit (created, of course, in God’s image) 
and ‘the rest’ (where man did not always include ‘animals resembling the 
auto-referential man, but being of different colors’, or even woman – explicitly 
included above). A natural consequence was the wholesale adoption of an-
thropomorphic descriptions of natural phenomena. Reasonably, human na-
ture could take no other course: if man’s sibling God had created man in his7 
own image, then it behooved upon man to explain Nature in his own image! 
 
The progressive demise of a belief in God during the twentieth century cre-
ated instability in the transfer of man’s quasi-deistic character to his descrip-
tions of Nature, and resulted in a radical rethinking of his place in the scheme 
of things.  
 
2.1 ... or anti-anthropomorphism 
 
Given the apparently general applicability of system theory, was man’s reli-
ance on an overarching anthropomorphic position sustainable? Clearly not. 
The end of the twentieth century witnessed its violent rejection, and any con-
nection between humans’ and Nature’s characteristics was expunged. The 
result of this anti-anthropomorphism, however, was arguably even worse, as it 
completely decoupled man from his environment! One consequence was the 
associated automatic acceptance that evolution was uniquely ‘directed’ by 
random processes: that is to say, it was not directed at all! 
 
2.2 Dethroning anthropomorphism 
 
The common aspect of anthropomorphism and anti-anthropomorphism which 
concerns us here is their common categorical separation of ‘distinguishable 
entities’ into ‘what is alive‘ and ‘what is not’. We see no reason why this cate-
gorical separation should be maintained. Our own view is that ‘life’ is a label 
which humans stick on some entities and not on others, without looking any 
further into whether it is a defining characteristic or not. We have published 

                                                             
6 … and not, of course, forgetting the other three ‘kingdoms’ of life – the prokaryotic 
monera, and the eukaryotic prostita and fungi – and not, of course, forgetting mimivirus 
et al. 

7 … or, in her own image… or maybe even better, in its own image. 
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elsewhere [8] arguments in favor of non-self-referential ‘definitions’ of life (for 
example, in terms of joint digital-analog coding, as proposed by Hoffmeyer 
and Emmeche [9]), but the primary aim here is to understand the ‘whys and 
wherefores’ of life, and not to be able to state that ‘this entity is alive, and that 
one is not’. Ego is a powerful mover: Homo sapiens will have to dethrone itself 
from its presumed position at the pinnacle of evolution to address these ques-
tions. Over the past 50 years, evidence from anthropological studies has been 
growing that the ‘exclusively human’ characteristics which are held most dear 
can also be found in other species. The long-held supposition that ‘lower ani-
mals feel no pain’ is now ‘on its last legs’; Thompson and Ogden [10] have 
impressively demonstrated that while macaque monkeys and pigeons cannot 
use analogy as a tool, chimpanzees can and do on a regular basis [11]; the 
widely published video of Betty the crow manufacturing a hook from a piece of 
wire to get hold of food [12] has been a shattering revelation! 
 
The dethronement of both anthropomorphism and anti-anthropomorphism 
leaves a descriptive vacuum to be filled. Fortunately, within the same time 
period that anti-anthropomorphism took centre stage, the environmental 
movement and ‘the ecosystem’ were ‘born’, arguably dating from the publica-
tion in 1962 of Rachel Carson’s book ‘Silent Spring’ [13], and the stage was set 
for a yet another revolution related to anthropomorphism – that of man as a 
part of Nature! 8 
 
3 ‘Roll back driver’… 
 
A common problem encountered while updating computer software is that 
for some reason a newly installed version of previous code causes problems. 
While ‘traditional’ computer systems offer the possibility of ‘uninstalling’ the 
new software, this is rarely carried out cleanly, and various bits and pieces of 
code are left lying around to trip up the user or crash the system. A similar 
situation can be found within the conceptual framework from which we, as 
humans, view our environment. Ideally, it should be possible to ‘uninstall’ 
fallacious segments of belief and start again from before their manifestation, 
but unfortunately the human ‘uninstall’ process is no more reliable than its 
software analogue, and it is difficult to be confident of success. In the com-
puter domain, the lack of confidence in un-installation procedures has been 
addressed by the use of a new term – that of ‘rolling back’ an installation. 
Even if the uninstall procedure remains exactly and erroneously the same, this 

                                                             
8 The reader could reasonably argue that the stance we have adopted here does noth-
ing beyond replacing ‘reasoning derived from a presumed deity’ ‘by reasoning derived 
from a universality of Nature’. While this is indeed the exchange we have made, it 
results in quite a different view of our environment, which rather than being based on 
‘transferred deism’, thus engendering human ego, is grounded in a humility of similar-
ity, eliminating the ‘egotistical requirement’ for humans to be ‘above’ the rest of na-
ture. 
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at least sounds as if an un-installation is the exact reversal of the preceding 
installation. 
 
In the context of this paper we wish to perform an analogous operation. We 
do not wish to recombine the fallaciously-differentiated categories of ‘alive’ and 
‘not alive’: we wish to roll back our conceptualization and remove from our 
discussion any predetermining sense of their validity. The Microsoft Windows 
Hardware Device Manager offers the recovery option of ‘Roll Back Driver’ 
[14]. A driver couples a device to its host by appropriately organizing informa-
tion for it to operate effectively. We believe that the usual ungrounded cate-
gorical differentiation between ‘alive’ and ‘not alive’ incorrectly organizes the 
information which is needed to understand life and evolution. 
 
Our ostensible purpose here, therefore, is to ‘roll back’ that differentiation and 
install a new ‘driver’ which can make sense of the apparent conflict between 
natural ecosystemic unification and its conventional categorical distinctions. 
Homo sapiens is a part of Nature. Quantum mechanics has indicated that ob-
servation without influence is impossible. It is natural to expect that a useful 
description of the environment will mirror the characteristics it exhibits, much 
as Robert Rosen [15] developed a validating coordination between formal 
models and real systems. The abstract driver which is needed to understand 
evolution will correspond to the practical driver which evolution itself re-
quires. The prime candidate for this dual role is Anticipative Capability – the 
ability to ‘see’ where descriptions are leading; the capacity to ‘direct’ evolu-
tionary change – without which both understanding and evolution would 
drown in a combinatorial explosion of possibilities and likelihoods. However, 
this then leaves no option other than to address the question: ‘where does AC 
reside?’ But is that a sensible question? Does it ‘reside’? Can it be localized? 
Does it only manifest itself in the convoluted cortices of the ‘higher’ species? 
Or is it a property of every differentiated entity? Or is it ‘everywhere’… a 
ubiquitous sea in which both ‘alive’ and ‘not alive’ drift, survive and evolve? 
 
We suggest that it is all of these. But not equally, everywhere. High-level im-
plementation of AC necessarily implies extensive information-processing, but 
it is not simply the quantity of processing which must be maximized, it is the 
spatial information-processing density [16]. So, even if AC is a universal prop-
erty, its evolution should be most evident in dense information-processing 
networks. The central hypothesis of this paper is that highly evolving Anticipa-
tive Capability and conceptual mind are indistinguishable.  
 
3.1 New driver not required… 
 
The first ‘roll-back’ to be performed is that of the attractive analogue we in-
troduced above. It is not necessary to install a ‘new driver’ to make sense of 
Nature – a suitable one is already ‘provided’ in the kernel of the ‘Operating 
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System’. Evolution does not require AC to be ‘pre-fetched’9. Evolution and 
Anticipative Capability are both10 mutually catalytic and dependent. AC is con-
currently a precursor of evolution and one of its outcomes. The development 
of a primitive eye enabled past organisms to survive while more complex 
vision evolved. Similarly, the evolution of evolution corresponds to a refine-
ment of mutational or developmental directivity, supported by a degree of 
capability to visualize the consequences of change, and resulting in enhanced 
visualization. 
 
4 Evolution or evolution? 
 
Woe betide he (or equally, of course, she) who suggests that there is anything 
other than a linguistic relationship between evolution, as the temporal ad-
vancement of a chemical reaction or a planetary system, for example, and 
Evolution, as the sacrosanct practice of Life. Darwin [17] proposed that the 
Evolutionary process which led to species differentiation depends on natural 
selection, itself supported by variation and reproduction. But did Evolution 
spring into being, just as Darwin [17] later described it, at precisely the mo-
ment two carbon chains first encountered each other in a primeval soup? 
Surely not11. We contend that Evolution is a product of evolution, and that its 
categorical process-compartmentalization into mutation, reproduction and selec-
tion is an evolutionary artifact similar to the condensation of matter into spa-
tially-compartmentalized forms such as protons, neutrons and electrons. 
 
Mendel’s [19] experiments indicated that Evolutionary inheritance is digitally 
controlled via genetically transmitted material. Genomic mutation is tradi-
tionally supposed to be entirely random, even if randomness in the other con-
tributions to Evolution is more difficult to quantify. We postulate that in gen-
eral the random aspects of evolution have been progressively modified during 
its evolution towards more directed forms, and that it is in this way that evo-
lution itself has evolved into the apparently compartmentalized set of Evolu-
tionary operators described by Darwin. The first issue here is not whether 
Darwin’s ideas make sense or not, it is whether the conventionally categorical 
compartmentalization of the Evolutionary ‘process’ into mutation, reproduction 
and selection is sufficiently valid. The second issue is whether Evolutionary 
mutation is truly random – undirected – or whether some sense of internal or 
environmental consequence can control mutation in a … - genotype(x-1) - geno-

                                                             
9 ‘Pre-fetching’ is a computer technique which speeds up applications and services by 
anticipating their procedural requirements and loading them into memory in advance. 

10 … where the textual ambiguity is appropriate. 

11 It is worth noting that recent research places the origin of self-reproducing entities at 
the level of RNA, where two enzymes have been demonstrated to perpetually ‘cross-
replicate’ [18]. 
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type(x) - genotype(x+1) - … Evolutionary sequence. The third is whether any pre-
sumed Evolutionary directivity can be the author of its own enhancement. 
 
4.1 Evolutionary12 anti-compartmentalization 
 
The categorical compartmentalization of natural processes is a convenience 
which is anticipated13 to aid in understanding, although, as we hinted in the 
Introduction to this paper, generalization often results in misunderstanding. 
Categorization is always approximate, but successful categorization is only 
minimally so. Unfortunately, our overridingly blind belief in the linearity of 
cause-effect relationships leads us to suppose that a ‘good approximation’ is 
always sufficient – that ‘99% will do’. While this may be so at the heart of 
‘equilibrium physics’ it is wildly insufficient in the ‘far-from-equilibrium’ 
world of life and evolution, where microscopic differences may bring about 
catastrophe14. The basic dichotomy of Nature is that its ‘invention’ of survival-
assisting simplicity has concurrently generated survival-endangering loop-
holes. The evolutionary adaptability of life is Nature’s ‘war horse’ in its bal-
ancing act between these extremes, and process-compartmentalization aids 
system stability by ‘capping’ deleterious sub-systemic excursions. 
 
We challenge the central compartmentalist dogma of a conventionally held 
view of evolution that the genome is isolated from environmental influence. 
The traditional interpretation of Darwin’s [17] proposals is that there is no 
Lamarckian [20] ‘injection’ of environmental information into a genome, 
which would suggest that evolution cannot itself evolve. The translation of 
this interpretation into a contemporary view of genetics suggests that modifi-
cations to the structure of DNA always correspond to the enactment of entirely 
random molecular mutations, whose structural survival over generations fol-
lows Spencer’s [21] principle of ‘survival of the fittest’. However, an important 
realignment of this interpretation maintains that a more apposite characteriza-
tion would be ‘survival of the barely adequate’15. Although Spencer’s dictum 
may well have suitably characterized survival within early ecosystemic popu-
lations which only exhibited a small number of genes, every individual gene 
does not critically influence organism survival. An organism with a single 
genetically-defined characteristic would be far more susceptible to environ-

                                                             
12 For the remainder of this paper we will dispense with any formal distinction be-
tween use of the words Evolution and evolution. 

13 … which of course requires the application of AC! 

14 In many cases, for example, the mutation of a single DNA base-pair can result in an 
organism’s death. 

15 There are many and varied modified forms of Spencer’s [21] ‘evolutionary principle’, 
from Pietikainen’s [22] “Potential non-survival of inherited features not aligned with poten-
tial survival of the inherited features that provide better survival in the current environment” 
to Norman’s [23] “Whoever dies with the most toys wins”! 
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mental extinction than one where a vast array of characteristics is defined by a 
complex multiply-connected genetic network. We suggest that a progressive 
broadening of the genome ‘pool’ from ‘survival of the fittest’ to ‘survival of 
the merely adequate’ has paralleled the evolution of more and more complex 
organisms, as illustrated in Figure 1. For a complex organism this has permit-
ted multi-stage multi-generational genetic evolution to take place without 
intermediate genetic products being forced to provide instantaneous competi-
tive advantage. 
 

 

Figure 1: Hypothetical spreading of the genome pool with organism complex-
ity, from ‘survival of the fittest’ to ‘survival of the merely adequate’. 

The last century’s interpretation of evolution16 presupposed that genotypic 
DNA contains complete instructions for the creation of a representative phe-
notype, that sexual reproduction implements the results of random mutations 
between the DNA of two phenotypes, and that the selection of surviving 
genotypes is enacted by the natural environment. Central genetic dogma 
maintained that expression of the minute proportion of DNA which codes for 
the production of proteins is sufficient for embryogenesis. Long before the 
identification of DNA, however, argument raged over the relative impor-
tances of ‘Nature’ or ‘nurture’ in phenotypical development, and the observa-
tion of radical differences in morphology, character and disease sensitivity 
between identical twins has raised serious questions as to the central genetic 
dogma’s sufficiency. 
 
4.2 Genetics versus gene-protein mapping 
 
Recent research has begun to shake the foundations of contemporary belief in 
the unique importance of ‘one gene, one protein’ to embryogenesis17, indicat-
ing that even complete knowledge of the human genome would be insufficient 
to determine human fabrication. The Human Genome Project [25] began with 
the presumption that complete knowledge of the protein-coding genes in 

                                                             
16 More precisely, this statement should only refer to an extended middle-to-late period 
of the 20th century. The interpretation it refers to is even now difficult to ‘roll back’. 

17 … leaving aside here the added complications of ‘one gene, more than one protein’ 
which are associated with alternative splicing (see, for example, [24]). 
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DNA would reveal the entire ‘human blueprint’, but it now appears that vital 
parts of this ‘blueprint’ are located outside those genes. Protein-coding genes 
only account for some 2% of human DNA18, and the remaining inter- and 
intra-genetic sequences have long been dismissed as irrelevant evolutionary 
artifacts, or ‘junk DNA’. But is the ‘junk’ DNA, really junk? While there does 
not appear to be clear correspondence between a species’ complexity and the 
number of its protein-coding genes 
 
“… the amount of noncoding DNA… does seem to scale with complexity” 
[26]. 
 
While large parts of DNA may not code for proteins, they do produce active 
RNA, which can directly influence cell behavior [27]. There is now an extensive 
known family of RNA variants whose revealed functions range from envi-
ronmental sensing to gene suppression: pseudogenetic-RNA (e.g. [28]); an-
tisense-RNA (e.g. [29]); double-stranded-RNA (e.g. [30]); riboswitch-RNA (e.g. 
[31]); more than 150 different micro-RNAs (e.g. [32]); … Research into the 
family of protein-coding genes has always been facilitated by their easily rec-
ognized standard ‘start’ and ‘stop’ codes. RNA-only genes, however, do not 
exhibit such general characteristics, making their structures and functions far 
more difficult to determine. The current state of discovery, however, does 
indicate that RNA-only genes constitute a hitherto unsuspected layer of in-
formation and control in the genome. 
 
The comparison of orthogolous base-pair sequences between different species 
indicates that many long-range non-protein-coding genetic regulators have 
been conserved throughout long periods of evolution. Surprisingly, a high 
proportion of these are found in the ~98% of DNA which is conventionally 
assumed to be irrelevant – in the ‘junk’ DNA [33, 34]. Experimental results 
indicate that widespread regulatory changes may have contributed to 
uniquely human features of brain development and function, again weaken-
ing the primacy of ‘one gene, one protein’. In addition, Segal et al. [35] have 
reported the discovery of a pattern embedded in the organization of the ~30 
million protein-spool nucleosomes around which a DNA chain is wrapped. 
Segal [36] has suggested that transcription factors may only recognize se-
quences which lie between nucleosomes, and that those which occur in parts of 
the DNA which is wrapped around the nucleosomes may be inaccessible. If 
this is correct, it would provide 
 
“… a ‘real quantitive handle’ on exploring how the nucleosomes and other proteins 
interact to control the DNA” [36]. 
 

                                                             
18 There is no generally agreed value for this percentage, which is variously quoted 
with values between 1% and 5%. In any case, protein-coding sequences only make up a 
minute fraction of the some 3 billion base-pairs of human DNA. 
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More significantly in our current context, the nucleosomes provide yet an-
other mechanism by which ‘external’ control is exercised on the convention-
ally presupposed uniquely ‘internal’ workings of DNA. 
 
4.3 Randomness, Baldwin, epigenetics, individuals and societies 
 
In the light of the examples given in Section 4.2, and of other recent results, we 
feel justified in questioning the attribution of perfect environmentally-isolated 
randomness to genetic mutation. Even if we were to maintain such a belief, it 
would necessarily only apply to the meaninglessly unreal abstraction of DNA 
from its local environment. It now seems likely that a major part of reproduc-
tive and embryogenetic control is not exercised by the small percentage of 
DNA which seemingly directly and digitally controls protein synthesis. As Mat-
tick has suggested: 
 
“… what was damned as junk because it was not understood may, in fact, turn out to 
be the very basis of human complexity” [26]. 
 
Many of the other DNA-related processes now coming to light depend on a 
multiplicity of more-or-less locally-environmental analogue effects. This ‘inser-
tion’ of analogue influences into the previously supposedly digital transcrip-
tion-synthesis route between gene and protein has enormous consequences. A 
prime attribute of digital or quantized interactions is their insensitivity to 
‘noise’ and to small-scale locally-environmental influences. This simplifying 
isolation breaks down when analogue influences come into play, leaving the 
door wide open to environmental pressures on genetic mutation. 
 
There are yet other low-level mechanisms which impact on the simplistic ran-
dom view of genetic mutation, and this even at the digital level of the genes 
themselves. For example, the randomness of mutation which leads to an ‘in-
dependent assortment’ of genes only really applies to genes located on differ-
ent chromosomes. If genes are close to each other on the same chromosome 
they have an increased chance of being inherited jointly – a phenomenon re-
ferred to as gene linkage [37]. 
 
While Darwin [17] espoused random variation, Lamarck [20] defended envi-
ronmental causality: the Baldwin effect [38, 39, 40], however, provides a 
‘masking’ mechanism somewhere between random variation and the facilita-
tion of anticipation. Terrence Deacon [41, 42] has proposed that complexes of 
genes can be integrated into functional groups when environmental changes 
mask and unmask selection pressures. Many animals synthesize vitamin C, 
but in anthropoid primates the crucial gene for this endogenous synthesis is 
nonfunctional. Deacon [41] has suggested that the loss of functionality was 
linked to the evolution of color vision, which promoted the adoption of a diet 
of fruit rich in vitamin C, and that this masked the effect of the gene. 
 
If all this were not enough, the last decade has witnessed the ‘emergence’ of a 
far greater influence on the pathway from genome to phenotype – that of epi-
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genetics19. Epigenetic codes are far more susceptible to environmental influ-
ence than are genetic ones. Epigenetic control is exercised either by changes in 
the proteins (histones) that package DNA into chromatin, or through modifi-
cation of the DNA itself (methylation). Epigenetic influences can result in 
phenotypical characteristics which have traditionally been considered to be 
purely genetically determined. Waterland and Jirtle [44] have demonstrated, 
for example, that change in the diet of a pregnant mouse can completely 
change the color of her young. 
 
But do these various effects which permit environmental DNA modification 
constitute or provide evidence of anticipation? Well, not necessarily on their 
own, but they do provide mechanisms contrary to traditional genetics through 
which anticipation may be exercised. Even if the mutations associated with 
reproduction are randomly defined, the selection of a mate for reproduction, 
and therefore the selection of which genome takes part in mutation, is de-
pendent on individual choice. But individual choice is always modified and 
sometimes strictly controlled by social pressures [45] or enforcement [46]. 
While Darwin [47] proposed that the frequency of genetically acquired indi-
vidual traits depends on the sexual attractiveness of their possessors, the ab-
stractness of many higher-level social mores and attitudes provides a pathway 
to genome manipulation through intention and fashion. In societies’ most 
extreme rejection of randomness, the inconvenience of human evolutionary 
mutation is currently under attack from medicine and genetic engineering. 
The ubiquitous anticipation of death has provoked extensive research into its 
causes, and a major target of scientific endeavor is the elimination of cancer. 
 
The particulate objects of Newtonian physics are restricted to ‘externally’ de-
fined interactions in their temporal evolution. The particle-like entities of 
Quantum Mechanics are presumed to follow ‘externally’ imposed rules which 
depend on the randomness of probability. Primitive low-complexity organ-
isms appear to follow a rule-based evolution which depends on random mu-
tation, while high-complexity mammals develop complex social structures 
which modify the randomness of their evolution. Human societies are cur-
rently developing through genetic engineering the means of excising random-
ness from their evolution though anticipation. Are these apparently different 
cases just that – different – or are they different stages in the continuous de-
velopment of Anticipative Capability through evolution, from the simply in-
animate to the complex animate? And is this apparent progression towards 
AC externally directed, or is it the recursive enhancement of AC itself: is An-
ticipative Capability auto-catalytic? 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
19 Conrad Waddington’s [43] term for “the interactions of genes with their environment, 
which bring the phenotype into being.” 
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4.4 The auto-enhancement of Anticipative Capability 
 
Directed action presupposes some degree of anticipation in its planning, even 
if this is only ‘that there will be a next achievable state’, and the success of 
directed action depends on how well all possible intermediate eventualities 
will have been anticipated (or it depends, of course, on a lucky guess!). Logi-
cal anticipation relies on pre-established internal models, both of possible 
eventualities and of their dependence on the balance between predictive 
vagueness and predicted causality, but its mainstay is a belief in itself, based 
on past success. As an auto-catalytic learning process, anticipative success 
builds confidence in AC, and supports the anticipative exploration of the envi-
ronment’s ‘future phase space’. But this is only probable if its executor is aware 
of both immediate and past successes. 
 
Anticipation appears in at least two different guises in our account. One is the 
real-time anticipation of an entity’s movements or intentions, for example the 
path a falling rock will take, or whether a hunter’s prey will jump to the left or 
to the right; the other is the integration in an organism’s DNA of genetic 
modifications which appear likely to enhance survival. The first of these two 
is comparatively simple, in that it depends only (!) on the generation of suffi-
ciently general internal models and their intelligent application20. The second 
appears to be extremely complex, as it raises the question of correspondence 
between the phenotypical modification of its genotype’s survival and the 
genotypic modification of a phenotype’s survival. 
 

 

Figure 2: The transmission of non-DNA-coded information from parent to 
offspring during the period between offspring birth and parental death. 

Let us take as an example the usual instantiation of Lamarckian [20] evolution: 
the giraffe’s neck. In an environment where a multitude of smaller animals 
consume leaves which are low down on the trees, a long neck promotes sur-
vival by permitting access to leaves which would otherwise be out of reach. 
Darwin [47] proposed that animals and birds choose their mates on the basis 

                                                             
20 We address the association between anticipation and intelligence in Section 6 of this 
paper. 
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of a non-random judgment of fitness, and numerous more recent studies [48] 
have confirmed his hypothesis. While our giraffe is constrained to mate with 
another one that concurrently survives – which only implies that it has suffi-
cient randomly-generated ‘fitness’ – it must still choose which one to mate with: 
genome inheritance depends on both randomness and directivity. Conse-
quently, although our giraffe only addresses its own current needs, its actions 
have future repercussions: the phenotype inadvertently modifies the heritable 
genotype, and in doing so unconsciously enhances the chances of survival of 
future phenotypes. This appears to be a process which is independent of an-
ticipation, but an intermediate part of the story is missing. Our giraffe has 
offspring, but these are not just ‘left to survive on their own’: they pass an 
extended time with their parents, being intentionally taught, and learning 
techniques which enable them to survive and later to breed. Although their 
‘fitness’ initially depends on random mutation and inbuilt instincts, it also 
depends on our giraffe’s transfer of information to its offspring and the result-
ing replacement of short-term instincts by long-term goals [49]. Figure 2 illus-
trates the evolved progression of generational interactions through which the 
‘hard-wired’ DNA pool of offspring’s instinctive capabilities can be modified 
or broadened by the transfer of more abstract non-DNA-coded capabilities dur-
ing the period within which parents and their descendents co-exist21. In hu-
man families, parents educate their children through anticipation of their fu-
ture needs22: is this reasonably entirely absent from our giraffe’s behavior? 
 
The first of anticipation’s two apparently different guises in our account – the 
real-time anticipation of events or actions – is none other than the initial stage 
of our giraffe’s history. Both guises are part of evolution: real-time anticipa-
tion leads directly or indirectly to long-term change. The ‘memory’ which 
supports transfer of the implications of current action to future survival is the 
environment itself. Evolution consists of two coupled systems: a coded carrier – 
the genotypic DNA – and its logical ecosystem – the phenotypic environment: 
evolution is birational23. 
 
We propose that the historical evolution of evolution has constituted a pro-
gressive change from the almost pure randomness of Quantum Mechanical 

                                                             
21 The authors leave to the reader any contemplations of the relevance of memetics to 
the inter-generational transfer of non-DNA-coded capabilities. 

22 Given extended lifetimes, it is not only parent and child that can co-exist and interact, 
but also grandparent, parent and child. 

23 More carefully, we would here suggest that evolution consists of at least two coupled 
systems – but that would overly complicate our description in this context. This would 
clearly then make Nature more than birational. For an extended description of natural 
birational systems, the reader is referred to Section 5.3 of this paper and references [50] 
and [51]. 
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‘social’ interactions24 towards the incipient dominance of directivity. While 
evolution arguably proceeds in leaps and bounds rather than in a smooth 
progression, we maintain that it is nevertheless a continuous process, but one 
which exhibits varyingly-rapid recursion [see 53 for a beautiful illustration of 
this effect from evolutionary computation]. 
 
A number of researchers are now convinced that anticipation is a pre-
biological attribute of Nature, for example as a fundamental property of elec-
tromagnetic systems [54]. While this automatically justifies the attribution of 
low-level anticipatory activity to primitive organisms, it does not explain the 
emergence of the high-level AC we ourselves experience. Natural hierarchy 
theory indicates that all scalar emergences include a ‘pre-planning’ stage [50, 
51]25, and we believe that during evolution Nature has first simulated high-
level anticipation, and then later implemented it. Although anticipation is 
habitually associated with conscious cognitive processing, single-celled amoe-
bas are observed to both orient themselves with infrared light [55] and hunt 
for prey. Their capacity to direct their actions without neurons implies some 
degree of sub-cellular cognition, and implies that anticipation predates neural 
networking. All organisms exhibit some kind of apparent anticipation, al-
though it is often difficult to distinguish between the evolutionarily-early 
simulation of high-level anticipation and its later implementation as an aware 
strategy. Trees lose their leaves ‘in anticipation’ of winter. Some bacteria, for 
example Vibrio fischeri, only emit light when sufficient of their own number 
are present: ‘anticipative’ quorum sensing [56] depends on the presence of a 
threshold concentration of bacterial-emitted signaling molecules. The carnivo-
rous Venus flytrap plant Dionaea muscipula ‘anticipates’ the sustenance it will 
gain by closing its trap-like leaf on a fly. Moths avoid flying into dark shad-
ows, whose presence they apparently associate with predation – they survive 
by ‘anticipating’ attack. Mammals appear to be aware of their use of anticipa-
tion. As Dubois points out: 
 
“A cat jumping to a table is also a good example of an anticipatory system: the cat 
looking at the table builds in its brain a model of the situation and is concentrated on 
the final state, not the initial state where it is before jumping. So the cat has a model of 
itself and its environment and compute(s) its current state (the velocity and direction) 
in function of the anticipation of its final state” [54]. 
 
Is awareness of anticipation necessary for its use? Only if the absence of aware-
ness would negate its effectiveness: the sufficiency criterion for organisms is 
                                                             
24 While individual Quantum Mechanical interactions are mathematically determinis-
tic, their implications in large systems are probabilistic: Antoniou [52] has demon-
strated that when classical Quantum Mechanics is extended to large systems the logical 
completeness breaks down. 

25 Even the implementation of anticipation requires pre-planning anticipation – it relies on 
the infinite recursive temporal chronicle of anticipation of anticipation of anticipation 
of ...  
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survival and not awareness. The effective simulation of anticipation is a compu-
tationally economical solution for less complex organisms, and its reduction in 
humans to an automated reaction in intensively practiced scenarios [49] pro-
vides similar advantages. Awareness of the use of anticipation in directed ac-
tion, however, is necessary for its auto-enhancement. Even then, the simula-
tion or automation of anticipation still permits ‘instinctive’ environmental 
adaptation, for example in the way that a good golfer will anticipatively adapt 
his swing to the state of the wind. But ‘instinctive’ action also often exhibits 
demonstrably inferior characteristics which derive from previously learned 
‘related’ actions or accidental adoptions, and whose elimination demands 
awareness26. 
 
4.5 The evolutionary emergence of the mind 
 
The thesis of this paper is that a developmental continuity exists between 
primitive low-level anticipation and its high-level aware exposition. Conse-
quently, if we accept that Anticipative Capability has auto-catalytically evolved, 
and that awareness has been necessary for its evolution, then we must also 
accept that low-level awareness is already a ‘property’ of Nature’s most primitive 
organization [57], and that it is not a uniquely high-level cognitive emergence. 
The picture we present is of an evolving natural association between Anticipa-
tive Capability and awareness – of aware capability – in short, of the mind. How-
ever, while the auto-enhancement of AC requires awareness of anticipatory 
success, it does not presume awareness of its own enhancement – it does not 
yet presuppose self-awareness27. 
 
 

The continuous evolutionary scenario we envisage is between the identity-
conserving Newtonian anticipation28 of minimally-aware primitive environ-

                                                             
26 A young boy in an isolated Scottish island in the 1970s learned to play an accordion 
upside down, which makes particular musical sequences extremely difficult to play. 
His performance was surprisingly good, however, but it could not improve beyond a 
certain degree until he was made aware of his initial error and corrected it. Small chil-
dren often look at picture books upside down, until they become aware of which way 
up they should be – either from received information, or by noticing a correlation be-
tween pictures and the entities they represent. 

27 The following exchange appears in a published conversation [58] between David 
Bohm and Rene Weber. Bohm: “I would say that the degree of consciousness of the atomic 
world is very low, at least of self-consciousness”; Weber: “But it's not dead or inert. That is 
what you are saying”; Bohm: “It has some degree of consciousness in that it responds in some 
way, but it has almost no self-consciousness”. It is important to note that Bohm uses here 
the word consciousness and not awareness. These two expressions are often freely 
interchanged, but there are clearly distinguishable scale-dependent phenomena which 
we will differentiate in this paper by the terms awareness and consciousness. 

28 We refer the reader back to Section 1.2 for reference to the identity-conservation of 
Newtonian entities. 
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mental differentiations and the high-level awareness of anticipation, of AC and 
of its auto-enhancement – of self-awareness – which are all attributable to at 
least Homo sapiens. Although ‘continuous’, this scenario entails the evolution 
of higher recognizably different levels of awareness, and different kinds of 
awareness, as evolution progresses – the emergence of meta-scales of aware-
ness and self-awareness in association with an organism’s anticipative infor-
mation-processing, and the manifestation of hyperscale in a birational ecosys-
temic setting. The low levels of awareness we associate with primitive entities 
and organisms are passive in character – witness the success of describing 
Newtonian interactions as exhibitions of purely rule-based reactivity. In this 
paper we will describe as ‘consciousness’ the higher emerged levels or kinds 
of ‘awareness’ from which actions may be directed, and within which a degree 
of ‘free will’ may be experienced and apparently exercised. 
 
5 The Inevitability of Scale 
 
Scale plays a decisive role in anticipation, as does anticipation in scale. The 
prevailing conventional image of our universe is one of a countless myriad of 
differentiated entities – whether of quarks, of electrons et al. of molecules, of 
bacteria, of animals, of humans… Beyond this simplistic picture, we imagine 
that some kind of cohesion binds numbers of entities together into ‘systems’ – 
often small numbers (e.g. bi-atomic Na+Cl-); sometimes very large ones (e.g. 
ordered human DNA, which contains some 3 billion base pairs, each of 30 or 
so atoms, or the presumably disordered sun, with some 2190 components! [59]).  
 
 

It would, however, be unrealistic to suppose that in all cases systemic cohe-
sive forces are completely satisfied by their current numbers of sub-systemic 
elements. Ionic bonding – such as that between Na and Cl in Na+Cl- – pro-
duces very small systems, evidencing rapid and complete cohesive satisfac-
tion, but gravitational cohesion is responsible for massive conglomerations, 
which always accumulate more material if it is available. As usual, the most 
interesting regime in a polarized scheme is somewhere between the extremes, 
where countering forces are balanced and small influences can result in large 
effects29: carbon-based covalent-bonded organisms provide an excellent ex-
ample of a varyingly cohesive system. 

                                                             
29 Electronic circuits, for example, operate between the polar extremes of oxide insula-
tion and metal conductivity, and the devices which exercise control are made of semi-
conducting C, Ge, Si from the middle of the periodic table, or their mid-range com-
pounds GaAs, InSb … 
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Figure 3: (a) The two scales of a simple cubic crystal, in which the microscopic 
geometrical arrangement of atoms is mirrored in the macroscopic shape of the crys-
tal itself, and (b) The three scales of a cubic super-lattice, where the microscopic ar-
rangement of atoms is first ‘mirrored’ in a mesoscopic alternation of atomic layers 
and then in the macroscopic crystal shape. The reader should note that the internal 
atomic arrangement of each multi-atomic-species quasi-molecular layer in a super-

lattice is more complicated than this simplified illustration suggests. 

When multi-component or multi-agent systems expand they progressively 
lose cohesion when this is compared to competing environmental forces, and 
they become unstable. They then have two ‘options’: to fragment; or to re-
structure themselves to remain unified. If, as we have suggested in Section 1.2, 
Newtonian particles act anticipatively to maintain their identities, then it is 
reasonable to propose that multi-component systems are driven towards re-
structuration rather than fragmentation in a similar anticipative manner. Re-
structuration creates a new kind of organization, where energy is conserved 
by replacing a proportion of low-level short-range cohesive communication 
by more efficient higher-level long-range communication, and a new system 
scale is born30. An excellent example of this effect is provided by naturally 
stable crystals, where the observable physical shape at the macroscopic scale 
is coupled to and defined by the regular arrangement of atoms at the micro-
scopic one (see Figure 3(a)). 
 
 

5.1 Scalar fragmentation 
 
Ultimately, restructuring a system’s cohesion leaves the way open for new 
expansion, and instability soon raises its head once more, but now it usually 
appears at the newly emerged scale. It may be that the ‘option’ of restructur-
ing presents itself once more, and that stability can be re-established through 
the creation of yet another new, and again higher scale. An example of the 

                                                             
30 … or to use a more common expression, ‘a new scale emerges’. For simplicity we have 
made no reference here to boundary conditions or external interactions: we have de-
scribed the instantiation of scale as if it were a result of a hypothetical ‘self-
organization’ rather than the consequence of ecosystemic influences, without which 
there would be neither tendency to cohere nor to fragment. 
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resulting appearance is provided in the crystallography domain by artificially-
created super-lattices – for example of AlGaAs and GaAs – which exhibit 
three different scales of organization rather than the two of simpler crystals 
(see Figure 3(b)), although here the developmental sequence depends on tech-
nological artifice rather than on the resolution of internal instability. The natu-
ral development of multiple scales is commonly restricted to carbon-based 
covalent-bonded systems – to living organisms. 
 
A first systemic restructuration takes place from a population of coexisting 
differentiated entities in the scientifically familiar spatial dimension31 into a 
differentiated entity in the less familiar ‘dimension’32 of scale. Further yet-
higher scales also emerge into the same scalar ‘dimension’, where a population 
of differentiated scales may coexist. But in a naturally developing system, 
these scales are not independent: their multiplication corresponds to the 
emergence of a differentiated entity in the yet higher dimension33 of hyperscale.  
 

 

 

Figure 4: (a) Fragmentation of a natural system in the scalar dimension corre-
sponds to (b) Unification and the maintenance of identity in the hyperscalar 
dimension, and (c) Two discrete entities in a two-dimensional ‘world’ may 

correspond to a single entity when viewed in, or from three dimensions. 

                                                             
31 … or dimensions. 

32 … or ‘dimensions’. It is notable that although this sentence is written from an exter-
nal observer’s point of view it applies equally well to the system itself, which would 
probably also find the spatial dimension more familiar than the scalar one! 

33 … or ‘dimensions’. 
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The ‘choice’ made by an expanding system to retain its identity by not frag-
menting in the spatial dimension consequently apparently leads to fragmenta-
tion in the scalar dimension through the emergence of multiple scales (Figure 
4(a)). Its identity, however, is concurrently maintained in the hyperscalar ‘di-
mension’34 (Figure 4(b)), in a manner analogous to the way in which multiple 
apparently discrete entities viewed in two spatial dimensions may correspond 
to a single three dimensional entity, as illustrated in Figure 4(c). It should be 
noted that Figure 4 is presented here merely as an aid to visualization: it illus-
trates the barely realistic simplest form in which the complex relationships 
between spacial extension, scale and hyperscale of a quadri-scalar unified 
entity can be portrayed. 
 
The individual scales of a natural system are very different from those which 
may be imposed on an artificially established information-processing assem-
bly. A digital computer is often described in a hierarchical form, which corre-
sponds to its simplification in a bid to promote understanding, but there are 
no real scales present. If we modify the descriptive boundary of one ‘enclo-
sure’ – for example ‘the processor’ – to include another – e.g. ‘the processor 
plus memory’ – it makes no difference at all to the computer’s operation: the 
apparent scales are only descriptive, for the sake of convenience. The scales of 
a natural system cannot be subjected to the same kind of ‘mix and match’ op-
eration. Any one scale’s internal character depends on all the others through a 
combination of emergence and slaving, and this partially isolates it from 
them. 
 
Figure 4(b) implies somewhat simplistically that system unification, if not 
cohesion, increases with the number of extant scales. This is partially a result 
of inter-scalar slaving, but it is also a consequence of the inter-scalar transmis-
sion of order [50] illustrated in Figure 3. Here again, crystal structures provide 
a useful, if more complex comparison. Single (monoscalar) cubic crystals of 
carbon are far more cohesive, or stronger in general terms, than are both their 
hexagonal mono-crystalline and polycrystalline counterparts, but polycrystal-
line metals can be either weaker or stronger than their monocrystalline sib-
lings. If a polycrystalline metal’s dislocation-accumulating crystallite bounda-
ries are more resistant to deformation than the crystallites themselves, then 
the metal will be weak and ductile; but if the crystallites are more resistant 
than their boundaries the metal will be very strong, but it will then also suffer 
brittle fracture. It remains a moot point whether polycrystalline materials are 
multiscalar in the same sense as living organisms, where biology has appar-
ently focused on scale-multiplication as an aid to individual survival and 
therefore as an evolutionary advantage. 
 

                                                             
34 This concurrent apparent fragmentation and retention of identity appears to be a, or 
even more than a, principal characteristic of Nature: it corresponds evolutionarily to the 
concurrent splitting-up and unification of the universe through the influences and 
results of Einsteinian relativity. 
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5.2 Reunification and hyperscale 
 
Although it is disarmingly easy for us to create a problem in an artificial do-
main which has no locally-indicated solution, in Nature this appears to be 
very rare. In some apparently magical manner, Nature never creates a prob-
lem without its resolution being close at hand. Possibly this is the clearest 
distinction which can be made between natural and artificial systems. Natural 
systems, for example, may expand until the generality of communication-
restriction degrades the stability of their coherence, but fragmentation can 
then be avoided by recourse to scalar restructuring. Similar resolution is un-
available to an artificial system, where relationships and boundary conditions 
are externally imposed and therefore uncorrelated. 
 
In a natural multiscalar system where the different scales are partially isolated 
it may be difficult to see how they could be reunified, but the key lies in a 
tradeoff between completeness of access and completeness of representation. 
The partial isolation of a scale does not mean that it cannot be accessed; just 
that access will depend on the degree to which its internal structure and proc-
esses are required to be represented externally. Consequently, it may well be 
possible to represent a scale very well if this requires information which is 
non-critical to the scale or to its intentions. ‘Intentions’…? Intention, of course, 
implies anticipation; anticipation implies intention. In Section 1.2 we related 
Newtonian reactivity to the maintenance of identity – to the intention of pre-
serving identity through anticipation. Is it unrealistic to attribute intention to 
the individual scales of a multiscalar system? As we pointed out in Section 5.1 
above, “The natural development of multiple scales is commonly restricted to carbon-
based covalent-bonded systems – to living organisms”. 
 
Hyperscale constitutes a ‘dimension’, or ‘dimensions’, within which a unified 
representation of all of a system’s scales and their interrelationships may be 
found. In human terms, it is the personal domain from which we view our 
world, and within which we can refer not only to ‘a system’ or ‘a network’ but 
also to its components or constituent processes. More controversially, from 
within hyperscale we can directly influence our environment without con-
sciously descending through a sequence of various representational levels to 
the action potential of muscular activity: we live in hyperscale [60], and it pro-
vides the ‘virtual world’ within which, and from which we anticipate events 
and play out the consequences of our actions [61]. The reader can him- or her-
self create an excellent example of hyperscalar ‘bridging’ between intention 
and action by repeatedly drumming the fingers of one hand sequentially on a 
table. Observation of the outside of the upper forearm then reveals similarly 
sequential but most probably previously unnoticed contractions of the mus-
cles responsible for the fingers’ movements. Our awareness is transferred to 
the target of our intentions, whatever and wherever that may be. 
 
Hyperscale is the correlation of multiscalar properties: an entity is its hyper-
scale. The relationships between it and an individual scale decide that scale’s 
survival or demise, so it is in a scale’s ‘own interest’ to interact cooperatively 
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with hyperscale, even if its interaction is somewhat restricted. A corollary is 
that the hyperscalar representation of an individual scale will be to some ex-
tent imprecise. This tradeoff between completeness of access and complete-
ness of representation is the generic form of Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Princi-
ple, which then applies to all inter-entity and inter-scalar observations35. 
 
5.3 Birational ecosystemics 
 
Quantum Mechanics (QM) does not replace Newtonian Mechanics (NM): it 
complements it. The two of them form an ecosystemic pair, within which each 
is the logical ecosystem of the other [50]. The NM of classical physics is reduc-
tive towards localization: QM is reductive towards nonlocality [64]. It is tempt-
ing to propose that the two are related in a manner which is analogous to that 
of an organism with its ecosystem, but more correctly the analogy is in the 
opposite sense: it is an organism’s relationship with its ecosystem which is a 
partially degenerate analogue of the generic coupling between a natural ra-
tionality and its ecosystemic complement – for example between NM and QM. 
The familiar logic of a NM system-description conceals its complementary 
QM description. Consequently, each NM scale of a system is associated with a 
QM scalar complement. 
 
Transit between scales in a multiscalar Newtonian system is problematic. A 
very simple example is provided by 1 + 1 = 2. There is no general contextual 
manner in which the two 1’s can be unerringly merged into a single 2. In a 
normal arithmetic context the 2 is a formally instituted result of the operator 
of addition, but in the less-than-formal context of scalar emergence the im-
plied reduction in number of degrees of freedom is multifractally complex 
[65]. Consequently, the various recognizable scales of a natural multiscalar 
system, which take the form of Newtonian ‘potential wells’, are separated 
from each other by complex interfacing regions. It is only from within hyper-
scale that inter-scalar transit can be easily, if virtually36 effected. The set of 
scales of a natural system make up a correlated hierarchy, whose global iden-
tity corresponds to its hyperscale. More surprisingly, the set of inter-scalar 
complex regions also make up a correlated hierarchy, whose global identity 
corresponds to a second complementary hyperscale. It appears that the ‘virtual’ 
inter-scalar transit inherent in the correlatory ‘construction’ of hyperscale de-
pends on a generic form of quantum error correction, where limited scalar in-
formation is supplemented by ‘hidden’ relatedly-scalar complementary in-
formation to provide a complete description of the system [51]. 
                                                             
35 This process is closely related to the dual-channel quantum teleportation proposed 
by Bennett et al. [62], and for a complete system it corresponds to Feynman’s ‘summa-
tion over all paths’ [63]. 

36 … although the bridging example given above suggests that hyperscalar ‘inter-
scalar’ transit belies this use of the word ‘virtual’– as is the case for all truly comple-
mentary complex systems, where logical existence is a derived property and not a pri-
mary one [66]. 
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The ultra-high level Newtonian-complex hyperscalar exchanges of a natural 
birational hierarchy ensure the physical viability of an information-based entity. 
An organism’s survival depends primarily on the temporal stability of its envi-
ronmental evaluation, but the inter-scalar consequences of perceptional errors 
in a monorational processing architecture generate instability. The most notable 
quality of a self-correlating Newtonian-complex architecture is that imprecision 
or error in either one of its birational assemblies can be resolved by the other. 
The brain and the body of an animal have both evolved from the conglomera-
tion or multiplication of smaller organisms which exhibit both metabolism and 
information-processing. Collier [67] has pointed out that with time and evolu-
tion the different parts of an organism become functionally differentiated 
through an exchange of autonomies. The brain has seemingly ceded its major 
metabolic functions to the body so that it may better operate as an informa-
tion-processor, and in the interests of survival the body has ceded higher-level 
information-processing to the specialized brain. The mind’s essential function 
is to sustain the body’s physical viability through the medium of its ‘neural 
substrate’, and stability is ensured through its high level hyperscalar ex-
changes. As humans, we habitually make a psychological distinction between 
logic and emotion, and make use of each of them to resolve the other’s errone-
ous dead-ends and maintain mental stability [50]. The authors believe that the 
two high-level constituents of natural information-processing – the ‘logical’ 
Newtonian hyperscale and the ‘complex’ hyperscale – are the primitive pre-
cursors of this binary psychological distinction – of logic and emotion. For the 
remainder of this paper we will consequently adopt the terms logical sapience 
and emotional sapience to distinguish between the two hyperscalar primitives 
of wisdom. 
 
5.4 Surmounting scale 
 
It should not be presumed that the two interleaved hierarchies referred to 
above are necessarily objectively asymmetric in character. They are, however, 
subjectively asymmetric. It is worth noting that if a component C is removed 
from a real complementary system S, the remaining system is not equivalent 
to (S - C), as the point of view and consequently the rationality associated with 
C is different from that associated with its ecosystem. Removing the rabbits 
from a countryside environment does not simply result in the original coun-
tryside minus the rabbits! We may well make the removed rabbits very happy 
by protecting them from the countryside’s foxes, but the foxes are unlikely to 
be similarly delighted. Real birational hyperscalar information-processing 
systems are similarly subjective in character. From a point of view which cor-
responds to the Newtonian ‘potential-well’ hyperscale, each individual scale 
has a ‘normally’ logical and approximately complete internal character, and 
adjacent scales are separated by Rosennean37 fractally-complex regions. 
                                                             
37 “A system is simple if all its models are simulable. A system that is not simple, and 
that accordingly must have a nonsimulable model, is complex.” [68] [for an overview 
of Rosennian complexity, see references 69, 70]. 
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Somewhat surprisingly, the view from the ‘complex-interface’ hyperscale will 
be identical. Each individual scale (now from a ‘complex’ point of view) has a 
‘normally’ logical and approximately complete internal character, and adja-
cent scales are separated (now from a ‘complex’ point of view) by incom-
pletely apparently-complex regions which correspond to the Newtonian 
wells38 [50]. Straightforward monorational navigation between the different 
Newtonian scales of such a complementary system is precluded, as even the 
simplest inter-scalar route necessarily passes through at least one complemen-
tarily-rational complex region. This is the difficulty with 1 + 1 = 2 referred to 
in Section 5.3. 
 
Our own human experience, however, is that it is indeed possible to conceptu-
ally move between different scales of an internally represented environment: 
so how do we do it? Hyperscalar ‘bridging’ clearly has an important role to 
play in a pre-established stabilized system, but as usual in any constructive 
environment its primarily ‘top-down’ nature requires a ‘bottom-up’ counter-
part. These expressions – top-down and bottom-up – are habitually used in crea-
tive environments to define constructive directions, but reliance on either of 
them on its own is of little use. Uniquely top-down construction of a system 
brings with it a myriad of possible sub-systemic variations and the combinato-
rial explosion of yet more sub-sub-systemic and even more sub-sub-sub-
systemic possibilities. In any practical environment this explosion is tempered 
by injecting a bottom-up sense of ‘what kind of construction’ the system should 
have39. Similarly, uniquely bottom-up construction could well produce any 
kind of system other than the one required – where the notion of ‘the one re-
quired’ corresponds to the injection of a top-down component. It should be 
immediately noticed that both of these constructional injections anticipatively 
couple together current action and future aim. 
 
5.5 Intelligence, sapience and wisdom 
 
If hyperscalar ‘bridging’ is to be established, we first of all need to take ac-
count of ‘what kind of inter-scalar transit’ we will have recourse to. As was 
indicated in Section 5.3, it appears that the inter-scalar transit inherent in the 
correlatory ‘construction’ of hyperscale depends on a generic form of quan-
tum error correction, where scalar information is supplemented by a ‘hidden’ 
complement to provide complete description of the system [51]. Initiation of 
this kind of inter-scalar process is itself anticipative, and low-level scalar cor-
relation can consequently be associated with the concept of intelligence [71]. 
 

                                                             
38 Note the differences between ‘normal’ NM logic and QM logic. 

39 A classic example, provided by Liane Gabora, is that if your target is to build a ga-
rage door opener, you do not start by considering chemistry! 
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Many different definitions of intelligence have been formulated. James Albus 
has proposed a representative definition specifically in terms of intention and 
anticipation that intelligence, as a ‘property’ of the mind, is: 
 
“The ability to act appropriately in an uncertain environment; appropriate action is 
that which maximizes the probability of success; success is the achievement or main-
tenance of behavioral goals; behavioral goals are desired states of the environment that 
a behavior is designed to achieve or maintain.” [72]. 
 
It is virtually impossible to make sense of this definition, or indeed of the ma-
jority of others, without presupposing at least a degree of internal awareness of 
its constituent parts – of appropriateness, of success, of environment, of intention, 
of anticipation, and of awareness itself [58]. The stated central thesis of this pa-
per is that a developmental continuity exists between primitive low-level an-
ticipation and its high-level aware exposition, and that highly evolving Antici-
pative Capability and conceptual mind are indistinguishable. In the light of 
James Albus’ credible definition, it is clear that intelligence is intimately associ-
ated with the anticipative achievement of goals through attention to environ-
mental detail, and that both Anticipative Capability and the mind are active par-
ticipants in the evolution of inter-scalar processes. 
 
As inter-scalar correlation builds up to include all the scales of a system we 
approach the global correlation of hyperscale, and we will associate multi-inter-
scalar correlation with the concept of sapience [71]. We should now remember 
that there are two interleaved hierarchical structures in a natural birational 
information-processing system, and that each of these will generate its own 
rationally distinct hyperscale. Consequently, we must take into account that 
there will be two distinct intelligent rationalities, and two distinct sapient ration-
alities. The two interleaved hierarchies, however, are ecosystemically inter-
dependent, and the highest conceivable level of systemic correlation will 
therefore be between the two sapient rationalities, resulting in a single highest 
level, which we will associate with the concept of wisdom [71]. 
 
As inter-scalar regions are always multifractally complex [65], the intelligent 
process which leads to inter-scalar correlation is similar to the sapient process 
which leads to global scalar correlation, and an equivalently-rational intelli-
gence-sapience pair sets lower and upper boundaries for a continuous range of 
Anticipative Capability. In general, intelligence, sapience and wisdom are all to 
some extent associated with any degree of information-processing, and in our 
further discussions of AC we will often refer to ‘Intelligence, Sapience and Wis-
dom’ as a unified ‘property’ by the acronym ‘IS&W’. 
 
Evolution is closely associated with the survival of a species through that of its 
individuals. But what advantages do IS&W confer on an individual? How 
does the mind of an individual help? Are IS&W of immediate use in respond-
ing rapidly to environmental threats? Well, not obviously. Do we really want 
to wait blindly until something untoward occurs, and then start trying to find 
a solution? If so, what is the evolutionary point of memory? Organisms sur-
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vive by building up experience and assembling it into internal models of their 
environmental relationships. This provides two main advantages. Firstly, it 
effectively ‘pushes’ a large part of information-processing ‘into the past’– into 
memory – by making ‘ready-to-wear’ threat-responses available ‘off the shelf’ 
for IS&W to use [73]. Secondly, it supplies extensive ready-correlated informa-
tion which can be used both in anticipating the results of its own actions and 
those of its opponents, and in generating complicated plans of action. These 
prospective advantages to an organism depend not only on the availability of 
previously constructed internal models; they require multiply-scaled internal 
threat-responses to be mutually-correlated in a ‘data-base’ – or, rather, a 
‘model-base’ – whose internal structure matches that of the organism’s envi-
ronment [74]. 
 
6 Evolving Anticipative Capability 
 
The title of this section has (at least) two very different meanings: one refers to 
the historical development or evolution of the attribute of AC; the other tar-
gets the attribution of an AC which is itself evolving. The paper addresses 
both of these aspects, and we would maintain that the former has only been 
possible because of the latter. It is important to note that anticipation alone is 
insufficient to ensure survival. Gunderson and Gunderson have indicated that 
intelligence and capability are very different ‘beasts’: 
 

“… one can have significant intelligence and lack capability, or vice versa” 
[75],  
 

but they also pointed out that intelligence and capability will naturally evolve 
hand in hand: 
 

“… the intelligence and the capacity to use that intelligence must develop to-
gether” [75]. 
 

The situation for anticipation and IS&W (Intelligence, Sapience and Wisdom) is 
similar. Neither is much use on its own, but it is also possible for either one or 
the other to dominate, so that awareness of future events may be insufficiently 
supported by the capacity to act suitably, or suitable actions may well be fea-
sible but may remain unimplemented through lack of awareness of their 
value. This ‘hand-in-hand’ developmental nature, and the autocatalytic inter-
dependence of anticipation and awareness, suggests that the evolutions of 
survivability, anticipation, consciousness, intelligence, wisdom, evolution 
itself, and indeed the mind are broadly equivalent: there is only one ‘evolution-
ary process’ which depends on an evolving directivity, itself mirrored in An-
ticipative Capability. 
 
It is understandably easy to grossly underestimate the practical requirements 
for successful anticipation of events or conditions. Scientific education strives 
to persuade us that the association of a small amount of isolated data with 
formal models can deliver precise and accurate prediction – as in many prede-
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termined temporally linearly-dependent contexts it can. Unfortunately, these 
successes encourage the acceptance of a conflation of precision and accuracy, 
whose presumed equivalence collapses in more realistic contexts. In a natural 
context, where complex multiscalar organisms are embedded in a complex mul-
tiscalar environment, the achievement of reasonably precise and accurate an-
ticipation demands internal model-structures which reflect this bipartisan 
complex multiscalar character. It was pointed out in Section 5.2 that tradeoff 
between completeness of access and completeness of representation within a 
hyperscalar context is the generic form of Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle: 
the involuntary conflation of precision and accuracy corresponds to a Newto-
nian unawareness of the generality of this tradeoff. Hierarchical correspon-
dence between a natural environmental and its internal representation pro-
vides fertile ground for the emergence of anticipatory information [76], whose 
precision and accuracy rely on the quality of this ‘mirroring’. The establish-
ment and long-term evolution of suitable internal models depends ultimately 
on the survival of their hosts, and therefore on the availability of Anticipative 
Capability. Consequently, the mind has co-evolved with hyperscale, as its facili-
tator. 
 
6.1 Anticipation and probability 
 
In the lack of a deterministic description of our environment we fall back on 
probability for protection. Will ‘this’ event take place, or not? If its eventuality 
has a probability of 99% then we presume that it will. But where does the 
probability distribution we are using originate? We cannot justify its use for-
mally – only numerically, from individual measurements of past events. Nor 
can we entirely separate the individual events from the probability distribu-
tion, much though statisticians would love to do so: a probability of 0 or 1 
implies that event and distribution are strongly coupled; their maximal de-
coupling is when the probability is ½. It could make more sense to consider 
that a particular event and the probability distribution are always to some extent 
coupled. Unfortunately, we then end up with probabilities of probabilities of 
probabilities of… and we appear to be no further ahead. The most important 
limitation is that probability itself and our belief in it are inseparably inter-
twined. An announcement that the type of aircraft we are about to board is 
known to crash once in every ten million flights is not so likely to dissuade us 
from travelling. If, however, this statistic is changed to one crash in every five 
flights, we may well lose our desire to board the aircraft! 
 
 

If we accept that the probability of an event’s occurrence indicates that it will 
really take place, then the probability distribution can be used to direct ‘suitable 
action’. For this to be successful the probability itself must be well con-
structed, which implies that sufficient intelligence has access to enough envi-
ronmentally-defining information. So, given the intelligence to use all avail-
able knowledge, definition of the probability of an event and its anticipation are 
very closely related, if not the same! Probability distribution is an emergent 
meta-scale: it exists at a higher level than the individual events whose occur-
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rences it represents. While a probability distribution is constructed from past 
events, anticipation can make use of it in conjunction with current and antici-
pated future states to verify the suitability of specific actions. Anticipation 
injects expected future information into a future’s past information through current 
decision-making, thus adding to, or changing the population of events that 
the probability distribution represents. 
 
The combination of awareness of action and anticipation of consequences which is 
available through the evolution of Anticipatory Capability makes it possible to 
manipulate future probability distributions by injecting preferred bias into the 
otherwise-presumed independence of individual events. Survival of an indi-
vidual or species depends on the development of just this capacity – the capa-
bility of the mind to have power over potentially threatening contexts. 
 
 

 

Figure 5: The asymptotic progression of anticipation of a static or repetitive 
scene, from heightened awareness on the scene’s introduction to the estab-

lishment of stasis and the scene’s ‘disappearance’. 

6.2 Asymptotic anticipation, dynamic awareness and stasis neglect 
 
Anyone who has sat waiting at a red traffic light will probably have noticed 
that if you just sit staring in front of you the red light slowly fades and disap-
pears – until you move your head, and there it is back again – stasis fades eas-
ily from our awareness. Similarly, if you sit looking out of a train window, the 
repetitive passage of electric pylons slowly drifts out of your attention, leav-
ing space for other thoughts. Any model of dynamics is static, as Zeno pointed 
out [77]: repetitive movement is similar to stasis in its lack of impact on our 
attention. This has a direct bearing on the attentive relationship between ob-
servation, anticipation, awareness and consciousness, in which consciousness is 
generated from awareness through anticipation. If an entire scene surrounding 
us is static, or is dynamically ‘static’ in Zeno’s sense, then its every modifica-
tion can be predicted on the basis of a previous observational chronicle, and 
anticipation reduces to historically-based repetition. IS&W are then entirely 
irrelevant (as they are, for similar reasons, in a digital computer). More pre-
cisely, in this situation, a possibly multiscalar observational structure effec-
tively collapses into a single algorithmic or quasi-algorithmic recursion, de-
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void of mystery or surprise. Robert Rosen [15] pointed out that this is the very 
antithesis of life: it entails neither IS&W nor any incentive for their evolution. 
 
 

Figure 5 illustrates what happens when we are exposed to a new, but static or 
repetitive scene. As time goes on our information-processing reduces asymp-
totically to a realization40 of stasis: the odds on anything happening progres-
sively shrink towards zero. Initially our ‘processor’ will track the scene care-
fully, as there is no prior chronicle upon which to base any supposition, but 
after a while it will conclude that there is nothing of immediate interest and 
replace attention by neglect. This phenomenon of ‘stasis neglect’ has the impor-
tant effect of making it possible for repeated actions to be transferred out of 
regions of the brain which consciousness ‘keeps track of’ and for them to be-
come quasi-automatic [49]. Many of our bodily functions continue quite hap-
pily without (normally) disturbing our awareness – for example the heart’s 
beating – although a degree of attentive modification may be feasible41. A 
major advantage of this ‘automation’ of learned actions is that it leaves space 
in consciousness for exploration and evolution, and for events or actions 
whose immediacy is more important. 
 
But what happens to the static or repetitive aspects of our surroundings which 
we neglect – those which are dropped from our awareness? Do they disap-
pear?42 Presumably not, ‘in reality’. But, also, not necessarily from our retinal-
neural system. The traffic signal’s red light has still arrived at our eyes, even if 
we ‘choose’ to ignore it, and in many cases we can recall details of earlier 
events which we were not aware of at the time. More reasonably, attention 
does not exist ‘in a vacuum’ – at least, not from the ‘point of view’ of our 
mind. It is part of a complementary system, where the ‘spotlight of awareness’ 
is focused on a limited region of a far wider tapestry. In accordance with the 
precepts of Section 5.3, attention is partnered by its ‘ecosystem’ of ‘currently 
neglected stasis’, which makes up a pool of globally relevant but locally inac-
cessible information. This ecosystemic association is reminiscent of a wide 
range of ‘phenomena’, notably: 
 

• The existence of ‘hidden variables’ behind the explicit compo-
nents of physical models. 

                                                             
40 Although the word ‘realization’ could apparently be better replaced here by ‘estab-
lishment’, or even ‘non-realization’ (!), this is a very difficult point, as it relates to the 
possible scalarity of awareness, and of its hypothetical hyperscalarity! 

41 This relates to depictions of consciousness as a ‘supervisor’ which ‘keeps track of’ 
neural activities. Consciousness certainly permits a degree of structured active control, 
while awareness is more passive in character – c.f. the implications of Charles Peirce’s 
‘firstness’, for example [78]. 

42 … a question which is somewhat related to ’If a tree falls in the forest when no one is 
there, does it make a sound?’! 
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• The ‘background dimensions’ which take part in quantum error 
correction. 

• Freud’s ‘unconscious mind’, which is fed by unresolved events 
and information. 

Our capacity to focus on a chosen part of our environmental complexity is 
critically grounded in the assumption that ‘we don’t have to bother about the 
rest’, or, more precisely, in our anticipation that ‘the rest’ will not substantially 
diverge from stasis while we deal with the current objects of our attention. 
This complementary nature of an anticipative attentive/neglective system and 
its ecosystemic grounding has momentous implications for any account of the 
self and its environmental relationships, as we shall see. 
 
Stasis degrades attentiveness through its effect on anticipation. Our awareness 
of stasis depends on the adaptive anticipative generation of a recursive obser-
vational chronicle: awareness and consciousness depend on Anticipative Capa-
bility. Stasis can wipe out the attentive ‘scalar-local’ application of intelligence, 
but its effect on ‘global’ sapient processing must surely be even greater. Bore-
dom at a single scale is incomparable with the possibility of boredom at every 
scale! Anticipation is vital for survival, but it is the necessity for anticipation 
which drives the evolution of IS&W [71]. 
 
Terrence Deacon has famously suggested that: 
 
”Our self-experience of intentions and ‘will’ are not epiphenomenal illusions. They 
are what we should expect an evolutionlike process to feel like” [2, p.458]. 
 
If we may, we would modify his conclusion to read: 
 
“Our self-experience of intentions and ‘will’ are not epiphenomenal illusions. They 
are what we should expect the anticipative evolution of IS&W to feel like”. 
 
Similarly, we find it reasonable to modify Descartes: 

“I think, therefore I am” [79] 
 

to read: 
“I anticipate, therefore I am”. 

 
6.3 Mirror neurons, autism and empathy 
 
Anticipative Capability depends on the availability of internal models – not only 
of an organism’s surroundings, but also of itself and its relationships with the 
environment. Nature has avoided major phenomenological conflicts due to 
relativity by its evolution of a ‘physics’ which as closely as possible ‘mirrors’ 
global effects in local ones. Newtonian physics presumes that the local and the 
global are mutually consistent [50]. While this may provide sufficient support 
for anticipation in an environment consisting uniquely of low-complexity 
entities, the introduction of informationally-intense network-based organisms 
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presents anticipative difficulties. Recent neurophysiological research [80, 81, 
82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87], however, has detected features of the mammal brain – 
mirror neurons – which enable them to ‘mirror’ another organism’s neural 
complexity. This imparts the capacity to learn through imitation – one of the 
most important ways in which children, for example, assimilate practical and 
social skills. 
 
A huge amount of interest is currently focused on mirror neurons – first de-
scribed by Fadiga et al. [80] following their observation that a specific subset of 
macaque monkey motor-skill neurons are activated, not only when an action 
is performed, but also when watching another monkey performing the same 
action. Kohler et al. [81] have reported that even the sound of the action being 
performed is sufficient to trigger activation. Oberman et al. [82] have proposed 
that mirror neurons are vital to the development of social skills, as they pro-
vide the means of learning by example, and their importance in the develop-
ment of IS&W and in the operation of anticipation cannot be exaggerated. 
Individual neurons, however, do not ‘mirror’ whole segments of cognition – 
they contribute to a neural sub-system, usually referred to (in the singular) as 
the Mirror Neuron System (MNS). Williams et al. [83] have linked the empa-
thy-debilitating occurrence of autism to MNS defects, and there is now exten-
sive documentation of involvement of ‘the MNS’ in a wide range of cognitive 
phenomena. It is not at all clear whether the same MNS is involved in all of 
these observations; indeed, it starts to look as if the function we refer to as 
‘mirroring’ is a fundamental neural strategy, rather than the property of a 
single limited sub-system. Molnar-Szakacs and Overy have suggested that 
 
 “… musical experience involves an intimate coupling between the perception and 
production of hierarchically organized sequential information, the structure of which 
has the ability to communicate meaning and emotion” [84], 
 
and that this may be mediated by the (or a) MNS. Which begs the question: 
are there a number of differently oriented MNSs in the brain, or only one 
‘audio-visual’ MNS, or is ‘neural mirroring’ the mistakenly-specific interpreta-
tion of a more general cognitive strategy? 
 
Fadiga et al. observed ‘mirroring’ effects in region F5 of the macaque pre-
motor cortex – comparatively early on in the vision-perception-planning-
motor sequence of action control. There appears to be a close resemblance in 
this sense between ‘neural mirroring’, ‘dream-mechanisms’ and the techniques 
which are habitually used to train Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). Rock 
[88] has pointed out that many of the currently proposed mechanisms of 
dreaming assume that either random or structured inputs from different parts 
of the brain [89] are ‘injected’ early on into the visual processing chain, where 
they replace the ‘normal’ retinal input. Both visual ‘mirroring’ and dream 
scenarios may be influenced by input from other senses, however, for example 
by sounds or smells. Similarly, ANNs are trained to operate ‘correctly’ by 
replacing their ‘normal’ environmental input by artificially-constructed but 
‘sufficiently representational’ case studies or templates – care being taken to 
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reduce any consequent inadvertent injection of unrepresentative (i.e. ‘other-
sensory’) information. Are all these – ‘mirroring’, dreaming and ANN-
learning – examples of a very general neural strategy which is related to scale? 
Multiscalar systems are not only characterized by their ‘upward’ emergence, 
but also by their ‘downward’ slaving43 [90]. Slaving forces the properties of 
sub-systemic elements into mutual correspondence, and stabilizes their 
emerged or emerging higher scale44. Is this the ‘mechanism’ which underpins 
‘mirroring’ and dreaming? – it most certainly is the mechanism which under-
pins ANN-learning. If so, then our understanding of cognitive processes will 
depend on assimilation of the scalar properties of hierarchical systems45 into 
any theory of the mind. 
 
A system is grounded in the functions of its various sub-systems or elements, 
but its operation is usually described at the system level, and not in terms of 
its constituent functions. Which leaves us with a problem: ‘where’ do the sys-
tem-level properties we refer to ‘reside’? A computer processor, for example, 
consists of a large number of interconnected primitive logic gates, and nothing 
else. So ‘where’ are its system-level properties? Well – nowhere – except in our 
own minds – unless we wish to deconstruct them to their ‘equivalents’ of sets 
of gate operations46. This problem is not, however, restricted to logical proces-
sors: it is a very general property, of both ‘machines’47 and organisms. An 
automobile engine is built up from numerous sub-systems. ‘Where’ is the 
‘engine’? And no, we do not mean ‘where is the metal out of which it is con-
structed?’, we mean ‘where is the unified entity which performs the function 
we normally associate with an engine?’. Well – again – nowhere! And ‘where’ 
is the cognition of an animal? Again – ‘nowhere’ – except in our own minds – 
or, in its own mind… So, to cut a long story short, we can reasonably (!) expect 
elemental functions to be embodied, but not higher-level concepts. Unfortu-
nately, this now poses us with a problem in relation to ‘neural mirroring’. A 

                                                             
43 … also referred to by Stan Salthe, amongst others, as ‘downward causation’. 

44 As an example of slaving we may cite the properties of the ‘elementary particles’. 
There is little reason to suppose that in the immediate aftermath of the ‘Big Bang’ all of 
the ‘electrons’ resembled each other to the extent that Physics now describes. It is more 
reasonable that the restriction of their properties to a small set of quantum numbers is 
a consequence of the contemporary multiscalarity of Nature, and of its resultant 
downward pressure towards elemental conformity [91]. 

45 It should be noted that neural processing does not necessarily depend on hierarchical 
relationships, but it is unclear whether the brain necessarily operates in a more heterar-
chical manner, or whether the deviations from Nature’s and its own generally hierar-
chical character are evolutionary artifacts. 

46 … and even then there is a problem, as the gate’s operation ’itself’ suffers from the 
same difficulty! 

47 We use the term ‘machine’ in a very loose way in this location, and not with the 
precise sense defined by Rosen [15]. 
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number of current authors of NMS-related papers [e.g. 85, 86] focus on the 
possibility that the usual philosophical position, that concepts are necessarily 
abstract and symbolic, may be wrong. Gallese and Lakoff, for example, argue 
that 
  
“… a disembodied, symbolic account of the concept of grasping would have to dupli-
cate elsewhere in the brain the complex neural machinery in three parietal-motor cir-
cuits, which is implausible to say the least” [85] 
 
and that 
 
“If all this is correct, then abstract reasoning in general exploits the sensory-motor 
system” [85]. 
 
So, the discovery of mirror neurons has not only produced an upheaval in the 
biological and medical aspects of neuroscience, but it even impinges on phi-
losophy. The idea of ‘embodied concepts’ is foreign to neuropsychology and 
neurophysiology – and, of course, to the simulated argument we ourselves 
presented in the last paragraph. But not to a bi-sapient rendering of the brain’s 
information-processing structure. Within the birational description of neural 
processing which lies at the heart of this paper, every property and phenome-
non is both derived from and embodied in the neural material itself: the com-
plementary ecosystem of information-processing is its material substrate. As 
we will see, the inter-correlation of bi-sapience provides a very satisfying ac-
count, both of empathy and of its autistic absence, and this leads us to ques-
tion whether ‘neural mirroring’ occurs only between different social actors, or 
whether its generic form also characterizes every internal process in an indi-
vidual brain. 
 
6.4 Bi-sapience and empathy 
 
Empathy is vital to Anticipative Capability. Its presence in a birational informa-
tion-processing system contributes much of the grounding from which antici-
pation operates. However, before we can address its importance we must first 
look at its relationship to bi-sapience, to Rosen’s (M,R) model of an organism 
[15], to the neural embodiment of concepts [85, 86], and to the phenomenon of 
bonding. 
 
Birational information-processing generates a complementary pair of cross-
scalar correlations we have called sapiences – one derived from the assembly of 
‘normal’ Newtonian scalar levels, the other from the assembly of their inter-
scalar complex interfaces. These two interact and create a singular unification 
of the entire system, which we have referred to as wisdom. Each sapience func-
tions as an informational ecosystem for the other, and consequently the bi-
sapient unification process resembles ‘neural mirroring’ – but with one vitally 
important difference. ‘Neural mirroring’ is usually described within a monora-
tional paradigm, where the only ‘mirroring’ possible is between logic and logic 
– thus the word ‘mirroring’. In a birational correlation, however, each sapience 
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– logical or emotional – references its complement – emotional or logical respec-
tively – and the word ‘mirroring’ is inappropriate. 48 

 

  
At first sight, therefore, there appears to be a major difficulty in explaining 
empathy, in that the logical subject of ‘neural mirroring’ addresses the ob-
served form, or logical content of another’s actions, and not directly the emo-
tional content. So why does use of the expression ‘empathy’ refer to emotional 
and not logical inter-personal equivalence? In any case, emotional content is 
ostensibly externally inaccessible, in which case we can apparently only ob-
serve or take account of signals or indications of another’s emotion – we can 
only capture the logically interpreted content. A possible explanation in terms 
of bi-sapience would be that inter-personal ‘logical mirroring’ is directly re-
lated by an observer to his or her own internal emotional state, and then con-
clusions are drawn about the other’s emotion by supposing that both people 
are ‘similarly constructed’. Unfortunately, although this hypothetical process 
does make use of a presumed internal logical-emotional complementarity for 
both observer and subject, external inter-personal ‘mirroring’ is presupposed 
to be mono-rationally logical-logical and not birationally logical-emotional. 
Granted, this description could explain a restricted form of empathy, where 
we assume another’s emotional state without having any confirmation, but to 
find a more suitable bi-sapient explanation we must first look elsewhere – at 
Robert Rosen’s (M,R) model of an organism [15]: we must take into account 
that both observer and subject are alive. 
 
Rosen [15] carefully constructed his general (M,R) model of an organism in 
terms of mathematical mappings which represent Metabolism (M) and Repair 
(R). His metabolic functor f (see Figure 6(a)) maps from environmental-input 

                                                             
48 (M,R,R) is these authors’ extension of Rosen’s (M,R) nomenclature to include Repli-
cation. 

Figure 6: (a) Rosen’s Metabo-

lism and Repair (M,R) model 

of an organism, and (b) Its 

extended (M,R,R)
 48

 form 

when Replication is added into 

the relational scheme. 
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set A to set B, and then the repair functor F maps from set B back to the meta-
bolic functor f. Further development added a third mapping to represent Rep-
lication, and he concluded that in certain circumstances this could be derived 
from the already-present Metabolism and Repair, without introducing a new 
separate mapping, as illustrated in Figure 6(b). The required condition has 
been described by Louie as 
 
 “… the abstract version of the one-gene-one-enzyme hypothesis” [92]49. 
 
Critical analysis [93, 94] of Rosen’s model reveals that it can be reformulated 
as a figure-of-eight circulatory system (Figure 7(a)) between a mechanism, as 
defined by Rosen [15, p. 203], and its complement (Figure 7(b))50. The central 
region of the model then exhibits a four-fold interactive process between soft-
ware flow, hardware flow, the hardware induction of software flow and the software 
induction of hardware flow (Figure 7(c)). The last of these four components – the 
software induction of hardware flow – is completely alien to inorganic physics, 
and it only appears in a living system [94]. The four-fold interactive process 
itself is also unique to living systems. 
 
Careful comparison between the properties of Rosen’s (M,R) model and those 
of a bi-sapient information-processing system leads to the conclusion that an 
organism is an intimate complementary coupling between a mechanism and its 
ecosystem. Although Rosen did not explicitly address the question of scale in 
organisms, his model is already birational [94]. It is important to note that the 
complementarities of both Rosen’s (M,R) model and bi-sapient information-
processing systems are between the material-induced manipulation of infor-
mation and the information-induced manipulation of material – between in-
formation-processing and its substrate of material-processing: between cogni-
tive processing and its embodiment. The embodiment of concepts proposed by 
Metzinger and Gallese [86] and Gallese and Lakoff [85] is a characteristic 
property of bi-sapient information-processing! 
 
 

                                                             
49 We refer the reader back to Section 4.2: ‘Genetics versus gene-protein mapping’. 

50 It should be noted that the complement of a mechanism is not an organism: the com-
plement of a mechanism is the ecosystem within which it operates [94]. 
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Figure 7: (a) The authors [93, 94] ‘figure-of-eight’ reformulation of Rosen’s 
(M,R,R) model, (b) A comparison between mechanism and its complement in 
terms of Rosen’s functor diagrams, (c) The interactive four-fold mid-region of 

the ‘figure-of-eight’ reformulation [94] of Rosen’s (M,R,R) model. 

Until now we have only referred to bi-sapient information-processing within a 
single organism. But empathy occurs between different organisms: it is a possi-
bly asymmetric common property of at least two notionally independent sys-
tems, grounded in their (inter-) communication. So, to start with, how can we 
characterize communication? Unfortunately, the word communication is ap-
plied very loosely to a wide range of different situations without being consis-
tently defined. The transmission of information by television, for example, is 
usually classed as communication. However, communication must be bidirec-
tional, but television is not bidirectional per se. Imagine a mother on the beach 
when her small son begins to run towards the sea. She calls after him to come 
back, but unless he reacts to her call or replies in some way she cannot know if 
he has heard: both directions of information-transmission are required to af-
firm communication. Communication is consequently a meta-description of its 
underlying individual directions of information-transmission. 
 

Let us now picture communication between a pair of bi-sapient systems, as 
illustrated in Figure 8(a). The two are separated by a communication-medium 
which inhibits direct interaction. Each system implements internal bi-sapient 
processing, and their vision permits observation of the logical content of the 
other’s actions, body language and facial expressions. Up to this point in our 
description the two systems are both nominally and functionally independent 
of each other, but we also know that this is not necessarily the case – either for 
humans or for a large number of other animals which form lasting strongly-
bonded pairs – and that an individual’s actions may contradict the logic of 
personal survival51. How in our current ‘model’ can we represent bonding – the 
                                                             
51 A relevant example of personal sacrifice is provided by the hypothetical reactions of 
soldier in battle, threatened along with his comrades by an enemy machine gun. Intel-
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extreme realization of empathy? Bonding is not a personal ‘possession’: it is a 
phenomenon ‘in common’ – a meta-logical-emotional ‘unification’, which 
should therefore operate through bi-sapient correlation. Figure 8(b) suggests 
how this could occur. Each individual correlates its emotional sapience with its 
interpretation of the other’s logical content, creating a reinforcing correlatory 
circulation. The resulting inter-personal figure-of-eight process operates in the 
same way as the bi-sapient re-mapping [94] of Rosen’s (M,R,R) model, creating 
a new living entity: a ‘meta-person’ – a bonded pair. 
 
Empathy supports not only the social coupling between first-person logic and 
second-person emotion, but also the establishment of even wider social coher-
ence through less direct routes. The attribution of empathetic failure to Mirror 
Neuron System defects [83] implies that ‘neural mirroring’ is a major facilita-
tor of intra-social communication: 
 
 “The mirror neurons … dissolve the barrier between self and others” [87]. 
 

   
  

 
 

Figure 8: (a) ‘Quasi’-empathetic communication between a pair of bi-sapient 
systems, and (b) ‘Real’-empathetic creation of a bonded ‘meta-person’ 

through ‘figure-of-eight’ logical-emotional coupling operating in the same 
way as Rosen’s (M,R,R) model of an organism. 

 
The recognition of another’s emotional state, which depends on being able to 
successfully correlate the logic of action with its associated emotional poten-

                                                             
ligence may tell him that if he wants to see what is happening he should put his head 
up and look; his sapient instinct to survive may moderate this choice of action and use 
his intelligence to keep his head down; his wisdom may well support his sapient con-
clusion, but even so cause him to rush forwards to disable the gun and thus save his 
comrades – even though he is aware that in doing so he may lose his own life. 
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tial, equips us with the ability to ‘understand what others feel’. It does not 
take much imagination to extend the consequences of empathy to conceptual 
societies of numerous individuals52, with their multiplicities of more-or-less 
bonded pairs and groups and their complex interweavings of individuals, 
alliances, cooperation, contention, rights and responsibilities – but fortunately 
such an enterprise lies outside the purview of this paper. 
 

It is now easy to see why empathy is vital for successful anticipation. Al-
though Newtonian physics makes it possible to predict with great precision 
and accuracy many future states of purely inorganic systems, the internal 
complexity of organisms makes any attempted anticipation of their actions 
worthless in the absence of an internal model of their emotional states. This 
most particularly applies to the anticipation of human actions, given the ex-
treme complexity of the human psyche. It is notable that members of long-
standing human bonded-pairs become extremely good at knowing what their 
partner is thinking or will do in particular circumstances: their empathy-based 
inter-personal anticipation is excellent. Anticipative Capability can be directly 
related to the quality of relevant internal models, and its historical evolution 
maps and coincides with the evolution of neural capability in general. Figure 9 
illustrates a hypothetical evolutionary development of logical and emotional 
Anticipative Capabilities. Emotional AC increases as the evolution of empathy is 
driven by the progressive increase in neural complexity, and most particularly 
emotional complexity, while logical AC saturates. Where logical anticipation 
once held sway, empathy is now vital in combating the (apparently) compara-
tively late appearance of free will53. 
 
The communication-medium indicated in Figure 8, along with both the 
‘transmitting’ individual’s planning and motor control and the ‘receiving’ 
individual’s sensing and interpretation, acts as a complex filter, which may 
reinforce or degrade both the inter-personal ‘messages’ and the strength of the 
resultant bonding. If effective operation of the Mirror Neuron System is in-
deed responsible for the development of social skills and empathy, then 
autism is not a condition which develops – it is a natural initial state. 
 

                                                             
52 The reader should note with admiration our careful escape from the violent contra-
diction between our profession of ease and society’s horrible complexity, through use 
of the expression ‘conceptual societies’! 

53 Bruce Edmonds [95] has pointed out that “our intelligence evolved (at least partially) to 
enable us to deal with social complexity and modeling ‘arms races’”, and that “There is a clear 
evolutionary advantage in being internally coherent in seeking to fulfill ones goals and unpre-
dictable by one’s peers”. 
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Figure 9: The evolution of logical (L) and emotional (M) Anticipative Capa-
bilities with increase in human emotional complexity. Line (N) corresponds to 
the early development of emotional ‘fear-learning’ [96] as a primitive fast but 
inaccurate anticipative response to incipient danger. Fear-learning still pro-
vides an independent emotional route to rapid reaction, which bypasses the 

normal but comparatively slow processing of the cortex. 

Autism is usually progressively recognized when a child’s observed inter-
personal skills and aptitudes begin to deviate from those associated with 
‘normal development’. Within a bi-sapient description we would expect 
autism to be the natural state of a newly-conceived infant, who has not yet 
sufficient experience of inter-personal feedback to take part in the generation 
of interrelationships. If this hypothesis is correct we would expect to find evi-
dence of autism in studies of feral children. Opinion in this area is mixed, but 
it is notable that the Introduction to an Internet site devoted to feral children 
makes a clear link between feral children and autism: it points out that 
 
 “Itard’s detailed records of his work with Victor, the Wild Boy of Aveyron are gener-
ally considered to be the first documented account of an autistic child” [97]. 
 
One of the first connections between mother and new-born is the ‘mirroring’ 
of a smile [98], within which the baby discovers that it can influence the world 
which surrounds it and become part of a ‘meta-person’. Consequently, we 
suggest that a progressive increase in empathetic capability and the demise of 
autism is part of the natural course of a child’s growth. Much of the develop-
ment of empathy depends on successful coordination between the ‘transmis-
sion of emotion’ and its ‘reception’, where the communicational filtering we 
referred to earlier plays a vital role. A happy child with a sad face, or an angry 
mother with a smile, does nothing to help the establishment of bonding, nei-
ther does the ill-tempered punishment of an ostensibly helpful, but unsuccess-
ful act. Above all, temporal consistency – whether of stable or unstable action-
reaction correlation – is vitally important in establishing trust. In a ‘reflective’ 
scenario, it is easy to imagine why the teacher has a critical role in learning. 
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6.5 Auto-empathy and self-observation 
 
The entire set of Anticipative Capabilities of a birational information-processing 
system, and therefore of the brain itself, are embodied in the complementary 
structure of its various inter-actions and intra-actions; between its local scales 
and their local ecosystemic counterparts; between its local scales and their 
associated intelligences; between its multiple scales and their unifying sapi-
ences; between its bi-sapiences and its singularity of wisdom. Experimenta-
tion in the field of neural mirroring compares an observed external event with 
the neural activations of its internally-driven ‘image’. We believe that an 
analogous comparative process takes place purely internally in the brain be-
tween all of its various quasi-independent subsystems, and that it is this 
which unifies neural activity into the anticipative singularity of wisdom. 
 
Every aspect of the brain’s information-processing resembles neural mirroring, 
but the ‘mirroring’ or correlation is not directly between logical contents, it is 
between one logical content – an event, or artifact, or a situation – and its com-
plementary emotional ecosystem. Experimental measurements of ‘mirroring’, 
however, correlate observations of a logical content with the logical ‘image’ of its 
emotional complement. In principle, it should be possible to observe corre-
lated activations in the brain which correspond to those of neural mirroring 
experiments – but there is a problem. Neural mirroring experiments reported in 
the literature compare for a single subject the two measurement pairs {action & 
neuron activation} and {observed action & neuron activation}, and the resulting 
action/observed-action ‘mirror neuron’ conclusions are drawn because neuron 
activation is measurably the same in both cases. If the neural mirroring is 
purely internal, however, then the two pairs {one ‘thought’ & neuron activa-
tion} and {another ‘thought’ & neuron activation} are indistinguishable, as nei-
ther the two ‘thoughts’ nor the two activations can be independently observed. 
This makes direct confirmation of internal neural mirroring somewhat elusive, 
as it must (presumably) rely on the subjectivity of an experimental subject’s 
reporting (‘I am thinking this or that’) rather than on the more objective re-
sponse of a measuring instrument (which measures this action or that observed 
action). 
 
‘Empathy’ refers to emotional ‘mirroring’ between different organisms. If 
intra-neural correlation is indeed driven by ‘mirror-like’ processes, then we 
would expect to find related phenomena between the various neural subsys-
tems – to find a kind of auto-empathy – but here would be a direct process: lit-
erally an embodied process. In Section 6.4 of this paper we described the ‘fig-
ure-of-eight’ communicational unification of bonded-pairs, and its extension 
to societies with all the complex interweaving of individuals, alliances, coop-
eration, contention, rights and responsibilities that would entail. In a closely 
related sense, we would expect intra-neural ‘mirroring’ to result in similarly 
extensive complexity. Inter-sapient correlation is continuous and nominally 
infinite in its process of generating the singularity of wisdom, from logic, to 
emotion, to logic, to emotion, …, but in addition to stabilizing the birational sys-
tem it also arguably supports a sense of continuity, of completeness, of logic 
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and emotion ‘being in tune with each other’. This kind of rational-emotional 
‘peaceful coexistence’ is only feasible within a birational environment. Corre-
lation between the two sapiences permits us to use implicate emotion to extri-
cate ourselves from a logical cul-de-sac, or explicate logic to resolve emotional 
difficulties. 
 
Auto-empathy is invaluable in steering our actions between the extremes of 
‘pure’ logic and ‘pure’ emotion. Consequently, it seems likely that the early 
evolution of a simple and therefore extreme form of auto-empathy is at the 
root of being able to switch between logical and emotional responses in ‘fear-
learning’ (see the reference to independent primitive emotional anticipation in 
Figure 9). LeDoux [96] describes as an example that if we suddenly see a 
brown stick resembling a snake on the forest floor, then past ‘fear-learning’ 
permits us to rapidly jump out of the way to promote our safety. The 
amygdalic ‘hard-wiring’ which facilitates this kind of rapid reaction to possi-
bly-threatening eventualities predates, and now physically bypasses, the 
comparatively slow information-processing of the cortex. The amygdala is one 
of the oldest neural subdivisions, and it is associated with the provision of 
primitive emotional response: it is the brain’s primeval anticipative centre. 
Although we habitually associate human anticipation with conscious action, it 
is grounded in the less aware operation of early neural structures. 
 
The nominally infinite inference of logic, to emotion, to logic, to emotion, … in 
birational correlation is again reminiscent of Rosen’s (M,R) model [15]. Rosen 
has explained in great detail how both Newtonian physics and life depend on 
the ‘truncation’ of infinitely recursive chronicles. As he describes, Newton’s 
Second Law collapses the state of a particle, which is a nominally infinite se-
ries of variables, down to only two – position and velocity. Matsuno [99] has 
generated a self-consistent view of ‘reality’ which is based on the interpreta-
tion of observation as a mutual measurement, and within which the Heisen-
berg impossibility of observing quantum particles without influencing them 
finds a natural home. 
 
Interactions between the two sapiences of a natural hierarchy are an example 
of mutual observation, and of indirect mutual self-measurement. As we indi-
cated above, their correlation is continuously recursive, from logic, to emotion, 
to logic, to emotion, … corresponding to the system observing itself observing 
itself observing itself observing itself… So how is this apparently inconclusive 
infinite recursive chronicle related to Rosen’s description of truncated se-
quences? Well, this one becomes truncated as well. We have described in Sec-
tion 6.2 how the anticipatory observation of stasis results in the replacement of 
attention by neglect. Novel information is carried between the partially-isolated 
scalar levels of a birational system ‘on the back of’ pre-existent order [50, 100]. 
The result is that the entire birational structure becomes to a large extent fro-
zen, and the logic-emotion-logic… self-observational sequence succumbs to 
stasis neglect and self-truncates, leaving behind a quasi-autonomous self-
observation: the self. Inter-scalar novel information – which characterizes 
‘emergence’ in an information-processing system – contributes to compara-
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tively slow evolutionary changes in the ‘frozen’ structure, and in this way the 
quasi-stability of the self is guaranteed. Remaining temporal effects of novelty 
in the truncated self-observation are reminiscent of Deacon’s description of 
our self-experience of intentions and ‘will’ as “what we should expect an evolu-
tionlike process to feel like” [2, p.458]. 
 
Rosen [15] detailed how the ‘phenomenon’ of Newtonian physics ‘resides’ in 
the truncation of the infinity of chronicles which define a particle’s state, and 
how at a higher organizational level the ‘phenomenon’ of life ‘resides’ in the 
truncation (or stasis neglect) of the infinite process-circulation of his (M,R) 
model. Similarly, but at a yet-higher organizational level, the ‘phenomenon’ of 
self ‘resides’ in the truncation by stasis neglect of the infinite self-observational 
sequence of logical-emotional correlations in a birational information-
processing system. 
 
6.6 Ecosystemic birationality and the brain 
 
If a generalized ‘template’ for anticipative information-processing is indeed 
ecosystemic, how does this relate to our own Homo sapiens brain? We saw in 
Sections 5.3 and 6.5 how interaction between the two hyperscalar sapiences of 
a birational information-processing system resembles the way we alternate 
between explicate logic and implicate emotion in extricating ourselves from 
mental cul-de-sacs. We do not maintain that these two sapiences are logical and 
emotional ‘intelligences’ – to suggest that would be to ignore the scavenging 
meanderings and cannibalizations of evolutionary development [91] – we 
propose, rather, that the general birational model provides a guiding template 
for the evolution of information-processing, much as the signpost at a road 
junction indicates which is probably the most useful way to go, rather than the 
precise compass direction of our desired destination. However, we would ex-
pect to find material structures in the brain which relate, if distantly, to the 
duality of ecosystemic rationality. 
 
It has long been known that the neural tissue is split into two separate parts – 
into two hemispheres which display different informational characters. Whilst 
being far from conclusive, it is more than interesting to note that the two neu-
ral hemispheres apparently do tend, in general, towards a bilateral ecosys-
temic distribution of information-processing which is reminiscent of the two 
sapiences. While there are exceptions, in general the left neural hemisphere 
processes information in a linear, sequential, logical, symbolic manner: it is 
specialized in 
 
 “… verbal skills, writing, complex mathematical calculations and abstract thought” 
[88, p. 124]. 
 
The right neural hemisphere, in general, processes information more holisti-
cally, randomly, intuitively, concretely and nonverbally: it specializes in 
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 “… geometric-form and spatial-relationship processing, perceiving and enjoying 
music in all its complexity, recognizing human faces, and detecting emotions” [88, p. 
124]. 
 
The two hemispheres are normally connected together by the largest nerve 
tract in the brain: the corpus callosum, which contains more than 200,000,000 
axons [101]. Studies carried out in the 1940s following sectioning of the corpus 
callosum in human patients [102] as a treatment for intractable epilepsy [103] 
intriguingly indicated that this massive neural intervention resulted in no 
definite behavioral deficits. Later experiments carried out by Sperry et al. [104] 
provided even more startling results: the ‘split-brain’ subjects of neural bifur-
cation provided direct verbal confirmation that the left and right hemispheres 
afford separate domains of consciousness. This apparent confirmation of con-
scious duality, however, should be considered in the light of the investigative 
procedures themselves. Many of the experiments only presented the human 
subjects with information which related to the presumed operations of the 
right hemisphere, and the subjects’ related (or unrelated!) comment was only 
elucidated a posteriori. 
 

 

Figure 10: (a) Emergence of the singularity of wisdom through interaction be-
tween the two interacting sapiences of a birational system, (b) Destruction of 

the singularity of wisdom when the corpus callosum is sectioned, and (c) 
‘Normal’ (pre-sectioning) auto-correlation of the two individual hemispheric 

awarenesses resulting in the singularity of consciousness. 

Sperry et al. [104] suggested that their results confirmed the attribution of dif-
ferent consciousnesses to the two neural hemispheres, but there appears to be 
no concrete evidence as to whether these two conscious ‘states’ were experi-
enced by the subjects sequentially or simultaneously. We question whether 
the subjects’ experiences corresponded to ‘normal’ unified high-level con-
sciousness, or whether in the absence of the corpus callosum’s coupling they 
were related to somewhat lower-level, less abstract awarenesses more inti-
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mately coupled to the processing biases of the individual hemispheres. This 
latter conclusion would support the hypothesis that birational processing is 
indeed relevant to the brain’s operation. If, as we have suggested, anticipative 
information-processing in each of the hemispheres is associated with the one 
of the complementary sapiences of a birational system, then the corpus callo-
sum appears to constitute a ‘neural substrate’ for the inter-sapient correlations 
which lead to ‘emergence’ of the singularity of wisdom (Figure 10(a)). If so, 
then sectioning the corpus callosum should destroy the inter-sapient correla-
tions and consequently extinguish wisdom (Figure 10(b)). Anticipatory sapi-
ence requires awareness, and opinion is notably undivided as to the singular-
ity of ‘normal’ consciousness. Sperry et al.s’ [104] experiments do appear to 
provide prima facie evidence for the existence of the two different sapiences, 
corresponding to two independent awarenesses which auto-correlate in the 
‘normal’ cross-coupled brain to give a singular experience – that of conscious-
ness (Figure 10(c)). 
 
It is more than interesting to note where the corpus callosum is located in the 
brain. It sits above the brain stem and the associated ancient regions of the 
brain – for example the amygdala which is responsible for the functioning of 
‘fear-learning (see Section 6.5) – and extends far into the cerebra of both left 
and right hemispheres. So, in addition to ‘connecting the two sides of the 
brain’ it separates the bifurcated cerebral regions from the un-bifurcated brain 
stem. This is curiously reminiscent of techniques which are used in construct-
ing microelectronic information-processors. Inter-elemental communication in 
early, small, slow computer chips could successfully take place locally, but in 
later, larger, faster chips long-range communication has been delegated to 
purpose-built inter-regional communication structures. The net result is that 
large adjacent processor regions are no longer coupled locally, but communi-
cate only through these dedicated structures. In an extreme form of this ‘scal-
ing’, separate processor regions (for example the processor, cache memory, or 
more processors) are implemented as separate chips on a single substrate, and 
inter-chip communication may even be realized using optical fibers. Does this 
developmental sequence indicate how the brain has developed, and why the 
corpus callosum has evolved? 
 
Section 5 of this paper described how an expanding system must ultimately 
change its internal communication strategy to survive and to retain its iden-
tity, resulting in the emergence of higher scale(s) and higher-level inter-regional 
(intra-scalar) communication. If, as seems inescapable, a similar logic can be 
applied to the evolution of the brain, we would conclude that the resulting 
structure would exhibit a spatial transition from the integrated logical-
emotional processing of early neural regions (the singular brain stem) to the 
quasi-independence and consequent approximately specialized autonomy of 
the higher-level hemispheres (the cerebra). So, operation of the materially high-
level neural hemispheres can possibly be associated with a birational evolu-
tionary template, but this leaves us with an outstanding question. If the mate-
rial nature of the brain corresponds to a birational information-processing 
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system, then where are the low-level, or small-scale complements of its neural 
networks? 
 
Karl Pribram [105] has indicated that the conventional image of a neural net-
work poses a genuine problem. Neurons are usually pictured with a myriad 
of dendritic inputs – maybe as many as 50,000 – but with only a single output 
axon. The axon of a real neuron, however, typically splits into a large number 
of smaller axonites – maybe also 50,000 – which connect it to secondary neu-
rons. The myriad axonites of closely-packed neurons form a tangled mess 
between them – usually referred to as the ‘axonite mesh’. Pribram has pointed 
out [105] that at their farther extremities the axonites are very thin, and they 
do not appear capable of carrying localized electrical signals as far as the sec-
ondary-neuron dendrites. He suggests that quasi-waves form in the ‘axonite 
mesh’ and that these transmit a superposition of the primary-neuron outputs 
to the secondary-neuron dendrites in a manner which is analogous to the col-
lapse of a superposition of multiple ‘possible’ QM states to a single ‘real’ one. 
Here, finally, is the low-level complement of the brain’s neural networks. As 
we have described, a natural hierarchy may be decomposed into two constitu-
ent parts: one related to Newtonian Mechanical (NM) physics, the other to 
Quantum Mechanics (QM). In the brain the NM assembly is represented by 
signal summation in the dendrites; the QM assembly is simulated by quasi-
wave superposition in the axonite mesh. 
 
Recent experimentation has provided excellent evidence for the low-level 
complementarity of living systems. Lincoln and Joyce [18] have announced 
the discovery of a self-replicating DNA enzyme system which exhibits some 
of the characteristics of life. They report the development of a variety of RNA 
enzyme pairs which are capable of catalyzing each other’s synthesis – a proc-
ess they refer to as cross-replication. Each enzyme, consisting of two oligonu-
cleotide subunits, binds the other enzyme’s two subunits to make a new copy 
of the enzyme itself, and the complementary process continues indefinitely, 
given sufficient supply of the subunits. The present authors believe that this is 
the first self-replicating system which has been artificially developed, and it 
lends weight to the hypothesis that RNA is a precursor of DNA in the evolu-
tion of life. The discovery strongly supports this paper’s contention that com-
plementary processes are at the heart of living systems.  
 
6.7 Theory of self, theory of mind, self and the mind 
 
A multicellular organism consists of a collection of cells, but it presents itself 
to the outside world as a unified entity. As we pointed out in Section 5.2 of 
this paper, an entity is its hyperscale: hyperscale provides identity, but in a 
multiply-autonomous organism there are a number of different ‘identities’ 
related to its different scales and regional autonomies [67]. Restricting our-
selves for the moment to a description of the brain, there are at the very least a 
material or ‘structural’ hyperscalar identity, which to some extent persists 
after death, and a ‘mental’ hyperscalar identity, which so far as we are aware 
disappears at the point of death. We are entitled to ask what the connection is, 
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therefore, between our own ‘structural’ identity and our internal ‘mental’ 
identity – our sense of self. Survival of an organism implies the survival of both 
of these identities, but asymmetrically the mind’s demise is subject to the 
brain’s disease or senescence. 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 

Figure 11: (a) The asymptotic progression of anticipation of self-stasis, as an 
approach to (b) The presumption of self-permanence, (c) Anticipation of the 
‘brick wall’ of death, whose inevitability breaks down the anticipation of im-
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mortality, and (d) An illustration of the progression from infantile episodic 
awareness (on the left), through presumed immortality, to acceptance of ap-

proaching death (on the right). 

If anticipation is to be judged important, then it must matter to its executor. In 
its traditional evocation, evolution is directed by ‘the fitness to survive’. But 
why bother? An intention to survive is not enough: an organism must some-
how desire to survive. But, again, why bother? Our own daily desires are 
clearly in some way coupled to the desire to survive – either as ‘ourselves’ or 
as our offspring – but the primary desire usually remains well concealed be-
hind hunger, thirst, satisfaction, … But what drove their survival as our in-
stincts? Ego? A presumption that somehow ‘we’ are important? Maybe a clue 
can be found in stasis-neglect – or in its absence in specific circumstances. 
Given effective coupling between short-term and long-term memory we 
would expect stasis-neglect to be an important factor in judgment of the criti-
cality of particular aspects of our surroundings. However, Thompson and 
Ogden [10] and Ogden et al. [11] have demonstrated that the use of analogy – 
itself a fundamental component of short-to-long-term coupling and of the 
transition from episodic to mimetic cognitive processes – is unavailable to 
neurally-simple animals. In its absence, anticipatory stasis-neglect is unlikely, 
and such an animal would most probably perpetually feel that it is at the 
‘sharp end’ of Deacon’s [2] ‘sensory evolution’, constantly risking predatory 
annihilation. 
 
Although anticipation is a valuable tool in guiding our actions, and although 
its short-term accuracy may be reasonably reliable, the farther we peer into 
the future the less dependable it becomes. The degree to which we pay atten-
tion to deviations from anticipated events or conditions, therefore, reduces 
with their future distance, and this exacerbates stasis-neglect, and strengthens 
attention’s long-term complementary ecosystem of ‘neglected’ stasis. If we 
take the time to reflect on the contents of our attention’s ecosystem – on the 
events and conditions which we systematically ignore – we find that to a great 
extent their neglect proves to have been justified and, in time, infantile self-
questioning evolves into self-confidence and acceptance that the criteria we 
use in selecting attentive focus are reasonable. Very young children progres-
sively develop the capacity for stasis-neglect, and ultimately acquire a 
grounding sense of their parents’ permanence even when their mother goes 
out of the room. The implications of stasis-neglect take their most extreme 
form during adolescence, when the combination of extended freedom and 
technical independence culminate in an assumption of immortality54. 
 

                                                             
54 … which is most noticeable in the way that young male adults drive cars and motor-
cycles, and particularly evident in the descriptions given by young soldiers of life in a 
war zone, where even after friends have been killed by enemy action they often still 
believe that ‘it will never happen to me’. 
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Figure 11(a) illustrates the normal asymptotic form of stasis-neglect – similar to 
that shown earlier in Figure 5 – but now the ‘stasis’ we will address is the 
ecosystemically grounded presumption of permanence: of self-stasis. If Figure 
11(a) were to comprise the complete story, there would indeed be no reason to 
bother about survival, but the entirety of our social comprehension informs us 
not only that all individuals die, but that this systematically occurs at an age 
of ‘three score years and ten’55. As we humans move on through adolescence, 
to maturity, towards the ‘brick wall’ of death, its inevitability collapses the 
preceding anticipation of immortality (Figure 11(b)), replacing it by the ‘sharp 
end’ of Deacon’s [2] ‘sensory evolution’ and the constant awareness of ap-
proaching annihilation (Figure 11(c)). 
 
 An important aspect of both Anticipative Capability and IS&W is the manner in 
which their application is moderated by our sense of self and our relationships 
with others. But where and what is the ‘self’? Metzinger [106] has presented 
the hypothesis that we are unable to distinguish between the objects of our 
attention and the internal representations of them which we ‘observe’. Conse-
quently, when our attention targets a tool, an object or a situation we effec-
tively transfer ourselves – our ‘presence’ – to it: when we drive a car, we be-
come the car; when we watch a film, we enter into its action. The most amaz-
ing aspect of this transfer of presence is that we can effortlessly skip between 
different scales of an overall picture. 
 
Metzinger’s hypothesis provides a credible model for the independence of the 
mind. As he states: 
 
 “We are systems that are not able to recognize their subsymbolic self-model as a 
model. For this reason we are permanently operating under the conditions of a ‘naïve-
realistic misunderstanding’: we experience ourselves as being in direct and immediate 
epistemic contact with ourselves. What we have in the past simply called ‘self’ is not a 
non-physical individual, but only the content of an ongoing, dynamical process – the 
process of transparent self-modeling” [106, p. 54]. 
 
Metzinger does not, however, provide us with any clue as to ‘where’ we can 
‘find’ the ‘self-model’, or how it has been generated over the aeons of evolu-
tion. He concludes that 
 
 “… the conscious self is an illusion which is no one’s illusion” [106, p. 60]. 
 
Although we concur with Metzinger that the self is objectively illusory, self-
consistency would suggest that it is its own illusion. First-person awareness 
depends critically on introspection – that is, on the capacity for the self to ob-
serve itself. The analysis of concepts of ‘identity’ within a monorational system 
results in a never-ending inconclusive sequence of different conclusions, 

                                                             
55 To avoid the necessity of discussing the statistics of death and their modification 
with the centuries, we have here adopted the figure provided by The (Christian) Bible! 
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whose record recounts the history of philosophy and of concepts of ‘existence’ 
through the ages. Reference to Section 5.4 and Footnote 34 of this paper will 
indicate that this is unsurprising, and that analytic inconclusivity disappears 
in a birational context. Matsuno’s [99] self-consistent view of ‘reality’ is based 
on the interpretation of observation as a mutual measurement. The recursive 
inter-correlation of the two sapiences of a birational hierarchy described in 
Section 6.5 provides an excellent example of ‘mutual self-measurement’ – from 
logic, to emotion, to logic, to emotion, to logic… – and of an evolutionary self-
observation which is strongly reminiscent of “what we should expect an evolu-
tionlike process to feel like” [2, p.458]. If, as we suggested in Section 6.5, the 
‘phenomenon’ of self ‘resides’ in truncation by stasis neglect of this infinite 
self-observational sequence, then ‘who’ in a birational information-processing 
brain collapses the ‘introspective’ sequence down to the apparent, if illusory, 
stability of the self? Well – no one does! Stasis-neglect suffices. The temporal 
stability of a natural hierarchy is maintained by the cross-scalar transmission 
of order, which dominates the transmission of novelty (as it similarly does in a 
crystal [50, 100]). Consequently, structural stability implies stasis and the ini-
tiation of asymptotic anticipative neglect, which effectively truncates the infi-
nitely recursive self-observation and stabilizes an introspective ‘Theory of 
Self’, or ‘Theory of the Reality of Self’. 
 
Although the self is just that – a phenomenological characteristic or property of 
a specific differentiated entity – Ramachandran [87] has suggested that neural 
mirroring “dissolve(s) the barrier between self and others.” As such it constitutes 
the birational paradigm itself: a system of two mutually-evolvable inter-
relating aware localizations, whose ‘functions’, as entity or ecosystem, are 
contextually interchangeable. Neural mirroring consequently provides a useful 
pictorial vehicle for comparing different correspondences, whether these are 
entity-to-environment, interpersonal or neurologically internal. An unknown 
external environment can be progressively described internally by an organism 
through assembly of the stimuli to which it is subjected. Similarly, an unknown 
organism can be progressively described through assembly of the questions it 
poses of its environment and through its social relations. Both of these proc-
esses can be related to neural mirroring, as a high-level implementation of Ma-
tsuno’s [99] ‘observation as a mutual measurement’. Ecosystemic containment 
of a natural hierarchy becomes internalized through the generation and main-
tenance of its extant scalar levels, creating hyperscalar self-constraint as an 
indistinguishable reproduction of relevant parts of its ecosystem. Conse-
quently, the creation of an internal transparent environmental model is auto-
matically and intimately associated with the creation of an internal transpar-
ent self-model! 
 
We believe that unification-maintaining hyperscalar survivalist sapient behav-
ior has resulted in long-term evolution of the high-level transparent self-
model Metzinger [106] refers to. We suggest that the ‘spotlight of conscious-
ness’56 in humans is focused at any given moment on a single ‘location’ within 
                                                             
56 An expression modified from one due to Bernie Baars. 
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a spatiotemporal hyperscalar ‘phase space’ which we have individually con-
structed from the entirety of our individual and social histories, including 
genetic and epigenetic influences, ‘well-known facts’ of our socially or indi-
vidually believed ‘reality’ (or ‘realities’), apparently self- or generally-
consistent but personally insufficiently-investigated ‘obvious’ or ‘logical’ posi-
tions, and otherwise socially- or scientifically-abandoned hypotheses which 
we employ either consciously or unconsciously (or both!) to fill in inconven-
ient or excruciatingly obvious omissions from its landscape. 
 
There appears to be a direct equivalence between ‘Theory of Self’ (belief in 
one’s own independent reality), ‘presence transfer’ (the ability to functionally 
‘be at’ or ‘become’ a target object or person) and ‘Theory of Mind’ (the ability to 
‘understand’ that others have beliefs, desires and intentions that are different 
from one’s own). All of these three are generated from the bi-sapience of neu-
ral information-processing, through neural mirroring or its equivalent. ‘Theory 
of Self’ is associated with true sapient introspection: it is the result of long-term 
stabilization of the observations of an organism’s internal transparent model 
by that internal model itself (c.f. “I think, therefore I am”). ‘Presence transfer’ is 
effected by viewing the internal model of an external targeted organism, arti-
fact or situation, or the internal model of a fantasized organism, artifact or 
situation, through a transparent internal model of the self 

57, with the result that 
the self is not distinguished from the target. ‘Theory of Mind’ is related to empa-
thy, in that it addresses the indirect mirroring of logic and emotion between 
the self and an other, which results in the conclusion of self-to-other similarity on 
the basis of long experience of socially-coupled inter-personal quasi-
introspection. Metzinger and Gallese [86] have published the elements of a 
theory which is aimed at attributing a common action ontology to the evolution 
of theories of Self and Mind through attention to neural mirroring in the motor 
system. As they state: 
 
“An elementary self-model in terms of body image and visceral feelings plus the exis-
tence of a low-level attentional mechanism is quite enough to establish the basic repre-
sentation of a dynamic subject-object relation. The non-cognitive PMIR (Phenomenal 
Model of the Intentionality Relation) is thus what builds the bridge into the social 
dimension.” [86]. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
57 It is clear that whatever logically directed words are chosen to describe the complex-
ity of this situation, they will never be correct! The concept of ‘transparency’ is itself 
derived from a linear representation of communication, and is consequently techni-
cally at odds with any idea of self-illusion! The authors have chosen to use the word 
‘through’ here instead of ‘from’ to emphasize the illusory nature of the process’s ori-
gin. 
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7 Conclusion:  
the Mind as an Evolving Anticipative Capability 

 
The argumentation provided by this paper supports the contention that the 
mind is ‘nothing other than’ an evolving Anticipative Capability. As such, al-
though it is tempting to follow Descartes’ notions and accept that the mind and 
the body are categorically dissimilar, they are both pragmatically grounded in 
the ‘mechanics’ of scalar fragmentation and its evolutionary reunification. 
Critically, we have indicated that recognition of an evolving directivity of evolu-
tion itself provides the link between the apparent randomness of primitive life 
and human ‘free will’ as exercised ‘by’ the mind. 
 
Spencer’s [21] prescription of ‘survival of the fittest’, and the many ways in 
which it has been reformulated as variations of ‘survival of the merely ade-
quate’, only really takes account of ‘static’ aspects of organisms or species, in a 
manner reminiscent of Rosen’s view of ‘traditional’ biology [15]. Although the 
success of a species’ members in a Survival Competition may be readily indi-
cated by a snapshot of its relative population, this says comparatively little 
about individual capabilities – nor does genetics about phenotypic develop-
ment in an epigenetic context. Conventional genetically-based models of life 
do little to unify our schismic preconceptions of societal-individual relation-
ships, and any enhanced reformulation of our individual place in society, of 
our rights, of our responsibilities, will necessarily depend on the same re-
course to scalar properties and Anticipative Capability which we have adopted 
here in our reflections on the mind. The central message of scale is that neither 
perfect isolation nor perfect communion can lead us to peaceful coexistence, 
and that the ecosystemic message we receive from the living world can suc-
cessfully replace the conventional monorational viewpoint of science and 
logic. 
 
The achievement of reasonably precise and accurate anticipation in complex 
multiscalar environments demands internal model-structures which reflect 
this complex multiscalar character. Although a degree of pre-programming is 
available through species genetics, the majority of internal-model program-
ming relevant to anticipatory activity is developed through ‘live’ experience. 
Many infant animals are capable of lone survival soon after birth, but such is 
not systematically the case for mammals, and is especially not the case for 
infant Homo sapiens. We have detailed the way in which the ‘hard-wired’ DNA 
pool of an offspring’s instinctive capabilities can be modified or broadened by 
the transfer of more abstract non-DNA-coded capabilities during the period 
within which parents and their descendents co-exist. Early species-survival 
may well have principally depended on random genetic mutation, but this is 
clearly not the case for later evolved, more complex organisms such as Homo 
sapiens, for whom anticipation delivers wealth, health and some degree of 
happiness. Traditional ‘simplistic’ viewpoints maintain that the mind and its 
activities can be easily distinguished. In common with Deacon [2], Metzinger 
[106] and countless others, we do not believe this to be the case, and advocate 
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that the mind is a natural feature of embodiment, both of whose origins may be 
found in the co-evolutionary development of physical differentiation and unifi-
cation. 
 
The evolution of evolution itself appears to have progressively followed a path 
from random mutation towards anticipatory development. The traditional 
objection to a description of evolution as ‘survival of the fittest’ is that it only 
provides a circular definition: 
 

“the fittest for what? – the fittest for survival!” 
 
The argumentation of this paper supports a modified description which 
eliminates this circularity, namely: 
 

“the fittest for what? – the fittest for anticipation!” 
 
However, as internal anticipatory structures are phenotypic and not genotypic 
properties, this indicates yet another evolution – from species dependence to-
wards individual dependence through evolution of the mind. Our societies are 
built on complicated and complex interlinked sets of rules, which protect the 
society through modification of individuals’ and groups’ actions, and protect 
the individual through containment of society’s authority58.  
 
To a large extent these rule-sets now remove the necessity for individuals to 
exercise extreme anticipation in guaranteeing their daily survival, and enable 
us to direct our mental capabilities to more abstract objectives. It is far easier 
and safer to drive around in an automobile if we know that all other automo-
biles will be driving on the left hand side of the road (or, if locally suitable, on 
the incorrect right hand side!). The net result is to reduce the level of con-
scious anticipatory effort which is required to promote survival. Through 
eventual evolution of the anticipatory mind from the low-level directivity of 
primitive organisms our societies have become characterized, 
 

not statically by 

‘survival of the adequately fit’ 
but dynamically by 

‘survival of the adequately anticipative’. 
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Abstract 
Implementable theories of mind would be of great value to the designers of artificial 
minds. Existing philosophical theories of mind tend to be loose and metaphorical and 
therefore do not provide very much guidance to a mind engineer. Unfortunately a 
complete implementable theory of mind does not yet exist even though there are sev-
eral attempts toward that direction. The development of an implementable theory of 
mind faces several major challenges. Among these are the mind-body problem, the 
identification of the processes of mind, the problem of meaning and understanding, 
emotions, qualia and consciousness. These issues have been addressed via high-level 
algorithmic approach and low-level system approach and the combination of these, 
but each approach has proven to have its own challenges. 

 
1 Introduction 
 
Cognitive robots need brains and minds. Human brain has some 1014 synapses 
that are supposed to store memorized information. If one synapse were to 
store one bit then the brain’s maximum memory capacity would be around 
100 Terabits. On the other hand 32 Gigabyte (=2,56*1011 bits) miniature mem-
ory cards are now available and Terabyte memory cards are just around the 
corner. Biological synapses are not digital memory locations and their archi-
tectural organization is different from random access memories, but neverthe-
less the lesson is that semiconductor industry is now beginning to be able to 
produce devices with the circuit element density and complexity comparable 
to those of the brain. The brain is the site of the mind; does the aforesaid lead 
to the conclusion that artificial minds are just around the corner, too? The 
answer is a definite yes, provided that we are able to locate the correct corner. 
The correct corner is, of course, the implementable theory of mind. This, un-
fortunately, is not yet available in a concise, complete and tried engineering 
form even though several attempts towards this already exist. (e.g. Anderson 
et al 2004, Duch 2005, Haikonen 2003, 2007). Somehow it seems easier to ex-
plain the workings of the brain than to devise an engineering theory of mind 
that would allow the creation of a thinking machine. The brain operates inde-
pendent of the correctness of the explanation, but a thinking machine will not 
work if the theory is not right. 
 
What is a mind? What should a mind do? What kind of an information proc-
essing system can be called a mind? Should a mind be aware of itself, be self-
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conscious? What does it mean when something has a mind of its own? A theo-
rist must look into these questions while looking for an implementable theory 
of mind. These are also issues that the philosophers of mind have treated over 
centuries. During these musings philosophers have stumbled on the mind-
body problem; the apparent immateriality of mind and consequently, the ap-
parent impossibility of interaction between the immaterial mind and the ma-
terial body. It follows from the definition of material and immaterial sub-
stances that this problem is unsolvable, therefore implementable theories of 
mind cannot be dualistic ones in the sense of Descartes. 
 
Whose mind is it? An artifact may behave as if it had a mind of its own, yet it 
may only be executing a collection of preprogrammed commands. In this case 
the artifact’s operation reflects only the mind of the designer, not any of its 
own. Clearly no real mind has been designed or created. –A well is con-
structed for the water. However, a successful well digger does not supply the 
water, he only excavates a suitable hole for the water to seep in. In an analog 
way, a successful designer of mind should only design machinery that sup-
ports the mind and let the contents and caprices of the mind accumulate in the 
course of operation. In the following the constitutive aspects of an implemen-
table theory of mind are examined. 
 
2 What kind of a theory? 
 
What kind of a theory would an implementable theory of mind be? Philoso-
phical theories of mind tend to be abstract and metaphorical and consequently 
they are not very helpful for designers of artificial minds. Engineers are able 
to design systems as soon as the specifications for the system to be designed 
are given. A metaphor is not a proper specification, an algorithmic description 
of a desired function is. Thus, at first sight, it would seem that an implemen-
table theory of mind should be algorithmic.  
 
An algorithm is a sequence of instructions, which will lead to the desired out-
come when executed properly. In a computer the instructions refer to the set 
of available operations such as the memory storage or recall, arithmetic opera-
tion, shifting a bit string, etc. A sequence of instructions that does not lead to a 
definite outcome should not be considered as an algorithm. Sometimes algo-
rithms are seen as deterministic processes. However, this is not always the 
case as an algorithm may involve probabilistic and random operations, e.g. 
the utilization of randomly generated numbers. 
 
The human mind appears to be non-deterministic; the mind is supposed to 
have “free will”. Consequently the inaccurate idea that algorithms are neces-
sarily deterministic may lead to the conclusion that the human mind must be 
non-algorithmic. For instance, Penrose has proposed that the mind would rely 
on non-algorithmic quantum mechanic processes (Penrose 1989). However, 
the operating temperature of the brain does not readily support quantum 
computing and the apparent freedom of will must have another explanation. 
 
The operation of any system that obeys natural laws can, in principle, be 
simulated by algorithms; the accuracy of the simulation is another issue. The 
brain is such a system and the basic operation of individual neurons and syn-
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apses can be simulated with some accuracy. However, the real time computer 
simulation of a neural system with the complexity of the human brain and 
some 1014 synapses remains a really hard challenge.  
 
High-level symbolic theories of mind are algorithmic and computational. 
These theories describe syntactic interactions between abstract entities, sym-
bols, and in this way avoid the need to model and compute the operation of 
low-level units such as neurons and synapses. An early example of this ap-
proach is the computational theory of mind (CTM), proposed by Putnam 
(1961) and further developed by Fodor (1975). Newell and Simon (1975) had a 
similar idea. According to their Physical Symbol System Hypothesis a physi-
cal symbol system has the necessary and sufficient means for general human 
level intelligent action. Newell and Simon believed to have empirical evidence 
for this even though they admitted that the main evidence would be the ab-
sence of competing hypotheses, i.e. their proof was a proof by ignorance. Put-
nam and Fodor had a similar line of argument; they argued that mind is nec-
essarily computational because symbolic computation is (as they claimed) the 
only known method to achieve results that otherwise can only be achieved via 
thinking; “it is the only game in town”. However, so far nothing close to an 
artificial mind has materialized from these theories. 
 
High-level symbolic theories provide algorithms that describe how further 
symbols are to be determined on the basis of given symbols. This computation 
is syntactic and as such does not require the grounding of meaning of these 
symbols, these do not have to refer to something. However, in practical appli-
cations, such as robots, the grounding of meaning is necessary. Robots are 
situated in and interact with the real word and consequently the mind of the 
robot must deal with real world entities. This leads to the practical problem: 
how the abstract symbols are to be derived from the information provided by 
the robot’s sensors. This is a pattern recognition problem; the presence of an 
object is to be deduced from patterns of sensory signals. This is also a classifi-
cation problem. Symbols stand for discrete well-classified entities that can be 
ordered into ontologies. This would work if it were possible to classify every 
entity in the world univocally. However, this is hardly the case, classes are 
artificial and arbitrary. Consequently, every object may be a member of not 
one but numerous classes (Clancey 1989).  
 
The phenomenal aspects of mind such as the feel of pain, pleasure and per-
ceptual qualia pose also a problem to symbolic theories, because these phe-
nomena are supposed to take place at a sub-symbolic level.  
 
High-level symbolic theories of mind can be formulated as computer pro-
grams and can be run on an ordinary computer.  
 
Low-level sub-symbolic theories describe system reactions and interactions 
between low level signals in neural systems and architectures. The equivalents 
of higher level symbols may exist and may consist of a number of low level 
signals. Higher level symbols of this kind have fine structure and conse-
quently modified symbols can depict modified entities. Absolute object recog-
nition and classification is not necessary, an object may be seen in different 
roles depending on the context. Only the interactions between low-level sig-
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nals are defined in algorithmic ways and are built in the neural architecture. 
Higher level cognitive functions arise from these via adaptation and learning. 
No implicit or preprogrammed algorithms for high-level operations are pro-
vided. The phenomenal aspects of the operation, if there will be any, are ex-
pected to be related to the dynamics of the system reactions that arise in the 
architecture. True realization of this approach calls for specific hardware that 
is able to support dynamic system reactions. 
 
Low level sub-symbolic theories of mind can also be formulated as computer 
programs, which can be run on an ordinary computer. However, these execu-
tions should be seen only as simulations of the proposed neural hardware. 
The simulation of very large number of synapses usually calls for some sim-
plifications and shortcuts in order to keep the processing time reasonable. 
Therefore these simulations do not necessarily produce all aspects of the the-
ory and one should be critical and realistic when attributing phenomenal as-
pects to these simulations. 
 
Which approach, the high level or low level, symbolic or sub-symbolic, would 
be the preferred one? Would a hybrid symbolic/sub-symbolic approach be 
able to combine the strengths of both approaches while avoiding their short-
comings? The brain is not a symbolic computer, but a biological neural net-
work, which operates with sub-symbolic signals. Yet it manages to handle 
symbolic thought, too. Therefore, there must be a way in which a sub-
symbolic system bridges naturally the gap between sub-symbolic and sym-
bolic representations. For instance, Kelley has proposed that no gap actually 
exists, the sub-symbolic and symbolic representations are the ends of an intel-
lectual continuum (Kelley 2003). In the same sense, Haikonen has proposed a 
way in which a neural system can utilize sub-symbolic representations as 
higher level symbols (Haikonen 2007). 
 
Which aspects should an implementable theory of mind cover? Cognitive 
psychology has described many processes of mind and these can be used as a 
starting point. A successful theory should also explain meaning, qualia and 
consciousness in implementable terms. 
 
An implementable theory of mind would be an engineering theory, which is 
described by commonly accepted engineering terms; mathematics, opera-
tional diagrams, circuit diagrams, system architectures and specifications. On 
the other hand, the aspects to be described belong to the realm of cognitive 
sciences. Here the interdisciplinary nature of this undertaking will be an in-
teresting challenge and consequently engineers will have to study a bit of 
cognitive psychology and brain theories. Thereafter the engineering cycle of 
<identification of requirements – specification – design – test – revision> will 
hopefully meet this challenge. 
 
3 The Processes of Mind 
 
All animals that can execute motor responses have also more or less compli-
cated nervous systems. One fundamental function of these nervous systems is 
the generation of motor response commands. In order to respond to some-
thing a nervous system must acquire information about that something. 
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Therefore some kinds of sensors that detect external and internal conditions 
are also necessary; the nervous system must be perceptive. In this kind of a 
system a motor response can be a reaction that is triggered by a sensory per-
cept. Useful action may result, but sometimes blind reactive responses may be 
harmful or even fatal. A more complicated system may remedy this shortcom-
ing by evaluating the fitness of the intended action with the help of experi-
ence; memorized instances of similar cases and the good/bad value of their 
outcomes. This calls for the ability to evoke memory-based imagery and to 
imagine itself executing the act. This, in turn, is related to the ability of “think-
ing about itself”. If these capabilities were accepted as prerequisites for a mind 
then the minimum functions of a mind could be readily identified and they 
would be: Perception, reaction, deliberation and reflection. This conclusion 
has been reached and shared by Nilsson, Sloman and others including the 
author (Nilsson 1998, Sloman 2000a, 2000b). Thus the elementary functions of 
mind are seen as those of a controller and planner. 
 
The above list of basic functions offers a good starting point, but a more de-
tailed evaluation of the functions and processes is necessary for an implemen-
table theory of mind. Cognitive psychology identifies the following processes 
of cognition: Perception, prediction, attention, learning, memory, understand-
ing, reasoning, imagination, introspection, general intelligence, emotions, 
volition (See e.g. Aschraft 1998, Nairne 1997, Haikonen 2003). This list must be 
augmented with the additional functions and processes of pleasure, displeas-
ure, pain, good/bad criteria and match/mismatch detection. Additionally, 
special and important hallmarks of human mind are the use of natural lan-
guage and the flow of inner speech. However, these listings of cognitive func-
tions should be mainly considered as kinds of check-lists; the listed functions 
and processes are not necessarily autonomous and independent of each other 
and some of them may be only loose descriptions of phenomena created by 
completely different processes. Nevertheless, the challenge for the potential 
developer of artificial mind theories becomes now visible; instead of actually 
clarifying the essential issues these lists highlight the wide spectrum of func-
tions and processes to be quantified. Things are complicated further by the 
fact that these items relate to the functional layer of mind; the content layer is 
another story. Yet it is the content that determines what we are; our behavior, 
motives, values and culture. These are the subject of behavioral, social and 
cultural studies and go beyond the basic theory of mind. 
 
4 Mind, Meaning and Understanding 
 
Our thoughts are intentional; they are about something, they refer to some-
thing and have meaning that we understand. Likewise, a robot with an artifi-
cial mind should understand and have meaningful thoughts. Folk psychology 
has it that reasoning cannot take place without understanding and the utiliza-
tion of meaning. However, it is known that mathematical and logical reason-
ing operates without meanings; no semantics, only syntactic rules. One plus 
one is two no matter what is being counted, be it apples or animals. It is ex-
actly this abstraction property of mathematics and logic that make them so 
powerful. A computer works well without any grounding of meaning. Ac-
cordingly the computational theory of mind proposes that understanding can 
be effected via syntactic computation. This view has been criticized and op-
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posed by e.g. Searle (1980, 1984, 1997). On the other hand the opponents of 
Searle have argued that syntax will somehow convey semantics if executed 
properly. 
 
The question about semantics and syntax is a complicated one. In many cases 
it would seem that syntax would indeed suffice, but then there are cases that 
are not so clear. Consider the following examples: 
 

• A candy bar has two sections. How many sections remain if one sec-
tion is cut away? (two minus one is one). 

• A candy bar has two ends. How many ends remain if one end is cut 
away? (two minus one is two). 

• A triangle-shaped cookie has three corners. How many corners re-
main if one corner is cut away? (three minus one is four). 

 
Mathematics may be context-free, but its application may not be. Simple 
arithmetic seems to fail in two examples here and correct answering seems to 
call for the visualization of the problems; the evocation of topological mean-
ing. In general terms, in this example the “meaning” of an entity would seem 
to involve potential connections to a number of other mental concepts and 
physical world objects and “understanding” would seem to involve the 
proper activation of the relevant connections amongst all the possible connec-
tions and the consequent evocation of the relevant concepts.  
 
An implementable theory of mind must address the problem of meaning and 
understanding properly. This requirement is especially apparent in the con-
text of robotics. A cognitive robot must be able to understand what it is doing 
and why. Robots must also understand the commands given by their masters 
and they must be able to communicate their intentions to their masters. A 
robot cannot obey the command “go to the kitchen and bring me a soda can” 
if it does not understand the meanings of the words and the structure of the 
sentence, how these relate to the world and to the executable actions of the 
robot. But even this is not always sufficient. For instance, the master of the 
robot may give a verbal command: “Robot, please” or the master may simply 
snap his fingers. What is the robot supposed to do? This depends on the situa-
tion and context; perhaps the robot is expected to serve drinks to guests or 
escort somebody out. The robot must also understand the implicit conditions 
and limitations of each situation; while executing given commands the robot 
must not cause any collateral harm and damage. 
 
5 Mind and Qualia 
 
Human consciousness is characterized by qualia, the “phenomenal feel and 
quality” of every percept. Qualia are the way in which sensory information 
manifests itself in mind. Therefore, to be phenomenally conscious is to have 
qualia-based perception of the environment and self.  
 
Qualia depict qualities of the sensed entities. The sensory faculties of vision 
and audition generate qualia that are related to the properties of the entities in 
the visual and auditory scene. It is known that visual and auditory stimuli are 
transformed by the eye and ear into neural signals that project into the depths 
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of brain; yet the resulting qualia that depict visual objects and sounds seem to 
reside outside. In this way the individual comes to experience its existence as 
a center point in the world. This illusion does not readily take place in digital 
signal processing and therefore calls for a special explanation. 
 
Qualia are subjective; there is no known way in which one’s subjective experi-
ence, own feel of qualia can be transmitted to another person. However, the 
similarity of our biological built allows us to assume also similar feel of qualia. 
Thus we may assume with some confidence that a given real world quality 
such as that of a sound, taste or color will evoke same kind of qualia in differ-
ent persons. But even here exceptions exist. For instance, a person with nor-
mal color vision has no way of knowing how a color blind person experiences 
the colors of red, green or brown. A color blind person may report no differ-
ence between these colors, but which would be the actual percept quale? 
Would it be the same as normal person’s perception of red or perhaps green 
or brown? Or would it be something completely different? 
  
Qualia are often associated with good/bad property; in fact they as them-
selves may feel pleasant or unpleasant. Music capitalizes on this property of 
qualia, the pleasantness of certain sounds, chords, rhythms and melodies. 
Without qualia music would be all but pointless. Thus, it seems that artificial 
minds that do not have qualia would not enjoy music in the same way as most 
humans do, if not at all, as the feel of enjoyment itself is based on qualia. 
 
Computational theories of mind do not consider any feel of qualia as a neces-
sary part of the cognitive process. In fact, it would be quite difficult to main-
tain that the execution of a computer program would involve any kind of 
subjective feel in a computer. Why would this feel be necessary anyway? Digi-
tal signal processing methods are quite able to handle qualities of the world. 
They can acquire and quantify information about physical qualities and repre-
sent these in numeric form. Powerful numeric algorithms for transformations, 
filtering, pattern recognition, motion detection and other signal processing 
tasks are available and can solve many of the related problems without any 
considerations of qualia. However, if necessary, computational qualia can be 
defined and represented as numeric values of variables: “if the variable p has 
the value ten, then the system is in great pain”. But then, obviously this line of 
execution is an example of naïve anthropomorphism and should be recog-
nized as such.  
 
On the other hand, low-level sub-symbolic theories do not exclude the possi-
bility of subjective qualia. For instance it has been proposed that the subjective 
feel of pain and pleasure would be related to system reactions in a system 
consisting of associative neuron networks (Haikonen 2003). Further research 
is called for also along this avenue.  
 
At this moment the actual nature of qualia is still some kind of a mystery and 
a major challenge to any worthwhile theory of mind. 
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6 Mind and Emotions 
 
Human mind is also characterized by the spectrum of emotions that can be 
triggered by various conditions. Emotions have been seen as non-rational 
states of mind that should not have any part in rational thinking. However, in 
recent years research has revealed that emotions do have an important role in 
cognition (LeDoux 1996, Damasio 2000, 2003). Percepts are seen to have emo-
tional significance, which guides attention and modulates learning. Emotional 
significance is also seen to be an important factor in judgment and decision-
making. Emotions seem to have motivational effects, too. Emotions have some 
connection to qualia; to be in an emotional state feels like something. In which 
way should emotions be incorporated in an implementable theory of mind? 
Could emotions be useful for a robot? Some attempts towards this direction 
already exist (e.g. Dodd and Gutierrez 2005, Haikonen 2003, 2007, Lee-
Johnson and Carnegie 2006, Shirakura, Suzuki and Takeno 2006) 
 

7 Mind, Consciousness and Self 
 
Are mind theories also theories of consciousness? In nature minds and con-
sciousness seem to go together, all beings that seem to have minds seem to be 
conscious, too. The content of consciousness is also mind’s content at any 
moment even though mind is seen to involve also sub-conscious components. 
Usually mind and consciousness are attributed to an autonomous actor who is 
aware of itself, its mind and existence. A proper theory of mind should ad-
dress also the problems of consciousness and self-consciousness. 
 
The philosophy of consciousness divides the problem of consciousness into 
two parts, namely the so-called easy and hard problems (Chalmers 1995). The 
easy problem is related to the explanation of the cognitive functions that con-
sciousness is supposed to execute or are otherwise associated with conscious-
ness. The hard problem is related to the phenomenal aspect; consciousness as 
subjective qualia-based perception of the environment and self, the “feel”. A 
developer of conscious machines may wish to define the focus of his pursuit 
along this demarcation. Machines that are supposed to execute the easy prob-
lem, but not the hard problem may be called “functionally conscious”. Ma-
chines that execute also the hard problem may be called “phenomenally con-
scious”.  
 
The concept of “functional consciousness” is not without problems. This con-
cept could be justified if consciousness actually executed a certain function. 
Consequently, a machine could be said to possess functional consciousness if 
it executed the same or a similar function. Baars (1997) proposes a number of 
functions for consciousness: Prioritization, access to unconscious resources 
(this is trivial tautology!), decision making and executive control, recruiting 
and controlling actions, error detection, understanding, and others. Given 
these functions there are two possibilities: 
 

1. These functions are executed because the system is conscious, i.e. 
“consciousness executes these”,  
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2. The system is conscious because these functions are executed by the 
system. In this case the style of execution may make the difference be-
tween a conscious and a non-conscious system. 

 
Cognitive functions can be executed without consciousness and therefore are 
not a strong indication of any functionality of consciousness. On the other 
hand, decision making has been seen as a proof of the proposition that con-
sciousness has a functional executive role. However, Libet’s experiments and 
other studies (Libet 1993, Wegner 2003) seem to show that consciousness does 
not have decision-making power and decisions are made sub-consciously. 
Thus it may be possible that consciousness does not execute any function, 
instead it may be only an inner appearance in the system created by a special 
way of execution of the supposed functions of consciousness (Haikonen 2007). 
This leads to the following conclusion: If consciousness were only an inner 
qualia-based appearance with no function then no functional consciousness in 
the previous sense could exist. A system that would reproduce only the outer 
appearances of a naturally conscious system would not create the equivalent 
of the subjective qualia-based inner appearance of consciousness. Conse-
quently no proper emulation or simulation of consciousness would take place. 
“Functionally conscious machines” would be functional but not conscious; the 
label would promise too much. 
 
8 Mind and Inner Speech 
 
Human mind is characterized by inner speech. In folk psychology inner 
speech is often seen as thinking and the main content of the human mind and 
is understood as a main difference between man, animals and machines.  
 
The running of a computer program does not involve inner speech. Conse-
quently inner speech has been largely ignored by AI researchers. However, 
cognitive psychology and neuroscience has seen inner speech as a key com-
ponent of consciousness (e.g. Morin & Everett 1990, Morin 1993, 1999, 2003, 
2005, Siegrist 1995, Schneider 2002). Recently also some machine cognition 
researchers have recognized inner speech as a relevant component of human-
like cognition and consciousness (Clowes 2006, Haikonen 2003, 2006, 2007, 
Steels 2003a, 2003b). The relevance of inner speech to consciousness seems 
deceivingly obvious; how else could we know what we think if we did not 
hear our inner speech? This observation may easily lead to the conclusion that 
language and inner speech were necessary conditions for consciousness. 
However, this is not necessarily the case; there are also other forms of con-
scious thinking such as visual and kinesthetic imagination. 
 
Humans explain their situation to themselves via the silent inner speech. 
Morin (2005) sees this self-talk as a device that can reproduce and extend so-
cial interactions leading to self-awareness. During social interactions people 
may receive comments about themselves, the way they are and behave. Inner 
speech may repeat these comments as such or as first-person transformations. 
This may lead to enhanced awareness of the commented features and to 
modified self-image. 
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Human mind is able introspect itself, it is self-aware. Duval and Wicklund 
(1972) define self-awareness as the state of being the object of one’s own atten-
tion. This would include the paying of attention to one’s own mental content 
such as percepts, thoughts, emotions, sensations, etc. Morin (1990, 2005) has 
seen inner speech as important means for introspection and processing of 
information about the self and the creation of self-awareness.  
 
Inner speech utilizes a natural language. Natural language understanding and 
generation is a notoriously difficult discipline that, unfortunately, a mind 
theorist is not able to avoid. Existing machines do not “think” in a natural 
language and existing linguistic theories do not really help there. It may be 
possible that bold new approaches to linguistics will be called for. 
 
9 Conclusions 

 
An implementable theory of mind would be a theory that is expressed in en-
gineering terms which allow the simulation of the processes of mind or the 
design of hardware systems that support the said processes. The contents and 
processes of mind should be meaningful, that is, mind objects should refer to 
real world entities. Thus perceptive processes are called for; these processes 
would execute symbol grounding. Cognitive psychology has identified sev-
eral cognitive functions. It is obvious that an implementable theory of mind 
should be compatible with these. 
 
Human mind operates with qualia. The act of perceiving the world through 
qualia seems to be the very essence of human consciousness. Artificial minds 
without qualia may be called functionally conscious, but not without prob-
lems; functional consciousness may be a valid concept only if consciousness 
actually executed some function and that function could be emulated. 
 
Human mind utilizes inner speech. This inner speech is one hallmark of hu-
man consciousness that animals most probably do not share. Simple minds 
without inner speech can be envisioned, but a theory of mind may not be 
complete if it does not include the phenomenon of inner speech and allow 
communication via a natural language.  
 
An implementable theory of mind should address the workings of the func-
tional layer. Except for simple reactions and reflexes the behavior of the sys-
tem with a mind would be determined by the mind’s content; the accumu-
lated experience, emotional states, motives and good/bad values. This process 
would be most interesting to observe in an artifact, yet it would belong to the 
realm of behavioral psychology and would be beyond the basic theory of 
mind. 
 
The solving of the technicalities of mind would have important implications 
to information technology and also our own philosophical view about our-
selves. The spectrum of unsolved issues provides great opportunities to crea-
tive researchers. 
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Interview: 
 
Questions for a  
Journal of Mind Theory 
Konrad Talmont-Kaminski and Ricardo Sanz 
Institute of Philosophy, Marie Curie-Sklodowska University 
Autnomous Systems Laboratory, Uniersidad Politécnica de Madrid 

1 Context & Mission 
 
In the past formal and abstract models have attempted to shed light on the 
topics of the mind and brain, robotics and artificial intelligence. This has cre-
ated a vast proliferation of information, which currently lacks a single domi-
nant model for understanding mental processes. This journal’s aim is to con-
solidate and explore these formal and abstract tools for modeling cognitive 
phenomena, and to create a more cohesive and concrete formal approach to 
understanding the mind/brain, striving for precision and creating clarity in 
this topic of interest.  
 
This is a battery of questions on the very possibility of JMT posed by JMT 
managing editor Jaime Gomez and answered from two apparently very dif-
ferent perspectives: philosophy and engineering. 
 
 
2 Questions 
 
1) First off, for the purpose of putting things in perspective, There seems to 
be some skepticism about the usefulness of formal approaches. Is formal 
logic the best mode for thinking about mental processes? Are the grounds 
of validity of the laws of logic to be found in language, in conceptual struc-
tures, in the nature of representation, in the world, or where? 

 
RS: 
 
Formal logic is an abstract framework and as such, the grounds of its validity 
are to be found in its own structure. The programs of Frege and Hilbert estab-
lished this thread and the axiomatizations of Russell & Whitehead or Peano 
reflected this into logics and set theory; a program that was partially broken 
by Gödel results. The question is whence the formal can bear any strong rela-
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tion to the real. My belief is that the answer is yes. The reason for believing 
this is a question of plain evidence: laws of physics seem to be in strong corre-
lation with reality (cf. the bewilderment shown by Wigner). And it is not just a 
question of approximation –that we can always approximate any data set with 
an arbitrarily complex function– it is a question of how simple while precise 
the laws are in the formal side and in the real side.  
 
KT:  
 
Given that I am supposed to present the limitations of formal methods I 
should probably begin by making it clear that I do not think that any serious 
inquiry into cognition can go far without the use of such tools. Formalization 
is a vital element of the approach used by scientists to understand the world, 
allowing us to obtain a precise grasp of natural phenomena, as well as reveal-
ing to us when we lack such understanding. Any attempt to think about the 
mind without recourse to formal tools would be unlikely to get far beyond a 
collection of insights. Having said that, I think it fair to say that for much of 
the previous century assessments of the value of formalization have been 
overly hubristic. The depressing longevity of GOFAI seems to me one aspect 
of this phenomenon. In short, my position is not so much skeptical as pluralist 
– formal tools are necessary but far from sufficient. And they carry with them 
numerous problems. 
 
The utility of formal tools for investigating mental processes will look very 
different depending upon the context in which one places those processes. 
One can see them as the imperfect implementation of reasoning strategies, the 
structure of which is investigated by logic and other formal approaches. One 
can also see them as the evolved means certain organisms use to direct their 
interactions with their environment. While the two views – the logical and the 
biological – are not necessarily contradictory they do start with very different 
kinds of assumptions. The biological view forces a bottom-up perspective in 
which mental capabilities are the result of evolutionary and developmental 
processes that began with nothing more than simple chemical replication. On 
this view cognitive limitations are not an unfortunate detail to be abstracted 
away from but are at the heart of how we’ve managed to incrementally tran-
scend those limitations by making efficient use of the limited resources we did 
have access to. Also, biological solutions are not optimal nor are they univer-
sal. Instead, they are at best adequate to current needs in the particular envi-
ronment they are usually applied. If one uses logic as a model of what mental 
processes are meant to be like one ends up with highly unrealistic assump-
tions, such as a deductively closed set of beliefs, that must be continuously 
fought against if one is to arrive at something plausible (Brown 1990, Hooker 
1995, Bickhard 2009). The point isn’t that all formal models must embody 
those assumptions. They do not. However, to avoid having to identify them as 
problematic one by one, it is far preferable to start from the point of view that 
mental processes are to be understood as biological phenomena. 
 
It might be argued that while the logical view does a poor job of description, it 
is primarily meant to be normative – it talks not of what human mental proc-
esses are like but of what we should be trying to make them like. Yet this 
move does not buy the freedom from human foibles one might desire. On the 
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one hand, it is generally accepted that ought does imply can. This means that 
while the details of current limitations may be no longer as relevant, the over-
all unavoidability of limitations is not. On the other hand, putting the view in 
normative terms raises the question of the relevance of the norms. Why 
should people try to have true beliefs, for example? The fall back claim that 
this is simply what it means to be rational solves nothing unless one is com-
fortable with the conclusion that the choice to be rational is arbitrary. Any 
substantive naturalist answer, however, will have to come back to the human 
predicament of needing to make our way in a world whose capacity to affect 
us exceeds our understanding of it. 
 
The reservations I have raised may seem to be merely grounds for a view of 
reasoning that acknowledges the relevance of both the biological grounding 
and the logical structure. The two are not on a par, however. The problems 
with the logical view of human cognition can be ultimately traced back, I 
would argue, to Hume’s old problem: a problem that I see as necessitating the 
naturalist (rather than scepticist) response that there can be no universal solu-
tion to the problem of how to come to grips with our world. While the prob-
lem has come to carry the name of the problem of induction it might be much 
better titled the problem for induction, given that it was always clear, pace 
Popper (1959), that deduction had nothing useful to say on the topic. What is 
worse, as Couvalis (2004) points out, the problem also affects our justification 
for using deductive arguments since our use of these must presume our abil-
ity to use them is reliable, and evidence for this must be inductive. So long as 
induction was conceived of as a logic, no useful response could be given to the 
problem. In the end, the trick has turned out to be not to seek a solution by 
proposing ever more complex logics but to learn to live with the problem – 
“The Humean predicament is the human predicament”, to quote Quine (1969: 
72). Without an overall framework to work within we are left muddling along 
in the best of biological fashion. In our efforts we are free to make use of 
whatever tools we can access and, undoubtedly, formal tools are among the 
most useful. However, they are only made use of within the broader biologi-
cal context. 
 
In talking about this way of seeing cognition one is obliged to bring up Her-
bert Simon. Through his collaboration with Alan Newell, Simon can be 
deemed to be one of the father’s of GOFAI (Newell, Simon 1976). Throughout 
his life he made brilliant use of numerous formal methods to model aspects of 
human mental processes. At the same time, however, his bounded rationality 
approach brings together the biologically-informed points I have been seeking 
to make (Simon 1983). Something of the significance of the view of rationality 
he provides us with can be seen in the ensuing disagreement between two 
groups of researchers who adopted his concept of heuristics: Kahneman and 
Tversky (Tversky, Kahneman 1974) on one hand and Gigerenzer and his col-
leagues on the other (Gigerenzer, Todd, ABC Research Group 1999). Not sur-
prisingly, I stand with Gigerenzer in claiming that Kahneman and Tversky 
failed to appreciate Simon’s overall position when they used statistics as the 
standard to which they compared human cognitive heuristics instead of ex-
amining how effective the two are when dealing with real-life data. In effect, I 
see Gigerenzer’s work as a very good example of just what can be done using 
formal tools within an overall biological view of human mental processes. 
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Where does this leave the laws of logic? Clearly, I can not hold that they are 
the laws of reasoning. Hume put that notion to rest, I think: even if many did 
not notice and insisted on exhuming it. Yet, I have no wish to claim laws of 
logic to be a human construct. Having said that I must own up to a certain 
degree of fascinated ignorance as to what their actual nature is. One insight I 
do find convincing in this context is Peirce’s (1905) definition of what is real as 
that which has properties that are independent of what we think of that thing. 
Thus, the Earth’s equator is real in this sense, as its length is roughly 40 thou-
sand kilometers independently of what we think about it. 
 
Are embodied and situated approaches more relevant than the use of formal 
tools for the modeling of biological phenomena, in particular mental proc-
esses?  
 
RS:  
 
I don't really understand what “embodied” and “situated” mean. In a very 
precise sense all real systems are embodied and situated. All they have a body 
and are placed somewhere. For some authors, “embodied” does not mean just 
“having a body” but having an operation driven by a “mind” that is scattered 
through all the body. I cannot but agree with this spread mind idea in the 
understanding that minds are informational-control processes that are dis-
tributed through all the body. The problem is then not the question of “em-
bodiment” but the very possibility of existence of “non-embodied” minds. 
There is no way of having a real system that is purely abstract. Abstractions 
are necessarily reified if they exist. Therefore, the embodied mind vs formal 
mind is a false dichotomy. AI systems based on inference engines are as em-
bodied as any robot in a strong ontological sense. Formal tools are used to 
think about systems and then mapped into embodied and situated realiza-
tions.  
 
A different consideration places the distinctions embodied-non embodied and 
situated-non-situated in the side of the thinker, scientist or engineer and not in 
the target system itself. This means that there is a way of thinking and build-
ing robots that may be labeled as “embodied and situated robotics”. The same 
can be said for the analysis of alive systems or for the theorizing. The problem 
here is very simple indeed. What can we say of a model of a system that puts 
the mind in the brain and not through all the body? What we can say about 
this kind of model will depend on the system being modeled: in this system 
the information and control processes happen in the brain, the model may be 
good; if there are information and control processes beyond the brain, the 
model is certainly bad.  
 
So, there is no such thing as “embodied modeling”; there are just good models 
and bad models, and what the “embodied and situated” approach has discov-
ered is a blatant aspect of systems: the dynamical phenomena -especially the 
one driven by information- can happen in all subsystems. This is nothing new 
but common understanding in all science and engineering and a central topic 
of control theory: controllers -minds- must necessarily take into account the 
dynamics of the body to properly control it. Thinking that a controller can 
move a robot arm to perform any task in the absence of bodily considerations 
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is not just “non-embodied robotics” is simply bad engineering. Something that 
lurks here is the ignorance of a simple fact: given a concrete system, not all 
behaviors are dynamically possible and hence a working mind cannot actually 
decide upon the proper actions in the absence of the knowledge of the dynam-
ics. This can be read, as “minds cannot be separated from bodies” as embod-
iers do or can be simply read as “controllers must take dynamics into ac-
count”. Nevertheless, this is not a new insight, but common trade in cybernet-
ics and control engineering. 
 
So the question of embodiment is just whether or not bodily dynamics are 
taken into account when acting. And the question of situatedness just whether 
or not environmental dynamics is taken into account when acting -the analy-
sis being similar for that of embodiment.  
 
This is so for both the artificial and the natural. The case of the biological phe-
nomenon is a particular case of this more general phenomenon of bod-
ily/world dynamics being of relevance for bodily/world behavior. The “em-
bodied and situated” thinking about biological phenomena or robot construc-
tion is hence just trying to avoid the naïve approaches of the illiterate. 
 
KT:  
 
I think the answer to this question is already to be found within it. The two 
things are not to be thought of on the same level. In the one case we are deal-
ing with tools, tools that no modern scientific inquiry can do without. In the 
other, we are dealing with a particular approach towards the problem of how 
to understand mental processes. Any such approach will consist of a set of 
views as to what is relevant to the phenomenon and how we should go about 
trying to understand it. The strength of the embodied/situated approach is 
that it pays due attention to both blades of Simon’s metaphorical scissors: one 
blade being human cognitive limitations, the other being the structure of the 
environment. All too often, formal models of cognition pay scarcely any atten-
tion to either. At the same time, I think that the embodied/situated approach 
offers a way to understand how symbols can come to have reference without 
the need for some external reference-maker (Bickhard 2004) – a problem that 
purely formal approaches can never really hope to deal with. 
  
The “two cultures” conflict that C.P. Snow pointed out looks far from being 
resolved, indeed "the cultural panorama" seems to be more and more atom-
ized within each of Snow's cultures. The practitioners of science and engi-
neering in the cognitive sciences seem to diverge and question the methods 
used and achieved by each other rather than reaching any joint consensus. 
 
If the sciences seek to understand the physical world and engineering seeks 
to build better systems, is it justifiable to build artificial systems designed 
to carry out tasks that are already easily accomplished by human beings? 
(We are asking here whether building a humanoid robot that pours a cup of 
tea properly or walks straight sheds light on the motor sensor mechanisms 
that humans follow to carry out such tasks). 
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RS: 
 
The case of the two cultures is a case of misunderstanding of what the cultures 
are. They are not separated by educational reasons, but because they are not 
commensurable they have very different purposes. In a rough analysis, the 
people in both worlds -the scientists and the humanists- try to make their 
living in a particular niche. In a sharper analysis the “scientific” culture has as 
single objective to make living easier (this is then decomposed in sub-
objectives like understanding how the world works or moving water to our 
homes). The “humanities” culture has as objective the personal promotion of 
each author in a cultural context (in a sense it is mostly show business).  
 
In another reading, humanities could be understood as the engineering of 
cultural assets of experiential value; however the lack of solid theories have 
driven them to create self-perpetuating myths like the many arts, religions, or 
political regimes. The arguable attempt of the humanities to build an under-
standing of the human -a scientific endeavor indeed- is devastated by the lack 
of objective decision making processes between theories. The proper way of 
understanding man is cybernetics (in McCulloch words, “understanding hu-
man understanding”) but the humanities tend, in general, to neglect the role 
that scientific knowledge about humans has to play in their business. 
 
This is a difficult gap to fill because the problem of scientific theorizing about 
human thoughts and phenomenologies is daunting. Scientists are not willing 
to risk or waste their careers in such a minimal hope task and humanists do 
have the interest but lack the competences for the necessary work. 
 
The question of whether it is justifiable to build artificial systems designed to 
realize tasks that are already easily accomplished by human beings can be 
answered in this Snowean gap context. The question of whether it makes 
sense to build a machine to better understand humans has a simple answer: 
yes. Our mathematical incompetence to solve -in formal- some human sys-
tems problems makes necessary the construction and experimentation to ex-
plore -in physical- the enormous range of design alternatives.  
 
The theories of “the human” that we may have are of three kinds:  
 

• Rigorous mathematical theories -as those of physics- that we cannot 
solve analytically but in their simplest forms far from the complexities 
of a full-fledged human mind. 

 
• Literary theories from the humanities lacking the necessary intersub-

jectivity and positive character. 
 

• Executable models, that are reifications -usually in simplified form- of 
mathematical theories to be used in the performance of experiments. 

 
Obviously the best to have are the rigorous mathematical theories -for the 
purposes of science, not for the self-promotional purposes of humanities- be-
cause they would be universally predictive. However, the possibility of ana-
lytically solving billions of simultaneous Izhikevich neuron equations is well 
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beyond reach. On the other side, the executable models only do a particular 
prediction -of no universal value- but at least give us something of objective 
value.  
 
But the value of the executable models can only be such if their results are 
feed-back into the very theory that is the original backdrop of the executable 
model. Only in this way the construction of humanoid robots will prove of 
any scientific value. However, the lack of rigorous specifications of this theo-
retical backdrop and the model-associated simplifying assumptions convert 
most of the work on humanoid robotics in just a media show trying to make 
profit on human empathy for humans. These “researchers” are much worse 
than the humanists working in their self-promotion because they pretend to 
be doing real science –placing them between the bullshitters and plain liars of 
Frankfurt.  
 
KT:  
 
I think I must to a degree question the basic assumption behind this question. 
While it would be foolish to deny on-going atomization within the sciences, it 
is vital to point out the degree to which a cohesive approach is being devel-
oped that offers the potential for bringing together the various approaches 
and, ultimately, the “two cultures”. I should perhaps begin, however, by stat-
ing that I think that it would be a very bad idea for a philosopher to claim that 
there is no point to some scientific project. Firstly, because philosophy is al-
ways going to be wide open to the tu quoque response. Secondly, and more 
importantly, because philosophers have tended to be very poor judges in mat-
ters of this sort – I am reminded of the apocryphal philosopher’s objection, “It 
may work in practice, but does it work in theory?” 
It is standard among humanists to fear that were science to get its hands on 
the subject matter of the humanities, it would reduce them to nothing more 
than atoms and chemical reactions. The fear is, I think, profoundly misplaced 
though understandable. A writer tries to grasp the whole complexity of a 
phenomenon in hand and, having failed to do so, feels that he has failed com-
pletely. A scientist begins by trying to represent some of the most significant 
aspects of the phenomenon and only having done that asks what else she has 
left out of the picture. Thus, the scientist’s initial understanding of some phe-
nomenon is bound to look simplistic to the humanist. However, unlike the 
product of the humanist’s pen, the scientist’s achievement is only meant to be 
one step along the road toward a fuller comprehension of the phenomenon in 
question. More profoundly, science itself changes to accommodate the re-
quirements placed upon it by the phenomena it examines. Today’s science is 
not what it used to be. And that’s a good thing. The tools, methods and con-
cepts available to the scientists of one hundred years ago were insufficient to 
examine the kinds of complex biological phenomena that some of the most 
exciting of today’s science looks at. The humanist does not have to worry that 
the subtleties of the human condition will be crushed by science – it is the 
science that will ultimately have to grow subtle enough to do them justice. 
Given that scientific methods must accommodate the differing subject matters 
they are applied to, the various scientific disciplines must grow apart in terms 
of the way their practitioners work. Yet, this does not necessarily entail an 
atomization of the resultant world view. The first reason can be seen in the 
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move toward interdisciplinary approaches that focus upon particular prob-
lems and are willing to draw upon methods taken from a variety of different 
disciplines. I would argue, however, that much more profound is the way 
evolutionary theory has come to take on an organizing role across a plethora 
of disciplines (Wilson 2007). This is particularly significant when it comes to 
the question of the relation between the sciences and the humanities as it is 
precisely disciplines such as history, sociology, economics, psychology and 
anthropology which all deal with humanity that are set to undergo the biggest 
changes. Far from becoming more atomized, these disciplines are becoming 
linked together by the understanding that they examine different aspects of 
biological phenomena that are the result of the working out of evolutionary 
processes. The resultant world-view has underpinned much of the recent sci-
ence writing that, in direct reference to Snow, has been called ‘the third cul-
ture’ by John Brockman (1995). 
In light of such a co-operative approach, work on artificial systems that carry 
out tasks humans are capable of, offers a plethora of possible benefits. While 
assuming that humans always achieve those goals in the same ways as the 
artificial systems would entail ignoring one of the blades of Simon’s scissors, 
such systems do potentially provide an empirical proof of philosophical ideas 
concerning human capabilities. Understandably, the benefits for philosophers 
are of the most direct relevance to me, yet the story is much the same for other 
disciplines. Thus, Rodney Brooks’ work on robots has fed back into theories of 
biological locomotion (Brooks 2002). The process of exchange of ideas is not 
likely to be straight forward and differences must emerge sooner or later but 
the exchange of ideas has already proved itself to be very useful. 
 
The hard problem of consciousness or, how we explain consciousness in 
terms of its neurological basis is a highly controversial topic to which phi-
losophers and scientists have divergent approaches and answers. Philoso-
phers like Ned Block argue that the claim that a phenomenal property is a 
neural property seems just as mysterious—maybe even more mysterious--
than the claim that a phenomenal property has a certain neural basis.  
Do you think the hard problem of consciousness is a problem, philosophi-
cal dilemma or scientific challenge at all?  
 
RS: 
 
The problem of consciousness is no more and no less than a scientific prob-
lem. There are some observed regularities and we still lack a positive univer-
sal law that captures all of them. This problem is said to be hard because of 
the apparent difference between first and third person experiences. But there 
is no such thing as a third person experience. The experience of dropping a 
bottle of wine from the top of the tower of Pisa is the same type of first –
person experience as when drinking the wine. The only issue at stake in 
first/third person science is abstract repeatability of experiences in controlled 
settings. With abstract repeatability, I mean the experience described in a level 
of abstraction that gets rid of unnecessary details. In the case of the drop, we 
can abstract from the concrete tint of the sunlight, the position of the earth in 
the orbit or the concrete number and nationalities of the other tourists in the 
tower. If we describe the experience at a certain abstraction level -e.g. the 
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number of milliseconds a clock ticked- we can expect to obtain some laws 
(obviously if the world behaves in such a way). 
 
The separation of what is relevant and what is not to achieve the required 
level of abstraction is hence the cornerstone of shareable experiences -i.e. the 
very nature of science and engineering. This is a problem for consciousness 
research because the human brain is very complex and not easily accessible. 
Time will come where a deep understanding of brain structure will be ready 
to be used in the systematic analysis of massive data coming from real time 
brain observation. Then we will be able to separate wheat from chaff and to 
establish rigorous correlations ---i.e. scientific laws--- between stimuli and 
qualia. The laws of redness (?) will come. As will come laws of love and self-
hood. There is no mystery here, just ignorance and limited experimental capa-
bility.  
 
KT:  
 
If the ‘hard problem’ is only a philosophical problem then it is not much of a 
problem at all. But I don’t think that it need be just that. Consciousness is a 
real phenomenon and, as such, it ought to be investigable by scientific means. 
An essential step is to clarify what the ‘hard problem’ might possibly be – 
something that Chalmers’ various formulations do not actually achieve. A 
useful approach, it seems to me, is to break up the problem into Tinbergen’s 
(1963) four questions as they would apply to consciousness: 
 

1. What, if any, is the function of consciousness? The by-product explana-
tion seems highly implausible. It seems much more likely that con-
sciousness is a necessary element of any sufficiently advanced repre-
sentation of the environment and a system’s potential for action 
within it. 

2. How did consciousness evolve? Investigations of non-human animals 
that are closely related to us – primarily chimpanzees – have led to 
significant insights into this problem though we are still far from a 
satisfactory answer. One important point that appears to be becoming 
clear is that consciousness is not all or nothing, with various animals 
exhibiting different elements of consciousness. 

3. What is the mechanism underlying consciousness? Phenomenology has 
traditionally been an area of philosophy very much opposed to scien-
tific investigation. That, however, is not longer true with phenome-
nologists such as Shaun Gallagher (2005) working closely with neuro-
scientists to answer questions such as this one. 

4. How does consciousness develop in children? A subject thoroughly inves-
tigated by developmental psychology. 

 
It might be argued that the ‘hard problem’ is not the same as any of the ques-
tions I have listed. I would charge, though, that however the problem is for-
mulated, the answers are going to be found by pursuing these four questions. 
Any lingering sense of mystery will mostly be due to the inherent dualism of 
human folk psychology. If this means there is no ‘hard problem’: well, the 
four questions I have individuated are hard enough to have occupied scores 
of scientists for decades. 
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Another problem often referred to in the philosophy of mind literature 
seems to be the problem of access consciousness or – How can we find out 
whether there is conscious experience without the cognitive accessibility 
necessary for reporting that conscious experience, since any evidence would 
have to derive from reports that themselves derive from that cognitive ac-
cess? 
Do you think the problem of access consciousness is a problem, a philoso-
phical dilemma or scientific challenge at all?  
 
RS: 
 
This argument is permeated with two fallacies: the homunculus fallacy and 
the first person fallacy. This last refers to the false argumentation about the 
intrinsic difference between first person experience and third person experi-
ence. In the same sense that we can observe and measure someone digesting 
we will be able to observe and measure someone feeling. The second one 
comes from thinking that there is a part of our brain/mind that is “me” and 
the rest is something that I own and/or use. Obviously, language cannot tell 
us about all what is going in the brain (or the body as a whole). But when we 
use language to “talk with a person” what we are doing is indeed to “talk 
with a fragment of the person” but identifying that fragment with the person 
itself is a mistake. This means that in general, reports on consciousness are 
necessary fragmentary because the information available to the reporting 
mechanism is partial. 
 
With the development of a general scientific theory of consciousness and the 
advances in experimental resources (see previous question) we will be in a 
situation of scientifically being able to tell -in third person lingo- when some-
one is having a particular experience. The path to follow will be similar to the 
present capability of saying when someone is suffering epilepsy or heart at-
tack. Experimental signal will tell us if some phenomenon is happening and in 
what degree. No need for verbal reports will be then necessary. 
 
KT: 
 
There seem to me to be two ways to understand this problem. The first is as 
the traditional philosophical problem of other minds (Hyslop 2005). In this 
form the problem is presented as the question of how to avoid the skeptical 
conclusion that we cannot know anything about other minds. It is important, 
however, to appreciate the true weight of such globally skeptical arguments. 
Hume set out more than one but had the good sense to recognize that they 
actually lacked the wherewithal to undermine normal practices – even if we 
could not find any counter to such skeptical worries people would and, 
probably, should keep on as they do. Being global such skeptical objections do 
not leave any meaningful choices so that one may as well assume that they are 
incorrect for some unknown reason and carry on regardless. What can be said 
about such skeptical arguments is that they can be understood to be indicators 
of where we are yet to properly understand what it is that we do. Assuming 
that we can have knowledge of other minds, the fact that we cannot show 
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why the skeptical conclusion is incorrect shows that we do not understand 
something about how we obtain that knowledge. 
 
A much more constructive way of seeing the problem seems to be as the ques-
tion of how it is that people do form beliefs about the mental states of others. 
In this context two approaches have recently been popular; the first being that 
people possess a folk theory of mind which allows them to conclude what 
mental states other people have (Ravenscroft 2004), the second being that 
people simply simulate what they would feel and think in the other person’s 
situation (Gordon 2004). In this form the question is obviously open to empiri-
cal investigation and offers a clear way into solving the problem – a property 
skeptical worries typically lack.  
 
In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, T.S. Kuhn argued that science 
does not progress via a linear accumulation of new knowledge, but under-
goes periodic revolutions or paradigm shifts. Kuhn distinguished three 
main stages in the development of science. The first, pre-science, which 
lacks a central paradigm, is followed by normal science, during which sci-
entists attempt to explain observed facts within the paradigm. The failure of 
results to conform to the paradigm is seen not as refuting the paradigm, but 
as due to researchers’ shortcomings. However, as anomalous results con-
tinue to be produced, science reaches a crisis. At this stage, revolutionary 
science leads to a new paradigm, which works some of the old-good results 
along with the anomalous results into a new framework.  
 
Is the Kuhnian paradigm an inappropriate metaphor for the working of the 
human mind en soi même? Do you think that Kuhn's account of the devel-
opment of scientific paradigms provides significant insights into the cur-
rent state of the cognitive sciences?  Which phase of the three are we in 
now?  
 
 
RS: 
 
The search for a theory of mind is indeed the very elucidation of the nature of 
science: correlation between knowledge and reality.  
 
The prescience phase could be equated to Pinker's blank slate but I don't think 
our minds start from scratch. Or genetic material takes us directly into a 
“normal-science phase” of the mind that corresponds with the normal opera-
tion of a brain when using established knowledge and finely tuning it to the 
concrete environment of the agent. 
Brain revolutions happen continuously in the mind/brain driven by mis-
matches between the real and the expected. They are true revolutions in the 
catastrophic sense of Thom and take the form of non-linear attractors as Free-
man has showed us. 
 
Concerning the application of Kuhn model to cognitive science, I think that all 
people agree on the common paradigm given by theoretical neuroscience. In 
this sense, we are in the phase of normal science but we have a big problem 
with the character of the anomalous results. For some researchers there are 
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plenty of anomalous results or even topics not addressed by the theory -e.g. 
the qualia issue- that the established paradigm does not address -cf. Chalmers 
“hard problem”.  
 
For other researchers -including myself- we are still lacking some pieces in the 
global picture of the theory but there are not such anomalous results. What we 
have is a critical incompetence in applying and deriving predictions from the 
theory when addressing problems of real scale. There are no anomalous re-
sults because there are no complete predictions concerning experiments with 
real systems. Projects like Blue Brain try to test this hypothesis by applying 
high performance computation to the simulation of big portions of the brain. 
 
 
KT: 
 
Kuhn’s work had a revolutionary effect upon philosophy of science. It played 
a big role in breaking down a lot of the traditional assumptions and distinc-
tions. Without Kuhn ground-breaking research, the kind of biologically in-
spired approach that I, among many others, am pursuing would not be likely 
to find fertile ground to grow. Having said that, the Kuhnian paradigm has 
not weathered well. The interaction between philosophers, sociologists and 
historians of science that Kuhn made possible has shown his views to be 
grossly simplistic – a prime example of such work being provided by the re-
search carried out by Nancy Nersessian (2002). As such, paradigms and nor-
mal science may remain useful metaphors to use but we must be wary of put-
ting too much theoretical weight upon them. This means that any evaluation 
of the current state of cognitive sciences in Kuhnian terms must be taken with 
a grain of salt. Certainly, there is much that is reminiscent of what Kuhn 
would say about pre-science. However, this is not for the lack of a paradigm 
but for their surplus. Many people in the cognitive sciences spend their work-
ing days doing what looks very much like normal science – solving small 
problems within the framework of an overarching research paradigm. Yet, the 
paradigms they work within often turn out to be very different from those 
used by others whose work is none-the-less of great relevance to their own. 
The reason, I think, is that cognitive sciences are a prime example of science 
that is problem-focussed rather than discipline-focussed. This makes them a 
meeting place for methodologies and theoretical assumptions that come from 
fields as wildly disparate as engineering, biology and philosophy. That the 
result has been as progressive as I think it has is just one more piece of evi-
dence for the conclusion that Kuhn’s views did not do justice to science. 
 
Undeniably, the Galilean distinction between primary and secondary prop-
erties led to a great advance in science because it permitted scientists to 
work on physical phenomena while avoiding scholastic disquisitions or the 
distractions of issues that were perceived by the church authorities as emi-
nently human and therefore divine. Do you think this Galilean distinction 
between quantitative properties and qualitatives ones is still valid? How 
close we are to explaining the qualia in a quantitative manner? 
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RS: 
 
I don't think this distinction is any longer valid or useful. It is clear that in the 
past it helped focus on certain aspects of the nature that were at the same time 
easier and more politically correct. However, this is not the case now that we 
focus on very complex properties -like consciousness- and there are no relig-
ious issues at stake. 
 
All the properties -whether primary or secondary- are measured in a process 
of interaction between an observed object and a measurement device. In a 
sense, the simpler the interaction process the less effect can be attributed to the 
measurement device and hence the measurement is closer to being a meas-
urement of an intrinsic property of the object (with the necessary provisions 
for Heisenberg's uncertainty). In this very sense, qualia are abstractions -
higher level measurements- derived from interactions between the sensed 
object and the sensing agent -a grown-up device, indeed. 
 
The explanation of human qualia in a quantitative manner is certainly coming; 
but is necessary to perform two previous steps: 
 
The formulation of a theoretical model of qualia of universal character -i.e. not 
chauvinistically anthropomorphic or animalmorphic. This is in due course in 
the theoretical consciousness community and will coalesce in some years. 
 
The development of detailed measurement devices of neural activity of higher 
spatial and temporal resolution able to observe concrete individual neuronal 
assemblies in vivo. This is a very difficult problem and may not be solved in 
many years.  
 
However, this second step may not be necessary if the theory of qualia is solid 
enough as to give precise accounts of all extant phenomena as to be accepted 
as a satisfactory explanation by the scientific community. This may be neces-
sary for dealing with the irreducible believers on the special nature of con-
sciousness -mysterians-, that may only be convinced after the prediction and 
confirmation of ad-hoc suitable experimental tests. 
 
KT: 
 
The point that this discussion really seems to lead to is the perhaps surprising 
degree to which the world has turned out to be describable using mathemat-
ics. The realization that it could be, together with an awareness of the primacy 
of experiment, are two factors that are commonly seen as the intellectual un-
derpinnings of the scientific revolution. In that context Galileo is, of course, a 
good example to think back to. Faced with this development, numerous times 
people have sought to cordon off certain areas of experience as, allegedly, 
beyond the reach of scientific methods – those related to aspects of subjective 
experience being most commonly deemed beyond the reach of science. How-
ever, as I have already pointed out, scientific methods are a moving target, 
with science having proved itself adept at altering to fit novel problems. In 
effect, distinctions such as those between primary and secondary properties, 
have lost much of their philosophical significance – the difference between 
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them being spelled out in terms of differences in the methodological tools 
necessary to investigate them. Despite what Steven Jay Gould (1997) thought, 
science does not have a circumscribed magisterium, its field of competence is 
instead constantly growing thanks to developments in methodology. This 
means that anyone who would wish to talk about things ‘beyond the ken of 
science’ will find themselves in ever more constrained circumstances. As such, 
I do not think that there are any fundamental philosophical reasons for think-
ing that qualia can not be investigated scientifically. Indeed, I would argue 
that research into qualia is already an everyday occurrence and has been for 
years. One example of this is, I think, the research into the quite striking effect 
placebos have upon perceived pain. That these studies might not meet the 
standards some would hold them up to has more to do with often unrealistic 
philosophical expectations regarding the nature of knowledge than with the 
validity of the information we are gathering. In particular, something that has 
struck me on numerous occasions is how often good science can be done even 
when the quality of the arguments used – the philosopher’s acid test of ration-
ality – is less than sterling. Of course, this does not mean that there are not 
examples of research going seriously astray for the want of a syllogism. 
 
Aristotle claimed that definitions assumed the existence of some primitive 
concepts that could not be defined as otherwise we would never be capable 
of defining anything. Do you find this approach "usable" in the current 
scientific paradigm?  How does this claim relate to our discussion here?  
  
RS: 
 
The end of the apparent definition infinite regression may be a set of closed 
laws that bound magnitudes and have predictive power. This may be read as 
a self-sustaining network of definitions (as is the case of physics: f = m·a). My 
impression, however, is that the coming definitions in mind theory will be in 
terms of extant physics and information theory in a totally reductionistic 
sense.  
 
KT: 
 
The threat of infinite regress is a traditional philosophical bogeyman that has 
reappeared in numerous guises. Another of its guises is the idea that there 
must have been a first mover who put the universe into motion but who was 
not put into motion by anything else. In every case the infinite regress only 
threatens because of some failure to understand the matter in hand. In the 
case of the first mover argument, the solution is to grasp the basics of the big 
bang. In the case of the idea that there must be primitive concepts, the best 
solution is to understand language not as a collection of inter-defined con-
cepts but as a tool used by living organisms to coordinate their activities (Mil-
likan 1984 and Gärdenfors 1995). We learn our first words by learning to asso-
ciate them with conspicuous elements of our environment, aided by a grasp of 
ostention that develops very early on. We do not require definitions to be able 
to use language but must merely be able to obtain a pragmatically adequate 
level of co-ordination with our interlocutors. Indeed, definitions come some-
what late and are often post hoc and clearly inadequate to actual use. And this 
is even true of scientific and philosophical practice. Aristotle’s problem that 
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meaning must ultimately come from the outside of a set of inter-definitions 
foreshadowed the problem that all purely formal accounts of language have 
today. The solution is not to start by looking within language but to look at 
the interactions between the language-users and their environment. 
 
Real epistemological understanding requires that attention be paid not only 
to the propositions known or believed, but also to knowing subjects and 
their interactions with the world and each other. All serious empirical in-
quirers – historians, literary scholars, journalists, artists, etc., as well as sci-
entists – use something like the hypothetico-deductive method. How does 
someone’s seeing and hearing contribute to the warrant of a claim when key 
terms are learned by association with these observable circumstances?  
 
RS: 
 
The theory of mind we are looking for will represent the convergence and 
resolution of ontology and epistemology into one and single theory. The the-
ory of mind will indeed explain and predict how a knowing subject interacts 
with the world in a meaningful sense. They key here will be the provision of a 
theory of mind that is indeed a theory of science: how it is possible for knowl-
edge of something to be correlated with the reality of this very something.  
 
The way on how this epistemological-ontological consilience is going to hap-
pen can be captured in a simple vision:  
 
Nature is organized and what actually happens rigorously follows laws. 
There are no surprises or miracles. The question of what the exact nature of 
these laws is or whether they are probabilistic or not- is irrelevant four our 
very theoretical purpose. The only requirements for a theory of mind is that 
they are predictive -to be used as anticipatory tools- and that they are know-
able -i.e. can be captured in an information-control infrastructure. In this sense 
we can trust what someone has learnt -by building associations among ob-
servable circumstances- if we are able to discount from the learned laws the 
concrete, particularity-laden distortions coming from the individual processes 
of perception and action.  
 
KT: 
 
Obviously, I whole-heartedly agree that one can’t talk about cognition and 
related topics without a rich account of cognizing beings, their interactions 
and their relationship to their environment – Simon’s scissors once more. 
Conveniently, we happen to have a plethora of such beings available for us to 
study. I do not mean merely us, humans. I mean all living beings that in some 
way alter their behavior to adjust it to the requirements of the environment, 
and that includes pretty much all life including very many single-celled or-
ganisms (Campbell 1974, Haack 2007). But what can looking at paramecia 
teach us about warrant, one could object. Given that we have rejected the pos-
sibility of grounding our understanding of cognition in logic or some other 
formal system, we are left with looking at the previously mentioned four 
questions that Tinbergen delineated – What are the function, evolutionary 
history, mechanism and developmental history of cognition? One important 
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insight that I think we have already gained from this line of research is that 
cognition is like other evolved systems in that it consists in the addition of 
new systems that build upon and utilize existing systems. Because of this, the 
attempt to assemble high-level cognition without first constructing the 
‘ground floor’ was fundamentally misguided (Ziemke, Lindblom 2006). 
At the same time, looking for the justification of beliefs in some Platonic 
heaven is going to be as fruitless as in any other heaven. Ultimately, warrant 
will have to be paid out in terms of our interactions with our environment. 
This means that the dualism of causes and reasons has to be broken down. At 
one end this is being achieved by neuroscientists who are filling in the blanks 
in the neural pathways that take us from sensory input to object recognition. 
At the other end is the work being done by naturalistically inclined philoso-
phers who are reconstructing the relations between the normative and the 
descriptive. 
 
How can works of imaginative literature or art convey truths they do not 
state? Could incorporating this non-formal more abstract trajectory possibly 
be useful? How does the precision sought by a logician differs from that 
sought by a novelist or poet? 
 
RS: 
 
At the end, the problem of conveying truths is a problem of conveying a par-
ticular abstract form or structure. The vehicle can be directly abstract and 
tightly correlated with the aspects and complexities of the truth at hand (cf. 
Wigner comments of the effectiveness of mathematics in physics). But the 
vehicle can also be less abstract, more concrete and experiential and still con-
vey the form that constitutes the truth to be transmitted. 
 
The discovery of truth in arts will hence try to get rid of the details of the me-
dium and even the concrete message -remember MacLuhan's analysis- and 
focus on the abstractions reified in the message. This implies a voyage from 
the minute details of the physicality into the transcendental forms of the hier-
archical abstraction. The main difference between the logician and the artist is 
not that they try to convey different truths, but that they have a different 
strategy for the packing of it. Logicians strive for the truth as it is; artists want 
also the truth but they enjoy more the process of unpacking it from the media.  
 
KT: 
 
I remember how disappointed I was to learn a number of years ago that work 
in analytical philosophy on truth in fiction was concerned with such questions 
as how it is that it is true to say that Sherlock lived in Baker Street. There is 
very little in the tradition that has sought to cast light on the somewhat 
weightier question of how it is that Conrad’s Lord Jim contains more truths 
than all the Mills and Boone novels. Yet, steps towards understanding ques-
tions such as this are now being made by writers such as Susan Haack (2008). 
As with other problems in philosophy, I expect that work by biologists look-
ing at literature (Gottschall, Wilson 2005) will come to play a significant role 
here, too. 
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Personally, I am convinced of the epistemic value of art. I am also convinced 
that, thanks to its open-ended nature, science will be able to make use of it – 
assuming human society maintains the ability to carry out scientific work. 
However, I find that the kind of science that could achieve this lies beyond 
what I can currently imagine. 
 
I fear that at times my answers to some of these questions have veered close to 
poetry, its epistemic value notwithstanding. Certainly, I have made little effort 
to argue for most of the claims I have made as that would have called for 
much fuller responses than I have given. I can only hope that those who wish 
to find proper statements of such positions will be able to find them, including 
arguments in support of them, in the works I have referred to. Most definitely, 
very little of what I have claimed in my answers is original to me. The basic 
conclusion of what I have been aiming at can be stated as the view that while 
a theory of mind should, for methodological reasons, be formalized it will 
necessarily be biological in its content. 
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